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ABSTRACT 

We construct the particulate states of quantum physics using a recursive com
puter program that incorporates non-determinism by means of locally arbitrary 
choices. Quantum numbers and coupling constants arise from the construction 
via the unique 4~level combinatorial hierarchy. The construction defines indivic 
ible quantum eventB with the requisite supraluminal correlations, yet does not 
allow supraluminal communication. Measurement criteria incorporate c, h and 
nip or (not ' and") G, connected to laboratory events via finite particle number 
scattering theory and the counter paradigm. The resulting theory is discrete 
throughout, contains no infinities, and, as far as we have developed it, is in 
agreement with quantum mechanical and eosmological fact. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Although a successful challenge to the experimental predictions of quantum 
mechanics has yet to be mounted, and subtle features such as the supraliminal 
correlations without supraluminal signaling implied by Aspect's1*1 and other 
EPR-Bohm type experiments have been demonstrated, for some physicists a 
conceptual unease continues to persist. I present here my current attempt to 
meet this problem. 

What framework do I accept for physics? I believe that most practicing 
physicists would agree with me that physics is an empirical science. Physics 
in historical practice has rested on quantitative measurement, or at least on 
"operational procedures" which lead to "replicable* results. Here I will insist on 
the stricter standard that the results of experiment be reduced to "counting", 
taking due account of the (again specified) expected range of uncertainty. I 
cannot accept the concept "infinite" (or "infinitesimal") as valid in physics; for 
us finite beings (physicists or no) this great renunciation is (in my opinion) the 
first step toward acquiring knowledge. Quantum mechanics brought this issue 
to the fore for physicists; it had been raised for chemists by Dalton and Prout 
long before, and for philosophers and mathematicians by Democritus and Zeno 
in antiquity. 

For me, any formulation of quantum mechanics as we know it must contain 
the idea that quantum events are unique and indivisible. In contrast, classical 
physics is scale invariant, any arbitrarily chosen standards of mass, length and 
time- or any three experimentally independent combinations of those unit stan
dards will suffice. There is in it no place for unique events; the "microscopic* 
laws are "time reversal invariant". Events (which in classical physics are always 
in principle decomposable into "microscopic" substructure) acquire what unique
ness they possess due to the imposition of boundary conditions by the analysis of 
the physicist, or their embedding in a large-number 'statistical" background, or 
their relation to a "cosmological time", or ... Modern physics removes the scale 
mvariance of classical physics by recognizing a limiting velocity, a quantised unit 
of action (and angular momentum!), and quantised masses. Experimentally the 
only stable (lifetime > 10 3 3 years) "elementary" mass values are those of the pro
ton mp and the electron me in the ratio —*- = 1838.1515 ±0.0005, again stable 
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within the stated standard deviation. (According to current standard cosmolo
gies the stable nuclei that could have at least as long "lifetimes" (eg. 7/e*) are 
only about 10 1 6 years old, or less; whether protons have an "age" is less clear.) 

In my approach, I adopt from classical physics the dynamical definition of 
mass ratios from Newton's third law as articulated by Mach, but generalized to 
recognize the limiting velocity by using mass invar iancef i^-fppjc 2 = m V ) and 
3-momentum conservation (Ep,-n;t»ot = Sp/^oj) . Experimental contradiction of 
this assumption would be of immediate practical interest for those interested in 
the exploration of the solar system and beyond! The so far undefined energy (E) 
in this equation is a global quantity. As Wick saw in the Late 30's ' the easiest 
way to make a compelling argument for Yukawa's finite range meson theory 
of nuclear forces'* is to insist on (rtlativistit) 3-momentum conservation, but 
allow energy fluctuations consistent with Heisenberg's energy-time unfen inty 
principle and Einstein's mass-energy equivalence. This is also a basic principle 
underlying Heisenberg's and Chew'B S-Matrix theory. 

There is already a well known conceptual putzle at this stage in our discus
sion. If we fasten on macroscopic (gravitational) rather than microscopic (partic
ulate) phenomena as basic, the fundamental mass unit we would choose would be 
the "Planck mass" Mpianck ~ y/hc/G ~ \ / l , 7 x 10 3 S rn p rather than the proton 
mass. Contemporary physics meets this problem by using the "equivalence prin
ciple". The postulated equivalence of microscopic ("inertia!" or 3-momentum 
conserving) mass ratios and macroscopic ("gravitational") mass ratioE allows 
gravitation, and (perhaps) all other "interactions" along with it, to be "geo-
mstricized''. But this need not be the only route to 'aupergTavity", or whatever 
catch phrase becomes current when this paper appears. In my opinion, one of the 
strengths of the approach to physicB developed h ere is that our theory can have 
only one type of mass, and that the first approximations to both M^| 0 n cfc/mp 
and rrip/me are calculated. 

Once one accepts quantum events as basic, and the limiting velocity as well 
established experimentally, theBsupraluminal correlations" I1' predicted - but for 
some people not explained - by quantum mechanics also cry out for conceptual 
clarity and a deeper insight. I do not believe that this can be achieved by first 
developing the full technical apparatus of quantum mf hanics and then presenting 
these startling results as a deductive consequence. Etter, McGoveran, Manthey, 
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Gefwerl and I believe that the issue can indeed be clarified by invoking a 
minimal set of postulates that do not depend on the idea of space-time, let alone 
quantum mechanics. What follows in this paper is consistent with that point of 
view, and with earlier papers. 

Another aspect of contemporary physics that I would like to see emerge at an 
early stage is that our "universe" start out as Bimply as possible and evolve by a 
finite number of steps through recognizable stages into the complex situation that 
we encounter as we now explore it. When I started on this research I was at least 
open to the possibility that the universe we are exploring is "indefinitely exten
sible* in both "space" and "time". That we find great simplicity as we retrodict 
the past on the \:osmological scale, could (as Bastin has often emphaeited) simply 
be a consequence of impoverished data, - i.e. of the successive disappearance of 
relevant observable points of reference as we extend our horizons. I do not think 
this problem arises in acute form while retrodicting the last 15 billion years. I 
have been greatly impressed during the course of my own professional career by 
the convergence of seemingly disparate and very detailed measurements to a rea
sonably consistent "time scale" of that length. The past was different from the 
present in the probable range and type of configurations that occurred, but there 
is no indication as yet that the elementary possibilities were significantly different 
{except, possibly, during the very early stages). In the current paper, the very 
early stages of the evolution are simpler and not just different. For those who 
are more comfortable with a universe that has no beginning and no end John 
Amson provides a nested hierarchy which can be explored (past «-H future; small 
*-* large) so far as information is available (Appendix VI by John Amson entitled 
"fli-Orobourovs* - a Recursive Hierarchy Construction). So far as 1 can see, the 

consequences when this point of view is articulated in the current practice of 
physics are likely to be practically indistinguishable from those of the approach 
developed here. 

To the best of my knowledge we can retrodict the universe backward in time 
for only about fifteen billion years. There is an "event horizon" and a preferred 
coordinate system defined by the radiation that broke away from the matter 
when the cosmic fireball became optically thin; vithin the event horizon there are 
particles whose baryon and lepton number add up to approximately the square 
of 21'27 + 136. Our construction yields all of these observed features as stable 
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consequenceb of the construction independent of the details. That the theory 
developed here has a starting point and achieves evolving complexity possessing 
dynamic and heritable stability in the presence cf a "random" background of 
quantum events, is for me a satisfactory result. The 'universe" we construct in 
this paper will go on increasing in complexity in the future, and hence contains 
indefinitely extensible possibilities. This theory has a 6xed past, an event horizon, 
and yet and indefinitely extendable (though uncertain) future. It may be that 
I have found what I was looking for, but I can assure the reader that the steps 
along the way were taV.en for more immediate reasons, - so far as I am aware. 

In this current attempt to meet these basic requirements when reconstructing 
quantum theory I have made use of many ideas and techniques conceived and 
developed by other people " . In the series of papers on "Concept of Order" 
Bastin and Kilmister presented reasons why distinct "events" should relate to a 
basic algebraic structure connected to "3 + 1 space". By 1966 thiB research, to 
which Amson, Bastin, Kilmister, Parker-Rhodes and Pask had all contributed, 
had led to the closed 4-level combinatorial hierarchy with the cumulative car
dinals 3 ,10 ,137,2 l 2 7 + 136 ~ 1.7 x 10 3 B . 

The work on the combinatorial hierarchy did not face directly the statistical 
aspect of quantum mechanics, which I have already indicated I see as fundamen
tal. I therefore start my technical discussion in Chapter 2 by calling on more 
recent work by Manthey and McGoveran to spell out what current computer 
practice means by "non-determinism" and "arbitrary choice". \a the names of 
Amson and Pask will indicate, the earlier work had also made use of concepts 
used in computer science, but before the nondeterminism born of asynchronous 
communication over a shared memory had come to the fore. I turned that way 
because Gefwert demanded that anything that laid claim the description "con
structive physics" had to be computable. Fortunately the expert I first turned 
to was Manthey; the result was PROGRAM UNIVERSE. 

Our use of a computer simulation to model the theory is sometimes misun
derstood. I do not think of the universe is a "big computer in the sky". What 
th.; coding does for us is to keep us honest; if we can show that the program is 
indeed computable, then we h we protected ourselves from making all sorts of 
logical errors. A computer simulation is a specific type of "model". If it succeeds, 
all that we can say is that, within current experimental error, we have succeeded 
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in isolating those aspects of experience which act in a manner isomorphic to the 
action of our model. When the program fails, then we will have isolated a situ
ation from which we might learn some new physics, or possibly something that 
goes beyond physics. There can well be things in heaven and earth that are not 
contained in this philosophy, I trust it is clear that I am not a reductionist Oi a 
mechanist. Materialism is a separate issue, which will not be discussed here. 

PROGRAM UNIVERSE, a peculiarly simple algorithm, automatically devel
ops some representation of the hierarchy, necessarily specifies unique, correlated, 
global events and provides address ensembles for these events labeled by the fixed 
elements (eventually connected to quantum numbers, masses and coupling con
stants) provided by the combinatorial hierarchy. The technical details are given 
in Chapter 2 where we provide a specific construction of the four level hierarchy 
and the address ensembles; Mike Manthey's coding for this construction is given 
as Appendix IV. 

In order to meet our objective of constructing a quantum mechanical physical 
theory, we muBt somehow relate the structure we now have in hand to measure
ments of mass, length and time in the ordinary sense. We do this in Chapter 
3 by noting that quantum events "fire counters" and allow velocities, momenta 
and energy to be measured by well known techniques to an accuracy only lim
ited by available budget (or space and time available to conduct meaningful 
experiments). As in Hebenberg's and Chew's S-Matrix philosophy, momentum 
measurements, and the momentum space formulation of quantum mechanics are 
a strategically useful place to connect theory to experiment. We make this more 
than usually explicit by starting from a "counter paradigm" which relates the bit 
string universe to laboratory measurement. We find that the relativistic version 
of the "wave-particle dualism" emerges with little effort. We also discover that 
some fundamental cosmological observations find a ready explanation within this 
simple framework, independent of the details by means of which it is articulated. 

The next step, spelled out in Chapter 4, is to construct from the strings 
and events provided by PROGRAM UNIVERSE a relativistic quantum scatter
ing theory which, via the counter paradigm, conserves quantum numbers and 
3-moment? in a manner consistent with laboratory experience. The basic idea 
in this scattering theory is to use Faddeev-Yakubovsky equations for the dynam
ics rather than a Hamiltonian, or Lagrangian or analytic S-Matrix formulation. 
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Probably the most significant step taken since AN PA 7 is the derivation of the 
Propagator" for the scattering theory directly from the bit string universe via the 

Counter paradigm. We give a more detailed explanation here than was possible 
in our conference report'"1 . 

Is Chapter 5 we return to the four level hierarchy labels and connect them 
to the conserved quantum numbers in the standard model for quarks and lep-
tona. Briefly, level 1 describes the simplest neutrinos, level 2 describes electrons, 
positrons and the associated electromagnetic quanta, while level 3 gives us two 
flavors of quarks and the associated gluons related to each other in a color octet. 
This pattern will repeat until the possibilities close off at the Planck mass, but 
the conpHng between successive generations will be weak because of tlw combi
natorial explosion in possibilities. Thus we can anticipate that the Kobiyashi-
Maskawa mixing angles will indeed be small. The ccunt of quantum numbers 
is correct, and the quantitative or qualitative results so far achieved produce no 
glaring contradictions, 

For completeness we repeat in Chapter 6 the Parker-Rhodes calculation of 
mpjmt as it looks from the present context. The question of whether the result 
will be stable when we compute the correction to the fine structure constant and 
the "recoil corrections" is still unanswered. 

We will discuss in the concluding section what it might mean if this qualitative-
quantitative success persists up to a point where a definite quantitative conlict 
with experiment counter-indicates the acceptance of the theory. 
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2. GENERATING AND DISCRIMINATING 
BASIS STATES; EVENTS 

The first problem wc must face in constructing our theory is where the "ran
dom" aspect of quantum mechanics enters. As one will see in Appendix I, Kilmis-
ter allows his generation and discrimination operations to be interleaved in an 
order which is not explicitly specified. The route we follow below, which depends 
on the explicit use of a "pseudo-random number generator" in the computer 
program, is in my opinion a specific articulation of Kilmister's more general 
discussion. In Appendix II Bastin dit.cusses, among other things, the idea of 
"inexact matching" which he and Kilmister have explored; this might also end 
up in something that could be shown to be equivalent to my approach, out has 
as yet not been articulated far enough to settle the issue. 

The method of actually writing down a computer program forced Manthey 
ana me to tackle the "randomness" issue head on. For Manthey, the non-
determinism born of asynchronouB communication over a shared memory - one 
basic problem in concurrent programming - is viewed as at least analagous to 
the non-determinism encountered in quantum mechanics " ' " . Thus the basic 
coding for the routine which returns either a zero or a one with "equal prior 
probability" (and whose output is symbolised below by ttR") as given by Mike 
Manthey(in Appendix IV) starts from two memory locations which flip a bit 
backward and forward on one time interval; one bit is read whenever the (asyn
chronous) operation of the main program calls up this routine. However, when 
Manthey and I had occasion to need this routine for an EPR computer simulation 
we arc working on, he fell back on the standard (pseudo)-"random number gen
erator" available on his local computer I turn to another expert for discussion 
of this issue. 

The term McGoveran prefers to use when talking about what is often called 
"randomness" is "arbitrary choice". By this he means "not due to any fiiiite, 
lc-ally spficifiibii algorithm"; of course in standard practice, the local operation 
of the computer is deterministic (if it is working properly), so this means calling 
on some nnmber generated in a larger system not under local control. In the 
same tenniiunology, he would "define" random as "not due to any finite, local 
or global algorithm". Since we have no operational way to meet this require
ment, the concept of "random* is, strictly speaking, meaningless in our context; 
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we must content ourselves with the currently available pseudo-random number 
generators for our simulations. McGoveran's bask thinking on this was spelled 
out recently1"' in response to a query from Kilmister. I quote: 

*I think that we must insist on computability to the detriment of randomness 
for a number of reasons, each of which I have previously discussed. This position 
does no harm to the power of the model since, as proved by Shannon (1965), - an 
infinite state machine with a random element can be replaced by an infinite state 
machine (infinite being 'constructively infinite"), and as I demonstrated (19S4 
ANPA West Proceedings), there will always be a method for constructing certain 
repeating binary inputs which a given finite state machine with finite memory 
can not distinguish from 'random' binary inputs. 

aIn some sense, randomness is a local phenomenon. So long as a 'generator' 
is available which has significantly more states than the 'detector', there will be 
a possibility of generating strings which are random from the detector's point-of-
view. Similarly, given a string which passes all computable tests for randomness 
of a fixed complexity (i.e. by a finite state machine with m possible states), 
it will be possible to construct a finite state machine with n >> m possible 
states which producer that string- In algebraic terms: there exists a computable 
function g (pseudo-vandom number generator) for each finite class of computable 
functions /, such that, whenever the range Ra of g is sufficiently large compared 
to the union of the domains of /,- (call this D), it is impossible to prove that G 
is computable based on the /,-. In pictures: 

Finite 
State 
Machine 

Finite 
State 
Machine 

\C sees some outputs of G as random; G sees no outputs of C as random. The 
computational cost of detecting the orderliness of all G'a output b too great for 
C.J 

"Because we have neither the means for specifying what we mean by random
ness, nor for detecting it in a finite system, and we can be certain that a means 
exists for constructing ANY sequence, I have insisted that we have no need for 
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the concept of randomness, replacing it with 'arbitrary'. We implicitly recog-
niie an as-yct-unepecified 'finite computable function' ae the source of 'arbitrary1 

strings. 

"So long as wc are blind to the nature of a deterministic system, the effect 
is the same faculty as having "random choice0 • Furthermore, true randomness 
implies infip ''ea (an infinite state machine is required for generating random 
output - i.f undecidable output). I think we need consistency here and so deny 
randomness in favor of parsimony." 

Mow that we have spelled out how, in practice we can select either of our two 
symbols 0, * with what is close enough in practice to "equal prior probability" in 
the frequency theory sense of probability, we can understand the basic arbitrary 
choice from which the algorithm called PROGRAM UNIVERSE starts. But the 
generation of the Btrings in thie universe and the discrimination between them 
require considerably more background if the algorithm is to be followed. 

The basic elements with which the hierarchy work started are ordered strings 
of the symbols 0,1 of the form Sa(Nu) = ( 6°, ....)&„ where Ny is the integer 
specifying the number of symbols in ("length" of) the string, n is the usual integer 
ordering parameter n € 1,2,3,..., NUr and bf €. 0,1. We will discover below that 
when our construction has proceeded far enough we can specify the label a ill 
terms of the sequence of symbols in the NL positions n € 1,2,3 Nt, < iVy. 
For those who wish the integers themselves to be constructed, one can follow 
Gefwert's approach in terms of primitive recursive functions , or follow 
Kilmister's foundational discussion in Appendix I where in a sense they come to 
us along with the hierarchy itself. If we define the null string 0« = (0,0.,. . . ,0)N, 
the operation ffi which tells us whether two strings are the same or different (and 
hence discriminates between them) gives Sa®Sa = 0jtf„ wlicn they are the same 
and has two equivalent definitions; 

(....6°+2 4 » , . . . U = 5 a © 5 » = ( . . . , ( * « - 0 3 . - . . ) « . (2-1) 

whether they are the same or different. For the first definition the operation 
+3 is addition (mod 2), or symmetric difference, or excluflive "or", the symbob 
are bits and the operation is the standard XOR of computer practice. For the 
second definition the symbols are integers and we can define operations such as 
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**(#) » Z%m}b% which gives us the number of "1" *s in the string. This fruitful 
ambiguity was first noted by Kilmuter and myself; we refer to either operation 
as discrimination in order to preserve the generalisation that goes beyond XOR. 
The anti-null string is symbolised by l w = (1,1, l)«, allowing QB to define 
the •bar operation* 8*{N) s 1N &$"(N) which interchanges a 0 B , s and "1" 's in 
a string. 

By 1980 Kilmister'"' realised that the discrimination operation by itself 
would not suffice for the theory, since it gives vs no clue as to how the strings arise 
in the first place. He therefore introduced a generation operation by modifying 
a construction of the integers used by Conway (originally due to von Neumann), 
and found out how to go on to arrive at the discrimination operation using this 
approach. The final(?) version of his approach (which was sketched out at ANPA 
7 and completed since) is given as Kilmiater's Appendix I. In this way, or by using 
discriminate closure and the matrix mapping due to Parker-Rhodes^ " or the 
set-theoretic derivation due to John Amaon1"1 one arrives at the untrue, 4-
level combinatorial hierarchy with the cttir.ulative cardinals 3,10,137,2m+136 ~ 
1.7 X 10". 

As Kilmuter and I soon realised) once one has introduced the generation 
operation, there is nothing to stop it from generating additional elements even 
when the full hierarchy has closed off. In tcrntB of the bit-string representations 
used in my work, this means that the first bits in the string can be put Into 
1-1 correspondence with any representation of the hierarchy, and that as we 
go on cranking out new elements of still greater length there will come to be 
many strii.gs with the same label. Kilmistcr and I called the portion of the 
string beyond the Joief the address and thus arrived at the idea of labeled address 
ensembles. These come to play the role in our theory of quantum state vectors, 
but then are subtle differences from the conventional quantum mechanics which 
we will discuss at the appropriate point. 

When Christoffer Qefwwt heard of our work, he saw that constructive math
ematics could offer the appropriate philosophical framework in which to achieve 
consistency, and suggested to me that if we were indeed trying to create a "con
structive physics*, it would have to be expressible as a computer program. This 
encouraged me to re-establish contact with Michael Mantkey and led to the first 
version of PROGRAM UNIVERSE'"1 . Since we did not see any simple way to 
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code up KilmiBter'B generation-discrimination construction, we decided to gener* 
ate strings in the simplest way we could think of. What we now have is simply 
described. If there are SU strings in a universe of length Nv> it it allowed to 
evolve in only two ways. Two strings are picked arbitrarily and discriminated. If 
the resulting Btring is not already in the universe, it is adjoined; the number of 
strings goes up by one. If the string is already in the universe, an arbitrary bit 
is selected for each string and concatenated with that string; the length of the 
strings goes up by one. This second operation is called TICK. 

We generate the strings according to the flow chart: 
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Figure l.The flow chut for Progran Universe. 

PROGRAM UNIVERSE 

NO STRINGS - S U 
LENGTH = Ny 
ELEMENT U|>) 
i « | . 2 . . . . £ l ! 

R a- 0.1 (FLIP BIT) 
PICK ;= SOME t!|i| p r- i /sv 
TICK U := U || R 

V\\\ :m R U[a] := g SU :m 2 Kv ;= 1J 

TICK 
U := X) || R 
Nf := Nt- + 1 

' ^ 

U := U U S 1 3 

SU :T SU ^ 1 

{CAN BE 
J-ABEJ.F.D} 

»3!3*S 
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For those who prefer explicit coding, this is provided by Manthey in Appendix 
IV. The program is initiated by the arbitrary choke of two distinct bits: ft r» 
0 or 1, A = 1® Jl. Entering at PICK, we take & z~ PICK\$* := PICKi$a := 
St © S3. If 5i2 = 0w„, we recurse to picking & until we pass this test. |A still 
simpler alternative, which occurred to tne in writing this paper, would be to allow 
the null string to occur as one of the elements in the universe. So far as I can 
see, this would not affect the running of the main program, this change might 
require a little care, and perhaps some change in the coding when we turn below 
to the extraction of the hierarchy from the results of a run of the program.] The 
program thea asks if 5j2 v already ia the universe. If it is not it fe adjoined* 
U - U U S12, SU := SV + 1, and the program returns to PICK. U Sn » 
already in the universe, we go to our third, and last, arbitrary operation called 
TICK, This simply adjoins a bit (via R), arbitrarily chosen for each string, to 
the growing end of each string, U := '7|| R, JV := JV-t-1, and the program returns 
to PICK; here "||" denotes string concatenation. 

What may not be obvious is that TICK results either from a 5-event which 
guarantees that at string length JVy the universe contains three strings con
strained by 5 a © 5 6 © 5 e = QNo or a ̂ -ewent constrained by Si&S^QS'&S* - 0N„ 
that these are the only ways events happen in the bit string universe is illustrated 
in Figure 2. 
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Figure 2. How events happen in Program Universe. 

J V - l 

S-E VENTS 

JV 

S'l 1 ' i S i 2 l | l j l = * J I I ' i © S i | ! t I 

SJ h 
'12 

*12 = tlffi'2 

^12 

h 
'12 

— TICK 

su 

h 
'12 

Sa@$ieSe-0N 

A' 

4-E VENTS 

H Si £3 © £< = Si7 H Si 
£3 © £< = Si7 

Si — TICK 

Si 
SU sa@sb®sce a* = oN 

SU+l Sn = S, e s 2 

EACH TICK "RECORDS" A UNIQUE EVENT "SOMEWHERE' 
IN THE UNIVERSE 1-8*. 

6 3 7 3 A J 
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In the case of 3-events the universe just before (TV —l)*1 TICK contained three 
strings constrained by S[ © S? G) S[i =0n~i which ware replaced by Si = S[ j]ia, 
5,11^ and £[ 3[|tia respectively as a consequence of that TICK. Before the Nlh 

TICK 5[ and Si are picked and S\i generated by discrimination. Clearly, if 
112 = ti ffit3 then Si 5 is already in the universe, and the program will proceed to 
carry through the N,h tick. However it can also happen that when two strings 
are picked the 5JQ generated by discrimination is not already in the universe, 
and hence will be adjoined to it. Eventually however (if the program does not 
encounter some circumstance that produces a 3-event first) it will pick two strings 
5s and 5 4 (which could even be a second pick o! Si and S2) such that S3 ® S4 = 
Si © 5 3 ; clearly this will then lead to the Nlh TICK as a 4-event. 

In the original version of PROGRAM UNIVERSE, I was hung up with the 
idea that only 4-eventu should occur, because energy and 3-momentum cannot in 
general be conserved in 3-events (a fact familiar to particle scattering data ana
lysts). I therefore went to some elaboration to insure this, and only later stripped 
down the program to the present form. Once I had done this, James Lindesay 
then saw that 3-events could also occur by the mechanism just described. As we 
will see below both are needed in the scattering theory, so this fact turned out to 
be extremely fortunate. This is only one of many instances in the course of this 
research where the attempt to arrive at simpler formulations has had profound 
consequences. 

It ia important to keep in mind bath here and in what follows that the actual 
structure of the memory and the specific strings in it generated by our computer 
simulation are not to be thought of as modeling "real" elements in the world. 
We are not allowed to access them directly, even conceptually, when it comes 
to interpretation. The string length, whether a specific event is a 3-event or a 
4-event and how m".ny other combinations of strings satisfy the event constraint 
at that TICK are hidden from us. We can only talk about them as structural 
constraints and in terms of statistical arguments. Contact with experiment can 
only be made indireclfj; via the counter paradigm. This "simulates" in another 
sense whit actually goes on in the laboratory. We can never know "what it is n 

th^t initiates the chain of happenings which leads to the firing of a counter. All 
we can do is to use the connections provided by theory and experiment by means 
of some more or less su.rccssful type of analogical thinking to refine and improve 
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the statistical behavior of our counters, or mcr^ sophisticated detectors. 

In order to see that this program also leads to some representation of the 

combinatorial hierarchy and to the label-address schema, we must first discuss 

the idea of discriminate closure, originally due to John Amson. Givea two distinct 

{linearly independent or Li,) non-n«ll strings a, 6, the set {&,*,a©i} doses 
under dissimulation. Observing that the singleton sets {a}t {b} are ciosedj we 

see that two Li, strings generate three discriminatdy closed subsets (DCsS's). 

Given a third Li. string e, we can generate {c}, {b,c,b®c}, {c,atc^a}^ and 

{a,h,c,<t®b1bfB$,c®a,a®l>®c} as well In fact, given j l.L sstrings, we can 

generate 2 J - 1 DCsS's because this is the number of ways we can choose j 
distinct things one, two,... up to j at a time. This allows us to construct the 

combinatorial hierarchy!6! by generating the sequence (2 =*• 22 - I = 3), (3 =*• 

2 3 - 1 = 7), (7 =* 2 7 - 1 = 127}} (127 => 2 m - 1 - 1,7 x I0 3 S } provided that we 

can find some "stop rule* that terminates the construction. 

The original stop rule was due to Parker-Rhodes. He saw that if the DCsS's 

at one JeveJ, treated as sets of vectors, could be mapped by non-singular (so as not 

to map onto aero) square matrices having uniquely those vectors as eigenvectors, 

and il these mapping matrices were themselves linearly iadependenfci they could 

be rearranged as vector? and used as a basis for the next level. In this way 

the first sequence is mapped by the second sequence (2 => 2 2 = 4), (4 =>• 4 2 = 

16), (16 => 163 = 256), [256=5- 256 2). The process terminates becauise there are 

only 2562 = 65,536 = 6.5536 x 104 I.i, matrices available to map the lourth level, 

which are many too few to map the 2 m - 1 - 1.7016... x 10 J & DCsS's of that 

kvel. This (unique) hierarchy is exhibited in Table L 
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Table 1 
The combinatorial hierarchy 

i B{t±A) = H{t) ff(f) - 2BKI ^ 1 M(< + 1) - |M(£)] 2 C(<) = E | a l f l ( i ) 
hierarchy 

level (0) - 2 (2) 
1 2 i 4 
2 3 7 16 
3 7 L27 256 
4 127 2 1 2 7 - 1 (256)*J 

Level 5 cannot be constructed because M{4) < H[A) 

Although this argument proves the necessity of the termination (which is no 
mystery in the sense that an exponential sequence must cross a power sequence 
at some finite term), it did not establish the existence of the hierarchy. This was 
first done by me by creating explicit constructions of the mapping matrices' 1 7! 
and later more elegantly by Kilmiater J° . That the termination, and indeed 
the combinatorial hierarchy itself, is a much more fundamental object that the 
apparently ad hoc mapping procedure which first led to it can be seen either 
by Kilmirater's latest derivation as included here or by the very different way 
Parker-Rhodes now gets it out of his Theory of Indistinguishable! " ; a useful 
discussion of that theory is provided by him IN Appendix III. 

The method Manthey and I use to construct the hierarchy is much simpler; 
in fact some might call it "simple-minded". We claim that all we have to do is to 
demonstrate explicitly (i.e. by providing the coding) that any run of PROGRAM 
UNIVERSE contains (if we enter the program at appropriate points during the 
sequence) all we need to extract some representation of the hierarchy and the label 
address scheme from the computer memory without effecting the running of the 
program. The ob/ious intervention point exists where a new string is generated, 
as indicated on the flow chart (Figure l) by the box [ CAN BE LABELED ]. 
The subtlety here is that if we assign the label t to the string U[i\ as a pointer to 
the spot in memory where that string is stored, this pointer can be left unaltered 
from then on. It is of course aimply the integer value of SU + 1 at the "time* in 
the simulation [sequential step in the execution of that run of the program] when 
that memory slot was first needed. Of course we must take care in setting up the 

3 
10 
137 

2 1 2 7 - 1 + 137 
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memory that ail memory slots are of length Nmnx > Ny, i.e. can accommodate 
the longest string we can encounter during the (necessarily finite) time our budget 
will allow us to run the program. Then, each time we TICK, the bits which were 
present at that pen t in the sequential execution of the program when the slot [t[ 
was first assigned will remain unaltered; only the growing head of the string will 
change. Thus if the strings i, j , k.... labeled by these slots are linearly independent 
at the time when the latest one is assigned, they will remain linearly independent 
from then on. 

Once this is understood the coding Manthey and I gi/e for our labeling routine 
should he easy to follow. We take the first two linearly independent stringr 
and call these the basis vectors for Itvet 1. The next vector which is linearly 
independent of these two starts the basis array for level #, which closes when we 
have 3 bases vectors linearly independent of each other and of the basis for level 1, 
and so on until we havt found exactly 2 + 3 + 7+ 127 linearly independent strings. 
The string length, when this happens is theft the label length N^; it remains fixed 
from then on. During this part of the construction we may have encountered 
strings which were not linearly independent of the others, which up to now we 
could safely ignore. Now we make one mamouth search through the memory and 
assign each of these stnngfl to one of the four levels of the hierarchy; it is easy 
to see that this assignment (if made sequentially passing through level 1 to level 
4) has to be unique. From now on when we generate a new string, we look at 
the first NL bits and Bee if they correspond to any label already in memory. If 
so (since the address part of the string must differ) we assign the address to the 
address ensemble carrying that label. If the new string also has a n<>w label, we 
simply find (by upward sequential search as before) what level of the hierarchy 
it belon js to and start a new labeled address ensemble. Because of discriminate 
closure, *̂e must eventually generate 2 1 2 7 -̂  136 distinct labels, organized in the 
four levels ui tiie hierarchy. Once this happens, the label set cannot change, and 
the parameters t for these labels will retain an invariant significance no matter 
how long we continue to TICK. We emphasize once more that what specific 
representation of the hierarchy we generate in this way is irrelevant. 

Each event results in a TICK, which increases the complexity of the universe 
in an irreversible way. Our t.heory has an ordering parameter [Nfr) which is 
conceptually closer to the "time" in general relalivistic cosmologies than io the 
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"reversible" time of special relativity. The arbitrary elements in the algorithm 
that, generates events preclude unique "retrodiction", while the finite complexity 
parameters (SU, Nu) prevent a combinatorial explosion in statisticalretrodiction. 
In this sense we have a fixed - though only partially retrodictable - past and 
a necessarily unknown future of finite, but arbitrarily increasing, complexity. 
Only structural characteristics of the system, rather than the bit strings used 
in computer simulations of pieces of our theory, are available for epistemological 
correlations with experience. 

What was not realized when this program was created was that this simple 
algorithm provides ua with precisely the minimal elements needed to construct 
a finite particle number scattering theory. The increase in the number of strings 
in the universe by the creation of novel strings from discrimination is our re
placement for the "particle creation" of quantum field theory. It is not the same, 
because it is both finite and irreversible; it also changes the "state space". The 
creation of novel strings by increasing the string length (TICK) implies an "ex
clusion principle"; if a string (state) already exists, the attempt to fill it leads to 
an "event", and a universe of increased complexity. Note that the string length 
JV[/ is simply the number of events that have occurred siice the start up of the 
universe; this order parameter is irreversib'e and monotonically increasing like 
the cosmological "time" of conventional theories. Our rvents are unique, indivis
ible and global, in the computer sense; consequently events cannot be localized, 
and will be "supraluminally" correlated. 
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3. THE COUNTER PARADIGM; THE COSMIC FRAME 
To make contact with physics we must now relate our bit string universe 

to the laboratory measurement of mass, length and time or three independent 
dimensional standards which can be related to these measurements. Laboratory 
practice in elementary particle physics is to use "counter" experiments or their 
equivalent for velocity measurement, momentum conservation for mass ratio mea
surement, and to find some phenomenon that brings in Planck's constant for the 
third connection (charge via e 2/fie, Compton scattering, deBroglie wave inter
ference, black body radiation, photo-effect,...). The inter-relationships between 
these measurements provide tight standards of self-consistency, and numerica' 
values for the fundamental constants which in the end are more important than 
the comparisons with tht standard meter, kilogram and second. Thus all we need 
do in principle is to make contact with three aspects of our theo«y in such a way 
that these connections follow. 

As Heisenberg realized long ago, one of the easiest ways to make contact w.;th 
macroscopic laboratory physics is through particulate momentum measurement, 
for example the firing of two counters a distance L apart with a time interval 
T, and identifying the "particle" which naively speaking "fires the counters" by 
measuring its r.iass (eg by momentum conservation in a scattering from a ^rrticle 
of known mass). Since the counters can, in principle, be placed as far apart as 
we like the velocity V = LjT can be measured to as high precision as our budget 
allows. Empirically all such velocities are less than or indistinguishable from the 
limiting velocity e, and the momentum P and energy E are related to the mass 
m by P = mPc/y/i'^jP and E = mc2/^r~^ (or & - p V = m V ) where 
0 = V/c. Thus if the basic quantum mechanics used is written in momentum 
space, and all physical quantities can be computed from the momentum space 
scattering theory, then contact with laboratory measurement is aboi:t a* direct as 
possible. This is sometimes called the S-Matrix philosophy, and is adopted here. 
) * W this point of view, the representation of quantum mechanics in space-time 
is then obtained by Fourier transformation, and has only a formal significance, 
particularly for ohort distances where direct measurement with rods and clocks 
is impossible. Hence if we can show that our bit string universe supports a mo
mentum space scattering theory of the same structure as conventional relativistic 
quantum mechanics (or at least in close enough coiTespondence to that structure 
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so as not to be in conflict with experiment), our interpretive job has been done 
for us by Heisenberg and Chew. We devv.op this scattering theory in the next 
chapter, but still find it instructive to go as far as we can in interpretation without 
invoking that formal apparatus. 

The means used to connect the bit string universe to the practice of particle 
physics is to assume that 

any e lementary event, under circumstances which it is the task of the tz-
perimenf.al physicist to investigate/ can lead to . s firing of a counter. 

The typical laboratory situation we envisage is chat in which one of a beam of 
particles of some known type (which eventually we wi 1 have to connect to some 
label a in the bit string universe) enters and fires a macroscopic counter, and 
at time T later a counter a distance L from the first which is sensitive to the 
same type of particles also fires. Ignoring the practical details which will occur 
to the experimentalist, and the many sophisticated steps he will h;>ve tc take to 
convince his colleagues that neither firing was "spurious", we follow conventional 
practice and say that this sequence of happenings means that a particle of type 
a has been shown to have a velocity v = LjT, and until something else happens 
will (if it carries a conserved quantum number such as charge or baryon number) 
continue t,o have that velocity in the geometrical direction defined by the first 
two counters. This assumption can be checked by adding counters down stream 
and checking that indeed (within uncertainties of measurement and corrected for 
energy loss in the counters) the expected velocity it, again measured. We call this 
the "counter paradigm". 

The first step in connecting the counter ^ f ^ i g m to the bit string universe 
is to assume that the first firing is connected to some unique event involving 
label o and that N TICK's later there was a second event involving the same 
label conrected to the second firing. Further w« assume that for some relevant 
portion (to be spelled out in detail b '^r) of the address ensemble with this label 
the average number of ones added by *hese TICK's was < ka[N) >—< E^Ljfr? > 
allowing us to define a parameter fia = — ^ j ^ * " * ' . Since - 1 < fia < +1 we 
identify it with a velocity measured in unit3 of the limiting velocity c, and connect 
it to the experiment by requiring that &a = v/~ — LjcT. Following Stein " we 
interpret this ensemble of strings of length N as a biased random walk in which 
a 1 represents a step b the positive and a 0 a step in the negative direction. 
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Since we now know how to relate sub-ensembles of bit strings to velocities 
in laboratory events, the question naturally arises as to what coordinate system 
the full ensembles generated by PROGR ;M UNIVERSE refer to. Fortunately 
this is an easy question to answer. We now know that the solar system is moving 
at approximately 600 km/sec with respect to the coordinate system in which the 
2.7°K background raoiation in at rest; we also have measured the direction of this 
motion with respect to the distant galaxies. But the statistical method by which 
the stringB are generated guarantees that on average they will have as many zeros 
as ones, defining uniquely a lero velocity frame with respect to which non-null 
velo'> -:-JB have significance. Clearly this must be identified with the empirically 
kno- • cosmic" zero velocity frame. Further there are two strings, ljtfuand 0nv, 
which describe two states in which corresponding labels, lw t and OffL, have had 
the limiting velocity in opposite directions from the start. Thus we have an 
event horizon, to which we cannot assign any further content even after we have 
constructed our version of 3+1 "si ace"; the event horizon must be isotropic. 
Of course within that event horison we could still be receiving signals from the 
remnants of collections of events which can be expected to be inotropic only in 
a statistical sense. We find it very satisfactory that these observed cosmological 
features emerge BO readily from OUT interpretation of the model. 

Now that we have confidence that the address strings do indeed specify dis
crete velocity states in general and not just in the laboratory, we next note that 
once the hierarchy has closed off at level 4, the s*i of available labels is fixed 
and simply keeps on reproducing itself in subsequent events. Thus labels have 
an invariant significance no matter how many subsequent TICK's occur, and can 
be used to identify both quantum numbers and elementary particle masses. Of 
course ii will then become the task of the theory to compute the ratios of these 
masses to nip (or to Mpianck) The problem is to make this assignment in such a 
way as to guarantee both quantum number conservation and 3-momentum con
servation between connected events. Just how to do this is not obvious, and I have 
made several false starts on the problem, from each of which I learned something. 
The key turned out to lie in the parallel development of a finite particle number 
relativistic quantum scattering theory ' " " which I hope will one day be con-
sidered as a candidate to replace both quantum field theory and S-Matrix theory 
as the theory of choice for practical problems in relativistic quantum mechanics. 
That, of course, lies iu some uerj/ uncertain future. Fortunately the development 
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has proceeded far enough to give the essential clues as to how to connect the bit 
string universe to at least one version of relativistic quantum mechanics. 

We now apell out in more detail precisely how the counter paradigm is used 
to connect the firing of two laboratory counten, as described above to two events 
in the bit string universe. These two events will involve some label La of length 
NL,. We assume that the address string Aa is of length N^ = Nu — NL when 
the first firing occurs and of length N& + N when the second firing occurs. The 
laboratory velocity V = fie is then to be computed from the bit string model by 
0° = {2ka/N) - 1 wliere for a single string ka = ^*N"+IK- AS we have already 
discussed, we are not allowed to access the computer memory directly, BO our 
knowkdge is not this precise. The macroscopic siee of the co jnters AL and finite 
time resolution AT necessarily require us to consider discuss all strings in the bit 
string universe in some range j9±A^/2 where A/? = (L+AL)/c{T-AT)~L/cT. 
We will see in the next chapter that this "wave packet" description is essential 
for the calculation of the "propagator" in the scattering theory. 

Before I fastened on the counter paradigm as the correct point of contact 
between the theory and experiment, I tried to make use of Stein'sl 2 2! "derivation"" 
of ihe LorenU transformation and the uncertainty principle. He assumed that th» 
basic "objects" underling what we call particles are ensembles of biased random 
walks of N step? of length t with a probability p of taking a step in the positive 
direction and q = 1 — p in the negative direction, and hence the probability 
distribution AM/p!<j! for the most probable position of the peak. To relate tiiid 
to the velocity of the "particle'' take p = | ( 1 + 0) and q = ±(1 - /9), where 0c 
is indeed the velocity of the most probable position. From the fact that the 
standard deviation from the peak is y/Npq = y ^ f l - ^ 2 ) Stein then arrives 
at the Lorentz transformation, and by taking t = hjme gets the uncertainty 
principle as well. 

Once I had the counter paradigm in mind, I took over Stein's "random walk" 
idea by assuming that the l's in the N& + 1 —• A'̂  + N portion of the address 
strings represented steps in the positive (first firing to second) direction between 
the counters and the O's steps in the opposite direction. The definition of P 
remains the same, and by taking the step length as t — hc/E the velocity of 
the ni03t probable position and the momentum are correctly related to the en
ergy. Further the velocity of each step is the deBroglie "phase velocity". If we 
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make up "wave packets" from these discrete "velocity states", it is easy to show 
that the most probable position still moves with the mean velocity and that the 
"coherence length" which determines interference phenomena based on these pe
riodicities is indeed'" '" ' the deBroglie wavelength A -- h/p. Our discrete theory 
therefore relates momentum measurement to interference phenomena and the 
"wave-particle dualism" in much the same way that it is done by following the 
S-Matrix philosophy. 

We now have h, c, and m/mv related to measurement in a precise way. In the 
next chapter we complete this part of the argument by showing that we can in
deed construct a scattering theory with 3-momcntum and quantum number con
servation in events using the strings of program universe, But our identification 
of address strings with velocity states already allov--s a number of cosmological 
connections between our theory and experimental fact to be made independent 
of the technical details of the scattering theory. As was spelled out above, we 
have the cosmological eve'-.t horizon aid its isotropy, and the identification of 
the coordinate system in which the theory is constructed with that coordinate 
system in which the 2.7"K cosmic background radiation i.-i at rest. 

4, S C A T T E R I N G T H E O R Y ; C O N S E R V A T I O N LAWS 

We must now proceed to show that the events discussed above can be in
terpreted as supporting conservation laws that will be preserved by all relevant 
TICK-connected happenings. This will be done by invoking a new multi-particle 
relativistic quantum mechanical scattering theory 12 : i~ : , 7l. The basic idea in this 
scattering theory is to use Faddeev-Yakubovsky equations for the dynamics rather 
than a Hamiltonian, or Lagrangian or analytic S-Matrix formulation. The basic 
input to the linear integral equations is then a two-particle scattering amplitude 
with one or more spectators. Because neither particle from the scattering pair 
is allowed to scatter agahi with its partner until something elm; has happened, 
there can be no "self-energy-loops" or infinities Buch as occur in field theory. 
Because the equations are linear, the solutions are unique, in contrast to the 
non-linear ambiguities that occur in the analytic S-Matrix theory. Because of 
the algebraic structure of the equations probability flux i? conserved for those 
degrees of freedom which are included. 
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The ba-sic theory allows any finite number of distinguishable particles. For
tunately wt will not have to explore the combinatorial explosion that results in 
the standard Faddeev-Yakubovsky theory when one tries to go from N to S + 1 
with / / > 4 because elementary events in PROGRAM UNIVERSE can involve at 
most four distinct strings. The 4-procesa has two cases: (3,1) three particles can 
coalesce to one (or one dissociate to three) with the fourth particle as a spectator; 
(2,2) two particles can scatter, and the scattering of the second pair call be the 
spectator. The 3-proccsa allows one pair to scatter with the third particle as a 
spectator; adding a spectator to this process will lead to one of the t w o previous 
possibility on the first iteration. 

The Faddecv (3-particle) theory has three input processes: 0 + 6 *-* a + 
6, c spectator; b + c «-» b + c, a spectator; c + a »-» r. 4 a, b spectator. But 
when "crossing" is considered ' the dynamics have to describe as well the anti-
particles a, 5, c with no change in the dynamical degrees of freedom. In quantum 
field theory or S-Matrix theory, any particulate state with velocity y and quantum 
number(s) Q(„) must enter the theory in such a way that no prediction of the 
theory is altered by changing the (conventional and arbitrary) choice of Sign of the 
quantum numbers and choice of reference direction forvelocities to - v , _ G(i ) a n d 
inverting the coordinates (parity operation); the rtlative sign between velocities 
and quantum numbers -is significant. Since for any labeled address Aa, A* = 
\n„-{.-,. © Aa, ft* = -/?'*, all we need do to insure this rule is to require that 
for any quantum number we define using the (uniqve) label string for label a 
(a e 1,2, . . . , 2 , 2 7 + 136)) Qn = - Q " ; all rules used below meet this requirement. 
Then any 3-event can be viewed as a two particle amplitud.. 

* - a ( P i = a©/ , -> ; c = a ® b spectator (4.1) 
o —> —to 

or the velocity reversed equivalent; note th^t we canni>t distinguish this locally 
from any cyclic or anti-cyclic permutation on a, 6, c. In terms of the scatter
ing theory we have developed' 2 3 ~ 3 7 i the basic scattering process starts from a 
collision between a particle and an anti-particle with opposite velocities) which 
is isomorphic to the bit-string 3-event described by Eqn. (4.1) if we look at is 
as a + ft -••- a + 5. Hecause the distinction between the symbols 0 and 1 does 
net depend on which is which (a point brought home forcefully by John Am-
son's discussion of the Bi-OTobourous included here, the masses of particle and 
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antipaxticle must be the same. Consequently the bask process has zero total 
momentum, which is consistent with the assumption made abov<> that the con
struction refers to the zero momentum frame. The extension to 4 events, taking 
proper account of the two cases, is immediate: 

(3,1): a©fr©c-»dS<J»-&@£g>e;c[=a©Aa>£ spectator (4.2) 

(2,2): fl©6-f(ai) = [&$) * - s © E ; (erf) = o © b spectator (4.3) 

Since our basic process is what is called in high energy physicB "inelastic" 
(2 in, 2 out but not necessarily the same two), it would appear that there are 
only two degree! of freedom - energy and scattering angle or the manifestly co-
variant Mandebtam variables. Actually this is true so far as the coupled integral 
equations go, but the coupling between the three Faddeev channels necessarily 
brings in a third dynamical degree of freedom. If we take these three degrees 
of freedom to be the magnitudes of the three momenta pa,pb,prt 3-momentum 
conservation guarantees that the vector triangle formed by them closes, so the 
magnitudes fix the internal angles. One vector in the plane of the triangle then 
can be used to relate the scattering triangle to space-fixed (laboratory) axes, pro
viding 3 kinematic degrees of freedom. Since 3-momentum is conserved the plane 
of the triangle is fixed, as is the total 3-momentum in any arbitrary laboratory 
frame; total 3-momentum provides 3 more kinematic degrees of freedom. Since 
the particles are "on mass shell" (E2 - p2 = m2 with c = 1), 9 of the 12 degrees 
of freedom are needed only to relate the fundamental dynamics to the manifestly 
covariant description in terms of the 4-vectors &„, *t» K- A similar analysis shows 
how the Faddeev.Yakubovsky dynamics used in the 4-particle equations in the 
aero momentum frame, again under the assumption of 3-momentum conserva
tion, suffices to provide all that is needed for the interpretation of the results in 
terms of standard relativistic kinematics. 

Now that we know where we are headed, we can try to connect this theory 
up to the events in the bit string universe. The scattering theory uses single 
particle basis states with energy, momentum, mass and velocity connected (with 
0 2 = (V/c) 2 andc=l)by 

& - p2 = m a > 0; 0 < p- - p-/E' < 1 (4.4) 

Calling these states \mtft0„ > s |« >, the single particle mass M", velocity B**, 
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momentum P " and energy £ " operators hav« tHeSe States as eigenvectors: 

M* , |a>=T7, , I |«>;B*'!a>=^|a>= y ™ J a > (4.5) 
'»« + « 

P " | a > = - ^ i = | 0 > ; E - | n > = , " » I B > (4.6) 

So far tij-c connection to the bit strings of specified address length thought of as 
states is immediate if we make the identification 5° (^y) = La{Nt,)\[Aa{ffu -
JV;1 = |a >. All values of the parameters compatible with the constraints ex
pressed in Eqn. (4.4) are allowed in the conventional scattering theory, Bit 
string dynamics is more specific. Only the discrete velocity eigenvalues 0a = 

"i"'wi' " - 1 are allowed. Here JVj and Ny are the string lengths of the uni
verse when the two events of interest in defining the velocity state space occurred; 
of course N{, < N^ < N% < Ny. 

There is an interesting convergence between the basis states the bit string 
universe generates automatically and the "light cone quantisation" states which 
Pauli and Brodsky1"' find peculiarly appropriate to simplify the quantum field 
theory problem. They introduce a finite momentum cutoff A and discrete the 
problem by using a finite quantization length L (the old trick of periodic iiound-
ary conditions). In the Introduction tu their second paper Pauli and Prodsky 
call the parameters L and A "artificial", which indeed they are in their con
text of trying to disc ret ize a "continuum" theory; for us two related finite pa
rameters are necessary, Our theory has a finite momentum euteff: the small
est finite mass particle recoiling from the rest of the universe, "he maximum 
invariant energy we can discuss in our theory is, so far as we can see now> 
M r f c 2 = ( 2 1 2 7 + 1 3 6 ) M P h m d t c 7 -= ( 2 m f Vi^mpC7. Working out the connection 
to the maximum finite values for JV we can discuss consistently in our framework 
would get us into a discussion the issues raised by Amson's Bi-Qttrobourout, so 
WP i. rer it to ANPA 8 or later. We see no likelihood of finding direct experimen-
i.ii i-ui In mation of our finite philosophy by exploring that limit experimentally. 
Both for the Pavli-Brodsky approach and for ears, the momentum cutoff » set 
by the computing budget rather than more fundamental considerations. 
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Fortunately the minimum resolution we can achieve sets practical limits that 
are simpler to discuss, and which are directly related to the states Pauli and 
Brodsky use. They relate their invariant 4-momentum M to their "harmonic 
resolution" K by requiring, as we do, iero center-of-mass momentum (cf. p. 1999, 
Ref 41). Their unit of length is XQ — h/Mc which is the same as the step length 
I in our random walk. Hence their harmonic resolution K = L/XQ —• Ljt — N, 
that is the number of steps taken in the random walk, or the number of bits 
in the relevant portion of the address strings. As they say "One must, conclude, 
that the wave function of a particle in one space and one time dimension depends 
on the .... value of the harmonic resolution K*. This should make it clear that 
we can map our results onto theirs or visa versa, and find out the equivalent of 
their Lagrangian, creation and destruction operators, etc. in our context - or 
visa versa. The details remain a problem for future research. 

There is a difficulty in their approach in going to 3+1 apace since one needs 
two basic operators in addition to the invariant four momentum and the harmonic 
resolution. But, as Pauli and Brodakj assure me the obvious high energy particle 
physics choice of M, P\\,P±, L, works very well. Our problem is different in that 
there h nothing in the definition of "event" which insures that 3-momentum 
will be conserved, a fact which Kilmister pointed out rather forcefully at ANPA 
7. Hence it is not obvious how to put these single particle states together to 
describe a 3-event or a 4-event. Actually this is a difficulty in any quantum 
theory, not just ours. The quantum framework is in fact more general than the 
3-momentum conservation which (BO far) is always observed. Non-relativistic 
quantum mechanics meets thiB problem by requiring that any interaction used 
either conserve 3-momentum, or be an approximation in a system where some 
large mass is allowed to take up arbitrary amounts of momentum, In quantum 
field theory the problem is met by assuming certain symmetries in the space of 
description ani the allowed interactions, which lead to 3-momentum conservation 
for observable processes. "Vacuum fluctuations" (or disconnected gTaphs) which 
violate various conservation laws can still occur; they correspond to the events in 
our theory which we also wish to exclude. If one takes the symmetries as more 
fundamental, then momentum conservation can be "derived"; however, I would 
claim that the symmetries were introduced in the first place in order to in-sure 
this result. From a logical point of view momentum conservation is an added 
postulate. 
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S-Matrix theory starts from physically observable processes, and hence im
poses momentum conservation from the start The finite particle number scat
tering theory I am modeling simply requires 3-momentum conservation for all 
driving terms in the integral equations, and the structure of the equations guar
antees that this propagates through the solutions. I claim we have at least as 
much right to restrict the interpretation of the bit string theory to those con
nected events which conserve 3-momentum when we discuss physical predictions 
as does any other quantum theory. 

Actually the recent work by McGoveran and Etterl'*! puts us on still firmer 
ground in making this restriction. The basic fact about a discrete topology is 
that distance cannot be defined until ordering relations, which define attributes 
of the resulting partially ordered sets, are imposed on the initially indistinguish
able finite elements. Once this is done, the "distance" depends on the number 
discrete ways in which the information content of two different collections differs 
with respect to each attribute. Thus the metric, and the rate of information 
transfer, is attribate-dependeni. Consequently there will be various "limiting 
velocities", the one which refers to till attributes being the minimum of these 
maxunum allowed velocities. In the physical case, this is clearly the velocity of 
light and is the maximum rate at which information (i.e. anything with phyp-
ical efficacy in producing change) can be transferred. However correlations (or 
in computer terminology synchronization) can occur Bupraluminally. This is our 
basic explanation of the EPR effect. With regard to the point under discis
sion, since 3-momeiitum conservation is one of the known attributes of physical 
effects, we are clearly justified in requiring this of the events that enter our scat
tering theory. Our bit string universe is then richer that the physical portion we 
discussion this paper, - a point worth pursuing in the future. 

A second difficulty which emerges is that even though we restrict ourselves 
to (eg for 3-events) those strings for which 

I Pa - Pi | < Pc < Pa + Pfc. c-. *) c cyclic (4.8) 

we will not h?ve all the richness of Euclidean jeometry. We can of course define 
our angles in the triangle implied by 3-momentum conservation |*vhich will close 
if Eqn. (4.8) is imposed) by p;? = pjt + pi + 2papt,cos8ai>f but the digitization of 
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the momenta (via the digitization of the velocities) will allow only certain an
gles to occur. This, of course, is familiar in the old "vector model" for quantum 
mechanical angular momentum; it is sometimes still called "space quantization". 
One loose end that still needs to be tied up is the connection of angular mo
mentum quantization in units of h to the h we have already introduced via our 
random walk. We obviously cannot introduce Planck's constant twice. In a met
ric space restricted to commensurable lengths PhythagOTas' Theorem does not 
always hold. McGoveran has pointed ou^ that when we try to close triangles in a 
discrete apace the restric ion to integer values is one way that non-commutativity 
can enter a discrete topology. So all of this should work out in the long run. If 
it doesn't we are in serious trouble. 

We nail down the 3-momentum conservation law by allowing only those la
beled address ensembles for which it holds to provide dynamical connection be
tween TICK - separated events The next step is to show that there are conser
vation laws arising from the labels which can stay in step with the kinematics. 
This is considerably easier. A 3-event requires that La®Lb9Le = Ojvr = 0L and 
hence that L n © V ffi c = l ^ i = 1*. cyclic on a, b, c, where U1 - \ L ffi i a . If we 
define the quantum number operators for some attribute x by Q"|a > = <}'l\<i > 
and require that 

Q x | 0 i > = 0 ^ Q I | l L > (4.9) 

and that qa = ~qa, quantum number conservation in 3-events follows immedi
ately. Further, velocities and particle-antiparticle status reverse together, as in 
usual in the Feynman rules. We defer the discussion of "spin* to the next chapter. 

Probably the most significant step taken since ANPA 7 is the derivation of 
the "propagator" for the scattering theory directly from the bit string universe 
via the counter paradigm. The breakthrough was uu.ieved last fall in collabo
ration with Mike Manthey, who got me out of the rut of a "binomial theorem" 
connection between TICK-separated events I had failed to make work. In the 
scattering theory, the connection between events is provided by the "propaga
tor" £ , _ £ j ; 0 i - Here +(-) refer to "incoming"("outgoing") boundary conditions, 
and are all that remains in the "stationary state" scattering formalism to record 
the "time dependence" of the wave function in the Schroedinger representation. 
The unitarity of the S-Matrbc S = 1 + tT, that is S 'S = 1 or the corresponding 
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restriction on the scattering amplitude T, is then all that i* needed to insure 
flux conservation, detailed balance and time reversal invariance in the conven
tional formalism. This ij the formal expression of the Wick-Yukawa mechanism, 
which attributes quantum dynamics to the "off-shell" scatterings at short dis
tance wh::h conserve 3-momuntum but allow the energy fluctuations consistent 
with the Heisenberg energy-time uncertainty principle and the Einstein mass-
energy relation. In words, the propagator is the probability amplitude for having 
the energy E' in an intermediate state in the scattering process when one starts 
from energy E for the incoming state. Since only the value at the singularity 
survives in the end (i.e. "asymptotically", or to uBt more physical language, 
in connections between numbers that can be measured in the laboratory), the 
normalization of this singularity can be fixed by the unitarity (flux conservation) 
requirement, and need not concern us. The scattering equations are simply the 
sum over all the possibilities allowed by the conservation laws with this weighting. 

To obtain the statistical connection between events, we start from our counter 
paradigm, and note that because of the macroscopic size of laboratory counters, 
there will always be some uncertainty A^ in measured velocities, reflected in our 
integers ka by A/c = |/VA£. A measurement which gives a value of 0 outside this 
ipterval will have to be interpreted as a result of some scattering that occurred 
a.aong the TICK'S that separate the event (firing of the exit counter in the 
counter telescope that me.-sures the initial value of 0 = 0O to accuracy A0) 
which defines the problem and the event which terminates the "free particle 
propagation"; we must exclude such observable scatterings from consideration. 
What we are interested in is the probability distribution of finding two values 
k,k' within this allowed interval, and how this correlated probability changes as 
we lick away. If k = k' it is clear that when we start both lie in the interval of 
integral length 2A* about the central value *o = y ( l + 0a)- When k ^ k' the 
interval in. which both can lie will be smaller, and will be given by 

l(ilc-rAJfc)- (Jfc'-AJb)] = 2AJfc-(*'-Jfe) (4.10) 

when k' > k or by 2Afc + (k' — k) in the other case. Consequently the correlated 
probability of encountering both k and k' in the "window" defined by the velocity 
resolution, normalized to unity when they are the same, IB /(&,&') = 2Afc±(Jfe'-fci' 
where the positive sign corresponds to k' > k. The correlated probability of 
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finding two values kr, k'T P ' . T T ticks in an event with the same labels: and same 
normalization is1 ^j^V^'- T.iis is 1 if fc' = fc and k'T = fcj. However, when fc' ^ fc, 
a little algebra allows us to write this ratio as 

. , 2(Afc-AfcT) , 4AfcAfcT 

1 ± | t , . t l + 7 x 7 3 ^ n 

, _ 2(A*-Afe;r) , jAfcAfcr ' 
1 + ~ fF^T] h Ifc'-Jfc)' 

If the second measurement has the same velocity resolution Aft as the first, since 
T > 0 we have that Aky < Ak. Thus, if we sLart with some specified spread 
of events corresponding to laboratory boundary conditions, and tick away, ihe 
fraction of connected events we need consider diminishes in the manner illustrated 
in Figure 3. 
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figure 3. The connection between the address strings in tick-separated events 
resulting from an initial uncertainty in velocity measurement. 

k-Ak k + Ak 
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Consequently if we ask for the correlated probability of finding the value fi' 
starting from the value fi we have proved that in the sharp resolution limit this 
is 1 if ft - 0' and ±0 otherwise. That is we have shown that in our theory a free 
particle propagates with constant velocity with overwhelming probability - our 
version of Newton's first law. 

Were it not for the ± , the propagator would simply be a Mi: i i r t ion , and 
since we are requiring 3-momentum conservation the theory would rehi re to 
relativistit "point par ' icle" scattering kinematics. Bui the limit we have derived 
approaches 0 with a sign that depends on which velocity is greater, which in turn 
depends on the choice of positive direction in our laboratory coordinate system, 
and hence in terms of the general description on whether the ?iaU is incoming 
or outgoing. In order to preserve this critical distinction in ' V limit, instead of 
s 'mething proportional to a 6-funcUoii we must write the prop'^nt.or as 

where the limit is to be taken after summing over the allowed possibilities. Thus 
we find tha t the complexity of the wave function, and the propagator rieed'-d 
for scattering theory, can actually be derived from our interpretation of the hit 
strings. As already noted, the actual normalization of the propagator depends 
on the normalization of states, so we can use the conventional choice n^—=l ,-, 
just as well. 

What 1 like best about this derivation is that the macroscopic dimensions of 
the counters enter explicitly into the structure we need, just as "wave packets" 
have to be brought in for careful discussion of fundamental problems in standard 
quantum theory. It is also very satisfactory t h a t the dichotomic choice? at tbe 
lattice connections arising from TICK are strongly reminiscent, of Finkelstein's 
"space-time-code" checkerboard. Scattering theory is one way to ronnect the 
imaginary time dependence in the Schroedinger equation of the conventional 
treatment to the discrete t i i ie scale we have to use to describe our time evolution. 
For consistency, this must also connect to the complex representation of angular 
momentum, and non-commutativity. As mentioned above McGoveran has wine 
profound ideas here that are crying out to be explored. 
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Now tha t we have llie propagator for .1 fiee particle, it is easy to write down 
the basic two-particle scattering operators as poles in the invariant two-particle 4-
mementum which oreur when the two particles coalesce -.0 form a "bound state" 
of tln> mass appropriate to the resulting labci and clothe this with 3-momentum 
conservation. We m>w have derived all the ingredients needed for the scattering 
theory. Since we have on hand a preliminary description of the t heo ry ' 3 7 ' we 
repeat here the portion relevant to this paper. 

Fortunately the "zero range scattering theory" developed in a non-relativistic 
con tex t ' 2 8 ' allows scattering amplitudes to be inserted in Fnddeev equations with
out specifying their relation to the non-invariant concept of "potential energy 
distribution". The model then reduces to the kinematic requirement f-hat the "el
ementary" (or input) two-particle amplitude for meson-nucleon scattering have 
a pole when the invntiant four-momi'iitum of this pair is equal to the nucleon 
mass. As has been noted many t imes' : ! r ' | the use of Faddeev dynamics guar
antees iniilarily without ever producing the self-energy infinities caused by the 
quantum field theory formalism. Clearly our general philosophical framework is 
that of S-Matrix theory, although we part company from the usual approaches to 
that theory by restricting ourselves to finite particle sectors. The second critical 
physical input is that 3-momentnrn be conserved in each elementary scattering. 
All particles are "on-shelP; only the energy of the system as a whole is allowed 
to fluctuate within the limits provided by the uncertainty principle. Again this 
is hardly new; Wick used this idea long ago ' 2 ' to provide physical insight into 
Yukawa's ' 3 ' meson theory. Putting vh's together with the rcenireineiit that ob-
sei"vable probabilities be conserved specifies 0 minimal theory, as we now show. 

Although the two-nucleon one meson sya ten described by four-vectors has 
twelve degrees of freedom, our mass .shell requirement (k)~ = kk = t~n—k-k~ rnr 
reduces these to 9, and total 3-momcntum conservation to 6. We restrict the 
Faddeev t rea tment (which would include the kinematic equivalent of particle 
"creation" and "destruction") by assuming that we start and end with a "bound 
pair" plus a free particle, and hence need only consider the residues of the double 
poh-s in the Faddeev amplitudes. Under these circumstances, 3-momcntuni con
servation fixes the scattering plane in the external (and then laboratory) frame 
and reduces the dynamical (internal) degrees of freedom to 3. The remaining 3 
-imply allow the result of solving our dynamical equations to be related to exter-
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nal, and via the total 3-momcntum to laboratory, coordinates. In general there 
will be nine "elastic and rearrangement" amplitudes (for example if we have a 
nucleon and an anti-nucleon, there will be a pole at the mass of the meson), 
but our "confined quantum" assumption' 3 0 , 3 1' reduces these to four. Finally, 
the j-function on spectator momentum reduces the 3 degrees of freedom to two 
dynamical degrees of freedom for each Faddeev channel ( of course care must be 
exercised because the Faddeev description is "over-complete"); we take these to 
be the magnitude of the momentum and the scattering angle, as in nonrelalivistic 
potential scattering, or a single vector variable p with the understanding that the 
azimuthal angle (or magnetic quantum number) is an "ignorable coordinate". 

There is a further non-trivial kinematic fact which simplifies our result. We 
use the Goldberger-Watson * propagator RQ1^) = ei + £2 + tp - z where 
U = y/pf + mf, i G 1,2 and £M — \fq2 + ft. Since we are in the sstiro momentum 
frame, this is related to the invariant S — (£1 + £2 + ^ ) 2 = (ei + (2 + 'M) 2 D V 

RQ{Z) = [*/S - z)~l Here pl,P2,<3 refer to the "internal" coordinates where all 
three particles are "free". Rut the "external" coordinates refer to a particle of 
mass ma and "bound state" of mass fiai with the invariant sa = {ta + c.,^)9' or 
«.i = 5%/sT+ ™2j£* b e c a u 5 e Pa = el ~ ml = eji. - $• T h e model requires the 
driving terms to have a pole at 5,-,, = (£ + fc^)2 = m? = (c, + e.tl)'1 - p* where 
we have used the fact that px J- p7 + q = 0. Hence (for equal mass nucleons) 
$i? - m? = (VS - ij)2-t) = y/S(VS-'2t}), and the pole also occurs at S = \i]. 
Finally, we note that on shell, S = ti •* tj = 4eJ and p2 = (p 0 ) 2 , so the pole 
also occurs when the two momenta are equal, This allows us to write the diiving 
terms a? 

?-IPW^ ( 4 1 3 ) 

[In this treatment we are using the continuum approximation] 

Now that our space and the operators in it are defined, we can start from the 
Faddeev decomposition of the three body transition operator 

T<3> - S , . j e o , / , . 7 M i j (4.14) 

where the Faddeev operators My are defined by the operator equations 

-\Mafi - t„6a»\ - t „ R o [ M w + Myfi) = [M„„ + M a 7 ] R o t ^ (4.15) 
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Tht -̂function in the driving terms reduces the corresponding integral equa
tions immediately to coupled equations in two variables. Further, since we an 
concerned here only with the (2,2) sector, and hence with the residues of the 
double poles, which in a non-relativistic context would be called Mastic and 
rearrangement amplitudes'1, we can define 

Af„„ - tj^ =, _ ^ / , a / , ( P o l , £ ; z ) ** (4.16) 

For the 3-nucleon paper we are relying on here, we assumed two nucleons and 
one meson with no direct nnckon-nucleon scattering,and called the four surviving 
amplitudes Ktj. 

The £nal result for the uucleon-nucleou amplitude in this (scalar) model is 
then that 

T[p,pf) = /futP.p'J + ^ab.-p'J + ^sil-p.p'J + ifwt-p.-p') (4.17) 

where 

and 

V ^ — ( 1 - A t f ) ^ * (4.19) 

with # ' = ^ ( £ . + £;.)3 + ^ . 

If the "bound state" is required to contain exactly one particle and one meson, 
three part-cle unitarity 6xcs a unique constant value for the coupling constant!37!. 
However, as has been discussed in connection with the "reduced width" (also the 
residue of a "bound state* pole) in the non-relativistic theory ** it is possible 
to treat the residue as a measure of how much of the state is "composite" and 
how much "elementary"; the density matrix derivation given in the reference 
is due to Lindesay. In the case at hand, since the Kfj satisfy coupled channel 
Lippmann-Schwinger equations, their unitarity and that of the T constructed 
from them is immediate, and is independent of the value of p 2, making this, as 
well as the meson n.aaa available as adjustable parameters for use in low energy 
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phenomenology. la tact the equations in the non-relathristic region correspond 
to an ordinary and exchange "Yukawa potential" or for negligible meson masc 
and g2 = e* to the usual coulomb potential. Thus wc finally hav* >nad« contact 
with both Rutherford Scattering and the Schroedinger equation for the hvdrogmt 
atom starting from bit strings! 

5. THE STANDARD MODEL OF 
QUARKS AND LEPTONS; COSMOLOGY 

Wc saw in the Last section that our quantum numbers ar« to be defined in 
such a way that they reverse sign under the b̂ar" operation S" = In © S" = 
lli|ll/t © £ dM"i &J do the velocities in the address part of the string. Hence for 
each string wc can single out one quantum number which defines the- relative sign 
between velocities and quantum numbers, and hence defines a "direction" in the 
apace of quantum numbers which is correlated with the directions in ordinary 
space. This obviously is "hclicity" which can be directed either along or against 
the direction of particle motion. Putting this together with the 3-momentum 
conservation we have already assured, the fact that this does not reverse sign 
when the coordinates arc reflected makes this a "pseudo- vector" or "spin", and we 
must assume that it is to be measured in units of iftif we are to make contact with 
well known experimental facts, As already noted, one remaining foundational 
problem is to eonnect up the unit with the "orbital angular momentum" from 
our definitions of 3-momentum and the lengths that occur in our random walks 
(deBroglie phase and group wavelengths using h rather than h as the unit with 
these dimensions). In what follows we will assume that this can be done vithont 
encountering difficult problems. 

Once we have identified the necessity for one quantum number in each 1. bel 
being interpretable as "spin", or more precisely "helicity", (including of course 
the possibility of the value 0 for some strings), the interpretation of Level 1 is 
essentially forced on us. The dichotomou« spin stale with no other structure is 
the 'two component neutrino4* familiar since the parity non-conserving theory of 
weak interactions was created by Lee and Yang, and demonstrated experimentally 
by Wu. A simple way to represent this is, for a two-bit representation (61,6?), b 
to take h, — (61 - 6a) ̂  A, as is shown in Table 2a. 
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Table 2 
Conserved Quantum Numbers 

2a. Level 1. 

String go = Ai - 6 2 
(61, M 

{10) +1 
(01) - 1 

( i l l 0 
(00) 0 

2b. Levels 1 and 3. 

String $ L q7 q2 

(61*363*4) hi-bi + b*, — bt 61 + 6a — ig — 1* fti — 6 2 - i j + i ^ 

( 1 1 1 0 ) 
(0 0 0 1) 

(1 1 0 lj 
(0 0 10) 

( 1 1 0 0) 
(0 0 11) 

( 1 1 1 1 ) 
(0 0 D 0) 

ro 1 1 11 
( 1 0 0 0 ) 

(10 11) 
(0 10 0) 

110 10) 
(0 1 0 1) 

(10 0 1) 
( O i l O ) 

+1 
-1 

+ 1 
-1 

-1 
+1 

-1 
+1 

+1 
-1 

-1 
+1 

0 
0 

-r2 
-2 

0 
0 

D 
0 

0 
0 

0 
0 

-1 
+1 

-1 
+1 

+1 
-1 

+1 
-1 

-1 
+ 1 

-1 
+1 

+2 
-2 

0 
0 

0 
a 

0 
0 

0 
0 

+2 
-2 
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Then, if we adopt tin- usual convention that the electron neutrino is "left handed" 
and has negative helicity relative to the positive direction of motion, we have 
(for massless neutrinos) yr — ( 0 1 ) | | 1 A and vf — (10)||l,4 There are only two 
states because (thanks to invariance under the bar operation) for intermediate 
states a neutrino moving the positive direction is indistinguishable from an anti-
neutrino moving in the negative direction. Only in the laboratory, where we 
can use macroscopic "rigid bodies" to establish directions, can we measure both 
parameters. 

Having an obvious interpretation of the basis states for Level 1, the inter
pretation of Level 2 is almost as straightforward. We use the representation 
(frii^Si&Si^-i). w h i c h allows three quantum numbers which meet our restrictions 
to be defined: q\ = h\ (>2 + ^o — 6$, g? = 6] -f i>2 — 63 — fc4, <j3 — fij -- f>2 + f>3 — ft,,. 
These are exhibited explicitly in Tablw 2b. Since Level 2 only has three linearly 
independent basis vectors, wc require b\ — 62, which arises naturally from the 
mapping matrix construction of the hierarchy, as we have discussed in detail in 
previous work. Under this restriction q\ — — 03, so there are only two indepen
dent quantum numbers. The obvious choice is to identify q\ as lepton number 
(or electric charge) and qi as helicity in units of ^h, which leads to the particle 
identifications in Table 3. The graphical representation of these nnmbeis given 
in Figure 4. may be more informative. We defer discussion of the "Coulomb 
interaction"called C until we have made the Level 3 assignments. 

For level 3 we UBe one four-bit string allowing all 16 possibilities concate
nated with a second for-bit string resembling level 2 and hence having only ft 
possibilities. The first lias four basis vectors and the second three, making up 
the required 7. Together we have 128 possibilities, or if we subtract the null 
string, the usual hierarchy 127. Assuming for the moment that the second 4-bit 
string is (1111) or (OOOO) - which we will see shortly is a QCD (quantum chro-
moilynamics) color singlet - we have in fact the 16 states which can be formed 
l i o n two distinguishable ferinions and antifermions. These are ckar ly the nu-
clcons with the associated pseudoscalar and vector (since a fermion-anlifermion 
pair has odd parity) mesons. The identifications are spelled out in Table 3. 
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Table 3 
Particle identifications for Levels 2 aiui H 

String Level 2 

1 1 1 o; 

0 0 0 1' 

11 o i; M 
0 0 10) 

5 

MOO; 7 + 1 
o o i i; 7 - 1 

I i I i; C 
oo oo; (C) 

0 1 1 1 ) 

i o oo; 
1 0 1 1 ) 

o I oo; 
10 10) 
o i o i; 

i o o i; 
0 1 1 0 ' 
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Level 3 (color singlet) 
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Figure 4. Level 2 quantum numbers represented \s firings. 
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To make this tnt > quantum chromodynamics, we need only note that the level 
2 quantum numbers »lso define an !$Un octet, as is shown in Table 4 in terms of 
/./-" and I* -spin; agvin Figure A illustrate?* the relationships. 

STRING: 

Table 4 
Tin- Sl'3 ortel fw "J.U.V spin* 

(6i|b ) 36i3b] 4) 21* 2l\ 2V,= 2[h 
1110 U 11 +2 
0010 -1 f-2 + 1 
1100 12 •1 + 1 
n i l 0 0 0 
00(111 0 0 0 
0011 -2 -M -1 
1101 1 1 .2 -1 
0001 -1 .1 -2 

2/, - ft| | + f>|5 - &m - i n 
2r f

: - 2fcu f ftia (-Ztu-dM 
2K, -.:>,, • 2f»,2-f 6in • 26 1 4 

For color we could take red -- (0001), anti-red = (1110); yellow = (0010), anti-
yellow -(1101); blue - (1100), anti-blue (0011). Then thre« colors or three 
anti-colors give the color singlet ( U l l ) , as do the appropriate combinations of 
color and anti-color. The three basis strings so constructed concatenated with 
the four already discussed give us two distinguishable colored quark and the 
associated gluons. Since <i$uQ>o ~ «, three colored quarks (or anti-quarks) add 
to give a •: ilor singlet and yield the spin and helicity states of a nncleons and 
anLi-nucleons as we have just shown. Speculatively, since the scattering theory 
employed allows three states of the same mass to combine to single state of that 
mass, we can Lake both the quark and the nucleon mass lo he the same; this 
would mean that quark structure would only appear at the 3 Cev le/el, which is 
desirable if nuclv&r physics is to continue to use meson? and nucIcons as a first 
•ipproxi ination. 
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Clearly we now have the quantum numbers for the first generation of quarks 
and leptons familiar from the standard model. Because of the closure proper
ties or the hierarchy it is obvious t*iat we will get higher generations simply by 
duplicating the structure we already have as many times as we need to get. In 
2 1 2 7 +13*> quantum slates. We see that level 4 Rives us a combinatorial explosion 
of higher generations with the same structure, but only weakly coupled because 
of the large number of combinatorial possibilities. 

This is all very satisfactory until we ask (a) how to interpret the level one 
closure (11)0^ (or (OO)lji) and (b) how to extend this interpretation to label 
strings "f length L, which our PROGRAM UNIVERSE construction forces us to 
do. This problem has not been faced in previous discussions, and the conclusions 
reached for purposed of this report are frankly speculative. The problem is to 
get the coupling betweenlevels and generations right. The speculative idea starts 
with the conjecture that the label \^ = ( U ) L / 2 is simply the universal Newtonian 
gravitational interaction which couples to any pair of labels with probability 
| 2 1 2 7 -|- 1 3 6 ] - 1 Bat then, so far as level 1 labels go, it is indistinguishable from 
(11). To go on, the analagous level 1 - level 2 cross level coupling would be 
the unit helicity Z(> with unit helicity extensions to the W±. The 1-2-3 cross 
level coupling would be (as before) the coulomb interaction, with care taken 
sc that the neutrinos carry no charge. As we have noted before, our theory is 
analagous to doing QED in the "coulomb gauge", so the spin-flip -y^j which come 
along are d j w n in probability by 1/137. Including these must correct our first 
approximation a •- 1/137 toward the observed value, but all strong as well as weak 
interactions will enter the calculation of the correction. Thus the mixing between 
generations cannot be ignored o prion. Conventional theories are now struggling 
with the problem of how best to combine weak-electromagnetic unification with 
the standard model, the generation structure, and gravitation in some sort of 
"super-unification" scheme. So the problem we hit in our own theory lies close 
to the cutt ing edge of conventional physics, as promised. 
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The cosmological implications of our theory are aiao interesting. We have 
already noted that our first approximation gives us Newtonian gravitation, so a 
"flat space" cosmology can also be anticipated. Our "big bang" - like that in an 
early version of Parker-Rhodes' Theory of Jndistinguishablts starts out "cold" in 
that we have to generate the labels first and only begin to develop "heat"after 
the basis vectors close and we begin to accumulate addressed label ensembles. 
Since the initial scatterings can take place in ~ (1.7 x 1 0 3 8 ) 2 ways, and baryon 
number and lepton number appear to be very well conserved in our scheme, 
this initial condition gives approximately the baryon number and lepton number 
of tht universe within the (rather broad - but all "flat space") observational 
limits. Since the initial address strings are short, they correspond to very high 
velocities ana the resulting temperature will be extremely high. Even though 
wc start "cold" we get a cosmic fireball early on. Once the average temperature 
falls (due to the expanding event horizon) down to the Tev range now being 
explored by particle accelerators our cosmology will develop much like others. 
The question which lies open is whether our rather unusual boundary condition 
will have consequences at variance with more conventional models in such a way 
as to lead to feasible observational tests. Only the uncertain future can decide. 
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6, THE MASS SCALE 

|This flection is quoted from SLAC-PUB-3566, "A discrete foundation for 
Physics and Experience {January, ,985).j 

What is still missing in our fundamental theory are the mass ratios of the 
particles relative to our standard m^ identified by hc/Gmf, - 2 1 2 7 + 136. Here 
we adapt a calculation of Parker-Rhodes'441 based on his alternative, but closely 
related, approach to the problem 01 constructing a fundamental theory. He con
fronts the problem of indistinguiihability, which in moden science t?oes back at 
Least to Gibbs, but poses the problem in the logical (static) framework of how 
we can make senne ot thti idea that there are two (or more) things which arc 
indistinguishable other than by the cardinal number for the assemblage without 
introducing either "apace" <n "time" as primitive notions. Clearly his starling 
point is distinct from the constructive program, and the "fixed past - uncertain 
future* implicit in our growing universe with randomly selected bit strings. 

We have seen above that, for a system at rest in the coordinate system de
fined internally by < 0 >= 0 or externally by zero velocity with respect to the 
background radiation, the minimal fundamental length is h/mpc, inside which 
length we have no way of giving experimental meaning to the concept of length 
without external coupling '3'. We have also seen that our scattering theory has.. 
for cero mass coulomb photons, a macroscopic limit in Rutherford scattering, 
a non-relativistic limit in Bohr's theory of the Hydrogsn atom, a continuum 
approximation in duBroglie's wa"e theory provided by continuum interpolation 
using Foarter analysis, and hence the usual formalism for the macroscopic e 2 /r 
"potential" up to 0(1/137) spin-dependent corrections or relativistic corrections 
of the same order (either of which corrections — relativists spin(Dirac) or rela
tivists motion (Sommerfeld) - account quantitatively for the empirical hydro
gen fine-structure to that order). We have also seen that our momentum-space 
S-matrix theory has (within our digital restrictions) the usual properties of ro
tational and Lorentz invariancc in 3 + 1 momentum-energy space, and hence by 
our interpretive paradigms in 3-space. 

We therefore can assert that outside a radius of h/2mf.c, the energy associated 
with the (minimally three) partons connected to an electron, the electrostatic 
energy of an electron can be calculated statistically from < c2/r > with three 
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degrees of freedom and r > {hfZmT.c)y, 3/ > 1. Since the conservation Uwa w« have 
already established require charge conservation, th« electrostatic energy must be 
calculated from the charge separation outside this radius with charges « and 
c(l - i) , so < e- •>- tl < x[l - x) >. At first glance * can have any value, but 
in any statistical calculation UK1 charge conservation we have already established 
requires that these cancel outside of the interval 0< z<\. We have seen that the 
leptons are massless until they are coupled tc hadrons at level 3 of the hierarchy 
(with, as the first approximation, ea/ftc = 1/137). Hence, in this approximation, 
we can equalc m,.c2 wi[,h < e 2/r >, and arrive at the first Parker-Rhodes formula 

^ / ^ ' r ; r . - S > < - i 7 7 > i O S ' s l , o s ( 1 / l ' ) s l 

From here on in, the only point to discuss is the weighting factors used in 
calculating the expectation values, since we now have from our S-matrix theory 
the same number of degrees of freedom (three) as Parker-Rhodes arrives at by 
a different argument hased on the Tkeory of Indiatingmehablea. For the [\fy) 
weighing factor this is almost trivial; our carefully constructed derivation of 
the Coulomb law and the symmetries of 3-spacc imply that J°(l/y) — 1/i/. For 
2,(1 - x) the two-vertex structure of our 3-matrix theory requires one such factor 
at each ' .rtex in any statistical calculation: P\x{1 - *)) • r a ( l - x)"1. The 
calculation for three degrees of freedom is then straightforward, and has been 
published several times!5-*5-10-!7-38-3"!.1""1" . The result is < \fy >= 4/5, < 
z ( l - r ) >= (3/14)|l + (2/7) + (2/7)2], leading immediately to the second Parker-
Rhodes formula 

m,,/m, - 1377r/[(3/14)[l r (?/7) + (2/7)3](4/$)] - 1836.151497... 

in comparison with the experimental value of lo36.15l5±0.000S. Although this 
result has been published and presented many times, we know of no published 
challenge to the calculation. 

The success of this calculation encourages us to believe that the seven basts 
vectors of level 3 will lead to a first approximation for nip/m, ts 7 with corrections 
of order 1/7, but this has yet to be demonstrated. 
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7. C O N C L U S I O N S 

We have tried to show in this paper that a complete reconstruction of rel-
ativistic quantum mechanics, elementary particle physics and cosmology can he 
based on a simple computer algorithm organized to exploit the closure properties 
of the combinatorial hierarchy and known basic principles of modern physics. 
Some people found the initial success in 1966 already impressive; others called it 
numerology. By now there are a number of quantitative and qualitative successes 
to our credit and no known failures. In the language of high energy physics, it 
may not yet be convincing as an "experiment", but it it beginning to look like 
the basis for a reasonable "research proposal". 

The question remains - first asked me at Joensuu - what it will mean if the 
results are close to experiment, but can be shown to be in quantitative disagree
ment in a way that no fundamental remedy seems likely to fix. We will assume 
that a reasonable amount of effort has gone into minor tinkering with the fun
damentals - they are so rigid that this gives very little scope. I expect this to 
be the case some day, hopefully soon. That I anticipate close agreement with 
experiment once the scattering calculations are carried out rests on the overde-
termination Chew has already shown to exist between the structure of scattering 
theory, unitarity and "crossing". The theory has "bootstrap" properties, a finite 
and convergent equivalent of "renormalization", and once we get the quantum 
number assignments nailed down, vt'iWkavt to (if Chew is correct come close to 
experimental results. Our advantage over his theory is that our equations are 
linear allowing unique answers for any finite number of particulate degrees of 
freedom. So what if we are wrong? 1 would claim that any theory must certain 
the minimal elements we have used, and so must also fail unless additional basic 
principles are added. So a "failure™, if we have done our job properly will either 
point to an are in which to look for neu> phyBics (eg. extension of the present 
ihree (MLT) dimensional concepts [to 7??j) or even a way to look beyond physics. 
This is, as I see it, the most one should ask of any model or theory or philosophy. 
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8. Appendix I. A FINAL FOUNDATIONAL DISCUSSION? 
Clive W. KUmister 

Chelsea-Kings, University of London 

8.1 I N T R O D U C T I O N 

My aim is to derive the Parker-Rhodes construction described in'" 1 from the 
acknowledged properties of quantum mechanics. Wheeler has said "Quantum 
theory presents us with the strangest object in all of physics, an entity which has 
no localisation in space and time, the elementary quantum phenomenon.,, all the 
information we acquire we get, directly or indirectly, from elementary quantum 
phenomena." This is my starting point. It characterizes quantum mechanics in 
this way: 

(i) there must be elementary quantum events, our only source of knowledge, 
not localised in space or time, 

(ii) we cannot get outside this sequence of quantum events, no matter how 
much this is at variance with the classical picture of things. 

But since the theory is not to be simply meaningless sequences of such events, 
the sequences must organize themselves in some way to produce higher order 
events, and these in turn likewise. This means that the system mutt have such 
levels and so the mathematical features are 

(a) the system must be one with levels, 
(b) new features arise and so the mathematical formulation must allow the 

entry of new symbols. 

Classical mathematics does not fit very welt with either feature but especially not 
with (b). Indeed such a creative feature suggests intuitionism and I nave flirted 
with that in the past, but it turns out not to be necessary to go so far. Rather to 
adopt an intuition is tic stance has traces of simply taking what is to hand instead 
of looking for exactly what is needed. 

8.2 GENERATION AND DISCRIMINATION 

Let us begin with (b) above. New entities arise. How can this be? There 
must he some generation process, Gt and as each new entity is created it must 
receive a label. We may use as a set of labels the symbols 0,1,2,3,. . . but these 
are not, of course, the cardinal numbers. On the other hand they can be read as 
ordinal numbers, and if, as we shall see is appropriate, we consider 0 as in a special 
category, we can read the symbol m as labeling the mth element produced, either 
by the generation operation or internally inside the mathematical system. This 
notation emphasizes, what is clear from the generation idea, that the resultant 
system will be cither finite of enumerable. 
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An important question is begged in the preecdinR paragraph. When an entity 
is produced, by whatever means, how can we be sure that it is a new one? In 
one sense it must be, because it differs from all the other entities in its stage of 
production; but to regard the i.ntities in that way is to produce a system with 
no structure at all. Rather we must have a notion of equivalence between two 
examples of an entity, so that each potentially new element must be checked to 
see if it is equivalent to one which has occurred before. At th's point it is again 
necessary to take note of the continuing generation; for it means that we cannot 
simply ask whether the new clement is or is not the member of some given set. 
This set would be that of the already generated elements and so is not "given" -
whatever that means foi chc classical mathematician- but is continually changing. 

A device which avoids this {it may not be the only possible way to proceed) 
is to use the nineteenth century idea of a function, that is, a rule which gives a 
value for ea*'- value of the argument. It must not be assumed that any ideas of 
domain or r^.ipe are implied by the use of the word "function"; there is simply 
a rule. This rule is then constrained to be such that the values of the function 
for elements equivalent to already generated elements lie in a fixed set which is 
disjoint from the set of values for truly new elements. This condition goes some 
way to determining the rule, as will heroine clear later. Such an operation will 
be called discrimination, D. A "run" of the system will consist of a sequence of 
G's and DTs, The sequence is arbitrary, but if ,tn ensemble of runs is considered 
it is possible to introduce the ideas of probability. This is not considered in this 
paper. 

8.3 T H E S I M P L E CASE 

The simple case in which one compares the "new" clement with a single 
known one determines much of the structure, bet v. be the known element, and x 
a potentially new one. Denote the function by f{u,x) so as to include reference 
to the known element. Denote the fixed set of elements which are values of the 
function when n,x are equivalent by Z. Since we are specifying an equivalence 
relation, we must have: 

(i) / ( i , i ) e 2 for all x, 
( i i ) I f / ( z , y ) € Z , then f(y,x)c Z; 
(iii) If f(x, y)r-Z and /(y, z) <f Z then als.i /(z, z) ', Z. 
There is an obvious equivalence relation between sue' functions / , which 

holds when they do exactly the same job. That is, one defines / , / ' to be equiv
alent if, whenever /(x, y) e Z, then also / ' [x, y) C- Z'. It is then straightforward 
to prove: 

THEOREM 1. 
Each equivalence class of f z conlains an elr.mr.nt, g any, IUAICA w such, that 
(a.) The Z for g has One element, nay 0. 
(b) g{x,x) ^ 0 for ail x. 
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(c) g{z,y) = g{y,x)-
(d) ff(i7(i.!/)-«) = 9(1>ff(v. z))-

It will be noticed that each of (b), (c), (d) are specializations of the conditions (i), 
(ii), (iii). But since these conditions on g are exactly thoBe of commuta.tivitya.nd 
associativity in a field of characteristic two, it is convenient to use the notation 
x + y for g{x, y). The proof of the theorem may easily be worked out by the 
reader, as far as (b) and (c) arc concerned. The final step is accomplished by 
what I call "Conway's trick" because it is used (in a somewhat different context) 
in his book. "' This is to take as the value of x+ y: 

x+y = min z (f{z,x' + y) ^0,f{z,x+y'} £0) 

far all x' < x and all y' < y 
Here / is a member of the equivalence class which has already been chosen to 
satisfy (b) and (c). It is then easy to see that 0 + 0 = 0, and indeed 0 + i = 0. 
So 1 + 1 cannot be the same as 1 + 0 = 1 , but can be 0. Then 1 + 2 cannot be 
1 or 0 or 2 so must be a new element 3. Of course, 1 + 3 = 1 + 1 + 2 = 2 and 
so the set (1,2,3) is "discrimirialely closed" ( that is, any two different elements 
x, y are such that x + y is in the set). If now the generation process throws up 
a new element, it will be labeled A, and 4 + 1 = 5, 4 + 2 = 6,4+ 3 = 7 and the 
set (1,2,3,4,5,6,7) is again evidently closed. It is clear that in general every 
discriminately closed set is of order T — 1, for some integer r. Correspondingly, 
if the set is not yet closed: 

THEOREM 2. 
At every stage the system can be embedded in a discriminately closed one of 

finite size 2 r — 1. 

Thus the numbers 3,7, 15,31,63,.. are going to be of importance in describing 
quantum mechanical systems. 

A useful change of notation is provided by: 
THEOREM S. 
Tke system of theorem 2 has an injection into V,jZi, where V, is the vector 

space of r dimenswns, and 7t? is the field of two elements. 

The proof of this is easy as soon as one realizes that the injection in question 
can be taken in the form that the clement k, where k = pqr...s in the scale of 2, 
is mapped onto the vector [»,..., r, <;,p)'. Thus 5 = 101 and so is mapped onto 
(1,0,1)', whilst 11 - 1011 and so is mapped onto (1,1,0,1) ( . It is of course 
important to bear in mind that the dimension of the space Vr is not fixed but 
increases. 
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8.4 T H E G E N E R A L C A S E 

The case considered in Chapter 3 gives a guide to the general case. Here 
our concern is whether a new element i belongs to a set S — (u i ,U2 T «s , •••) of 
already generated ones. We use the same trick of defining a function f[S,x) 
which vanishes if and only if one of the terms u, + x vanishes. Because of the 
asymmetry it is more convenient to use the notation of characteristic functions 
and write 

f(S,x) = Fs[x) 

If we define an addition operation between characteristic functions by the obvious 
induction: 

F[x) + G{x) = [F + G)[x) 

for all x (in plaj up to the point at which the definition is being made), then it is 
easy to sec that this operation has exactly similar properties to the discrimination 
operation, so that the set of characteristic functions is itself a discrimination 
system. 

We next make a similar definition of equivalence between characteristic func
tions to the one made in the last section. T h a t is, we define F, F* to be equivalent 
if, whenever F{x) - 0, then also F'{x] — 0 and visa versa. Amongst a set of 
equivalent F's it is obvious that there will be some of the special form 

F(ui,ti2,.-.,x) = h{ui + z , u 2 + x,...) 

where h is a function which vanishes if and only if one of its arguments vanishes. 
(Such F's will in fact be those with the property tha t the non-zero values of 
F ( u j , u 2 , . . . , x ) , when x is not one of the u^, depend only on the n variables m + 
x, «2 + x,..., u n + z.) Of course one defines two such functions h,h' as equivalent 
just when the corresponding F. F' are equivalent. Then, by an argument tha t 
closely parallels that for theorem 1, we can prove 

THEOREM^. 
Every equivalence clast of k's contains a particular one with the properties: 
(a) h(zi,X2, ...xn)depends only on the set {%\,x2, . . .z„), so is invariant under 

permutations of the arguments; 
(b) h(x\,h{x<i,X2,)) - h{h{xiiX2),xz); with obvious generalizations to more 

arguments; 
(c) h(xi,x2 + x3) — h(xi,x2) + k[xi,xz). 

Here again the proof relies on Conways's trick, but the proof is more intricate 
than before. Conway uses a least number principle applied to h(x', y) + h(x, if) + 
fcfx'.y') to define h(x,y), where as before x' and t /are any smaller elements than 
x,y. But since (b) , (c) are simply the associative rule and distribution over 
addition, it is intuitively simpler (though more complicated to work in practice) 
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to define h(x,y) = xy as the least element not forbidden, taking account the 
commutative ami associative rules and distributivily over addition. For example, 
Ox - 0 and \i = x are straight forward. Then 2 2 cannot be 0 or 2; could it be 1? 
No, because if it were, then 2 - 2 = 1 = 2(3 + l) = 2 • 3 + 2, so that 2 3 - 3 which 
will in due course be forbidden since 1-3 = 3. So 2 • 2 is in fact 3 (and it is easy 
to see that this is not forbidden). 

The set (1,2,3) is now closed again (2 3 — 1); when 4 is introduced, the 
distributive law alone allows the completion of the table up to 7x7 in the following 
way: 

4 1 = 4; let 4 2 - a, 4 4 ~. b, so tkai4-3 = a + 41 4-5 = 6 + 4 , 4 6 ^ o + b, 
4,1 ~ a + 6 + 4 and so on for 5 + 2 etc. From these results it is easy to see that 
the values 0, 1, 2, 3, 4,5, 6, 7 are forbidden for a, the values 0,1,2,3,4, 5 for b and 
the values 4,6 for a + b. the least solution of these conditions is a — 8,fc = 6, 

but the table does not give a closed set. Now the associative law allows the rest 
of the table up to 15 15 to be filled in which gives a close(i set of size 15. In 
the same way the next closed set of size 255 arises; and the general conclusion 
is that amongst the numbers T — 1 which have already been noticed as being of 
importance in quantum mechanics those particular ones with r = 2* will be of 
particular importance. 

I call the sequence of discrimination systems isolated here the discrimination 
fields, 5 l ( $2,4> 3 l... where the numter of elements of $i is 2", where s = 2*. Be
cause they arc fields it is convenient to include the zero element when speaking 
of them; strictly speaking, the discrimination system corresponding to a dis
crimination field has one element fewer. It is appropriate to note here that the 
addition and multiplication operations have a different status here. The addition 
is discrimination, and the operation at one level induces a corresponding one at 
the next higher one. But the multiplication is then imposed on a discrimination 
system of appropriate size; If the system is not of the size of one of the discrim
ination fields, it can be embedded in a larger system which is. The exact way 
in which the numbers mentioned here are important will become clearer in the 
next section. 

8.5 T H E LADDER C O N S T R U C T I O N 

The set of all characteristic functions on a set 5 , as remarked above, forms a 
discrimination system. If S is itself a discrimination system together with its zero 
and so has a = 2 r elements, the number of characteristic functions is evidently 
the number of ways of specifying A independent elements of S, i.e. s* - 1 = 2 " — 1 
(subtracting one for the omission of the zero) and so has the dimension ra = r - ? r 

Thus for r ~ 1,2,3,4,..., rs = 2,8,24,64,... . But this discrimination system is 
redundant, since it includes a number of representatives of each equivalence class 
which corresponds to the set of objects at the level of S. There arc obviously 
2" — 1 equivalence classes (a sequence of s choices of zero or non-zero) so that, if 
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there were single representatives of each of these which formed a discriminatetv 
closed set, then it would have maximal dimension $ by theorem 3. In fact, tins 
is so: 

THEOREM S. 
One can chvost vnt representative from each equivalence, class to form a 

discriminate^ doted set of dimension S. 

It is easy to prove this by considering (for example) the d (scrim in ate closure of the 
set of s functions Pi where F;(z} = I l ^ f a ^ + x), where $ ~ {a,-}. In particular, 
if 5 is a discrimination field, so that r = 2 ,4 ,8 , . . . the numbers 4,16,256,,.. are 
the dimensionality of certain discrimination systems, and it is this which gives 
Ui«m their importance. 

Returning to the considerations of Chapter I, it is now clear th'.l levels ex
ist in the present construction. Any set of elements can be specified in two 
ways: cither in terms of the individuals in the set or as the functions charac
terizing the set at the next level. So we now extend the notion of generation 
and discrimination by including under the generation process G the formation of 
characteristic functions, and under D the multiple discriminations performed by 
these functions. A run of the system will now allow the self-organisation of the 
sequences of elementary quantum events into higher order events, as mentioned 
in Chapter 1. The following ladder construction exhibits one way in which this 
self-organization proceeds; this way is a kind of envelope as it were, of possible 
runs of the system. 

A sequence of levels is called a ladder in the following case: 
{&) Th« foot consists of k<, elements; 
(b) the first ranp consists of the h^ = 2*1 - 1 characteristic functions, a 

discrimination system of dimension t j , and the discriminate closure of tbf?se can 
be embedded m the discrimination field $ , . 

(c) The next rung consists of the k^ = 2*' - 1 characteristic functions of 
this new system, a discrimination system of dimension £ 2 , and the discriminate 
closure of these ca» be embedded in the field $ ('+i> a r>d s o on.Then one can prove: 

THEOREM 6, 
There is only one non-trivial ladder (i.e. having more, than, [«i» steps), that in 

which &i — 2 and i ~ 1, and this terminates at $*, giPUig rise U> ar.ts of functions 
of six 3,7,127, 2 m - 1 (rs 1.7 x JO 3 8 ) . 

The proof that this is the only non-trivial one is straightforward, by exhibiting 
the shortness of other candidates. But the proof that the longer ladder exists 
is less easy because of the need to show the embedding. However, there is no 
need to give the proof hwc, as there is a different version of the construction, the 
original oi.e due to I'arker-Rhodes, which is equivalent and for wluch the proof 
has been Riven. 
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To introduce this, notice that, for a particular set 5 it can never he the case 
that 

F.<.-x-'- Fsy - Fs{x + y), 

but 
THEOREM 7. 
Jf and only if S ts discriminately closed, the equivalence class of characteristic 

functions for S contains a member F for which F(x) + F[y) = F[x + y). 

In the corresponding vector space picture such an F is represented by a square 
matrix, and the addition defined between functions becomes ordinary matrix ad
dition. In the original construction1 by Parker-Rhodes the sets considered are 
derived from those described by consistently replacing each set by its discriminate 
closure. It is evident from the ladder construction that the Parker-Rhodes version 
(called the Hierarchy construction) is isomorphic to it. Then for Parker-Rhodes 
the matrix specifying a discriminately closed subset is taken as that leaving un
changed all the elements of the subset, i.e. having them as eigenvectors. These 
Parker-Rhodes matrices simply differ from those constructed here by the addi
tion of the unit matrix. In the Parker-Rhodes construction one chooses linearly 
independent functions which then in their turn have as additive closure another 
discriminately closed subset. The final stages of this version of this construction 
are then to find 2 7 - 1 = 127 linearly independent operators in 256 dimensions 
and finally 1.7 x 10 3 S in 65536. The last case cannot give rise to linearly indepen
dent operators so that this construction stops there and suggests the importance 
of the numbers 3,10,137,1.7 X 10 3 8 (which arise as the cumulative totals of ele
ments) in quantum mechanics. In fact a well k.'.own argument identifies 137 as 
the maximum number of charged particles (electrons) which can be packed in a 
region determined by Compton wavelength without producing so much energy as 
to allow pair creation which would render the number indeterminate. A similar 
argument identifies 1.7 x J.03* as a maximum number o*" gravitating particles. 

The Hierarchy construction is, in many ways, a more convenient one to handle 
mathematically. The advantage of the ladder construction is that it removes 
the depentlcnct} on linearity of functions, a condition which is very difficult to 
understand physically. 
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9. Appendix IT. / SYSTEMS-THEORETIC CRITIQUE 
of PROCESS-HIERARCHY MODELS 

Ted Bastin 
Pond Meadow, West Wkkham, Cambridgeshire, CBl 6RY 

Abstract 

The possible range of 'process' or sequential or computing models whkh 
use the combinatorial hierarchy is considered from the point of view of general 
systems theory. Genera! principles which mast govern any interpretation are 
discussed, and it is recognized as inevitable that there will be confusion between 
those who start from the principles which sequential models have to conform to 
whether or not they ever get to physics as we are familiar with it, and those 
who make short cuts to real physical problems because it is necessary to think 
at that level too. The most notorious sources of confusion are listed and offered 
as appropriate objects of philosophical clarification. Some thoughts on where the 
wave-function might come from if we are taking the safe but vague road conclude 
the paper. 

OJ hierarchies, why some be abolished and some retained. 
(Edward VI Prayer Book) 
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9.1 I N T R O D U C T I O N 

AH of the models which have adopted a process, or sequential, view of the 
interpretation of the hierarchy algorithms (roughly everything except that of 
Parker-Rhodes) fall into the domain of what has been called general systems 
theory. It is true that our thinking has one fundamental difference from what 
usually goes under the name of systems theory, for in the latter it is usually 
assumed that one has an existing substratum of material which can be pushed 
and pulled •About by the forces which are under investigation, whereas for our 
enterprise it iB of the essence that whatever the rules of the system turn out to 
be it is they which provide the substratum. In spite of this major difference I 
believe it to be useful to bring to bear on our problems the most general thinking 
from the area of systems theon that we can find. 

At a recent meeting on self-organization at Cumberland Lodge (May 
1985) I discussed the hierarchy theory with the intention of showing that a lot of 
it was at least very natural, and at best actually entailed by the general principles 
of systems theory. I hoped to get the views of the conference. In particular, I 
started from the position that in any system there must be what we call the 'pri
mal division' between two interacting but quasi-independent subsystems. Please 
imagine the Venn diagrams. I then developed this position slightly by pointing 
out that for the case in which I was interested where the total system was the 
constructive potential of the universe itself, it would always be the case that the 
most natural interpretation of the primal division was between the part of the 
universe known to us and the part about which we could only make inferences 
of different degrees of certainty from what happened on the boundary between 
the two systems. This much has always seemed to be the point from which any 
systems approach has to set out, and it followss that if we think in systems terms 
then we are taking a view of the universe in which the way we get our information 
about the universe has to be part of our basic theory. 1 will say in anticipation 
of what I shall argue in detail later that the computer models that have been 
formulated by us recently have often been difficult to follow because they have 
not made it clear where they stand on the primal division in its epistemological 
interpretation - «ven to the extent that one gets the feeling that the proponents 
of the models would prefer not to have to think that way at all. However I have 
found that the more one tries to make the division go away the more it comes 
insistently back through a variety of backdoors in the manner that logically basic 
constraints have. 

1 requested the audience at the self-organization conference for comment on 
my starting position - and got it. E.R.Zimmermann1 maintained that the posi
tion from which I wished to start was inadequate to define separable subsystems, 
and that to give meaning to the separation of subsystems one had to define an 
environment for two or more subsystems to be put into. I think that Zimmer-
mann conceded my main point - possibly thinking it too obvious to be worth 
making (namely that there had to be separation of subsystems). I replied to 
him by entirely agreeing on the need for an explicitly provided environment, but 
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contended that our aim of providing the material substratum for the systems 
forced us to make logical provision in a way that had not formerly been seen 
to be necessary for the earlier stage at which one could not make a distinction 
between other systems and an environment. Tiiere was just the system of which 
we are a part in some way, and the unknown beyond. 

It will be obvious that my starting point presupposes that our basic theory 
must include an account of how our knowledge is obtained. I contend that so 
much is entailed by the adoption of any process model. It would follow that the 
intuitions of the founders of the quantum theory about the great change that 
was implicit in the new epistemology appropriate to the quantum theory, were 
right by our reckoning, though the use made of that intuition in the mathematics 
remains inadmissible (and, needless to say because it has been said in these 
meetings so many times) cannot be saved by what is usually called measurement 
theory. 

9.2 F O U R P H I L O S O P H I C A L P R O B L E M S 

Profound theories create philosophical puzzles. It seems that the ageless 
metaphysical or ontological categorizations can only be lived with in the crys
tallized forms which seem always to be appropriate to the scientific framework 
which is just on the way out. In this situation my recommendation - at any rate 
for most of us - is not a lot of detached philosophizing, but a lot of attention 
as a matter of amendment of the theory itself to those points in which there is 
philosophical perplexity. The history of conventional quantum theory provides 
an excellent example. There has always remained philosophical perplexity over 
the part played by measurement, and this meant that the theory was still not 
satisfactory. 

I find four points at winch there has been philosophical perplexity in the 
process forms of the hierarchy theory: 

I,Levels. In any way one may try to imagine the hierarchy algebra as gov
erning process, one has at every point in the sequence to decide (or accept) that 
one is operating at some level, and it follows that this decision (or acceptance) 
must have physical interpretation. It is true that some like presentations of the 
algebra which apply whatever level is chosen, but as soon as one has to algorilh-
metize probabilistic choices one has in effect to make level decisions. Noyes took 
the decisive way of insisting that algorithms representing process define levels. 
He correctly saw it a necessary concommitent of the sequential interpretation. 1 
had myself produced a completely sequential model using computing realization 
which was published in J974 , and later on I shall be talking about the possi
ble variety of computing models at which point I shall refer again to that work. 
However I was rather tentative about it - lacking the courage of my conviction 
in the face of the then tacitly held common position that the hierarchy algorithm 
must somehow describe the static structure of space and time and then deriva
tively base dynamics as had then been the pattern in general relativity. Anyway 
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it was left to Noyes to take the bull by the horns, and everyone is now a processist 
EPR (except Parker-Rhodes). 

2.Construction. The main thing that lias perplexed us all, EPR, arises di
rectly out of the problem of giving meaning to working at a given level. You recall 
that we had to go processist because no sense at all could be given to working at 
a given level in a static general-relativity-likc picture. So far so good, but then 
how diii all the darting about between levels happen? Who was responsible for 
it; or did it happen automatically though perhaps at random? In particular , did 
all the interesting level construction happen at some big bang after which things 
just ticked over, or does it keep happening at each new particle process? Worse, 
is it all anything to do with conscious activity - ia there a subjective element? 
Indeed, does the construction - the generation of the successive levels whether 
once-for-all or repeated with reiteration and change - represent the process of 
a conscious investigation? Kilmister supposed it did in his work on the logic of 
construction. Of course he was concerned with logical necessity in the first place, 
but insofar as he thought about interpretation lie thought that, I think. It is 
now accepted, EPR, that the hierarchy algebra is logically incomplete without a 
constructive operation distinct from discrimination, and my belief is that all pos
sible such processes will be as good as isomorphic with the device from Conway 
which Kilmister originally used to exemplify it. However what interpretation we 
arc to give it I regard as still very much a live issue. 

3.Measurement (or observation). As far as this paper is concerned, measure
ment or observation are merely the names we give to our recognition that we 
have to be on one side of the primal division. We think of ourselves as just part 
of the subsystem, and of any consciousness we may have of what is going on 
as being irrelevant to the framework of physical law we discover. Of course this 
assumption is not incompatible with our directing things so as to get information 
in an efficient way, but it differs radically from conventional cheory in not having 
to make the structure of theory depend upon a distinction between measured and 
non-measured events. This position is consistent with what I have been taking 
to be implied in the phrase 'participant observer'. It docs however pre-empt a 
certain range of views about measurement at the expense of some traditional 
positions. In particular it is sometimes argued that the very possibility of mea
suring things in a real world requires that there be three basic units or kinds of 
dimensional magnitude. The classical ones are mass, length and time, but there 
could be equivalent quantum-specified ones. 

Now we know that in the hierarchy model we interpret coupling constants in 
terms of ratios of atomic and cosmological constants, and that there are sufficient 
of these identifications to determine the number of independent units at three. It 
has to be the case that the classical account of the dimensionality necessary for 
measurement is a deduction from the hierarchy model, whether or not we have 
a satisfactory alternative to the correspondence principle. Any other view would 
require some sort of pre-arranged harmony which would be unacceptable. In any 
case the derivation of the dimensionality is a major success of the theory. 

It is true that I claim to get this consequence about the units from general 
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considerations about systems, whereas I am using a result from the hierarchy 
which is a very special system. However I would say that I am really only taking 
a short cut. The coupling constants have got to be our way into physics if we 
adopt any process mode] whatever, as became increasingly evident from a long 
scrutiny of the logical place occupied by those constants in modern physics which 
Noyes and I conducted some time back, and 1 am going to iis^ume the results of 
that work without further comment. 

4.Completeness. To my knowledge the term 'completeness' first appeared in 
physics with Einstein's criticism of the new quantum theory, and it has been 
in evidence in AN PA discussions recently. All I think I can say about its use 
is that it indicates a desire to have everything in the way of common sense 
inteiprctation that the classical physicists assumed - that there is a Btage that 
has to be reached, in fact, at which one is saying one is doing real physics. These 
issues are so complex that in what I shall have to say I shall be taking a socratic 
stance and asking what people's demands are over this completeness, and then -
particularly in the context of the appraisal of the range of possible models allowed 
by general systems considerations which I shall be undertaking - consider how 
far they can be met (if they can be met at all). In the discussions that have led 
us, corporately to where we now stand, one very important position has been 
established, and that is that the world described by the hierarchy algebra is not 
- i" the first place at any rate- a classical world but the different world of high 
energies from which, as is acknowledged on all sides, we have some hard thinking 
to do to find the correct replacement for the correspondence principle. I see a 
dialogue which would be very valuable taking place in which Noyes offers for 
scrutiny what he sees as the demands of completeness in that new sphere, and 
where others of us consider (a) whether the ways he ha3 chosen to satisfy the 
demands are the only possible ones and (b) if not, what arguments would we give 
for alternatives we might suggest. 

9.3 T H E M I N I M A L M O D E L 

It seems from systems-theoretic considerations that the following set of char
acteristics are necessary for all models. I shall consider whether they are sufficient 
separately. I shall be very grateful for comment on this crucial stage in my ar
gument. 

1. An initial set of elements is scanned and some sense is given for the result 
of this scan to be consistent or inconsistent with the empirical situation which 
the model is put forward to describe or explain. It is usual for the elements 
to be treated indifferently by the operation of the model since otherwise implicit 
assumptions have to be made and the aim is usually to have all such assumptions 
following from the properties of the model and not imposed upon it. However 
this requirement is not logically necessary. 

2. The scan is capable of being repeated with different results, and a numer
ical measure derived. This measure is interpreted probabalistically. There are 
great advantages in building up a world picture in which the probabilistic values 
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are not far from integral values assigned by the model. This last requirement 
again is not logically necessary, but it does seem necessary to employ a proba
bilistic mode of getting a manifold with the right properties to represent physical 
measurement. 1 should be grateful for comment and discussion on this point also. 

3. There must be a change from frequency representation to occupancy rep
resentation. This requirement seems to be the most basic way to express the fact 
that the structure of the model has to change to represent what has been learned 
from the empirical background. The deductive potential of this requirement has 
not been realized in our discussions. It would be too much to say that from it 
one may deduce our particular combinatorial model with its uniqr.e hierarchical 
structure. However it is not too much to say that my argument isolates it as the 
natural place to start. 

4. Occupancy requires the distinction between label strings and operational 
strings. Without the hierarchy principle of increasing complexity this provision 
would be artificial. With labeling there is scope for representation of a history, 
memory or part of the model universe. 

5. All sets are finite. This is automatically ensured in the hierarchy model, 
but it is a more general requirement which follows from the assumption that one 
is investigating an unknown background. If the sets are not known to be finite 
one cannot assign frequencies. 

6. Any model will have to proceed in a sequence of scans at each of which 
the occupancies and the labels are updated. It seems inevitable to interpret the 
individual scan as some sort of interaction at the primal division. In some sense 
it has to be an observation if we are interpreting the general system as having to 
do with the world of physics, but of course our special approach imposes on us 
great specificity at this point, and I am unable to avoid saying that each scan is 
a scattering process, or perhaps part of a scattering process. 

7. Finally I recur to my discussion with Zimmermann and to his principles 
about the environment having to be specified before one can introduce subsystems 
separate from the part of the primal division from which one starts. 1 actually do 
acknowledge the correctness of what he says, but I do not think we have yet got 
to the stage at which we can satisfy him in our model, though I do think we are 
now finding ourselves up against the difficulties which result from our not having 
a complete grasp of this next step. A great deal of what rest I have to say will be 
Telated to this matter. The problem in the context of current physics has been 
the subject of current discussions at our meetings - particularly with Aerts and 
his discussion of 'the one and the many' and how quantum theory has not got 
its own method of defining multiplicity except by appeal - explicit or implicit -
to classical physics. 
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9.4 M O D E L S WITH MINIMAL I N T E R P R E T A T I O N E X E M 
P L I F Y I N G T H E P R I N C I P L E S O F T H E M I N I M A L M O D E L 

9.r> T H E BARE M O D E L 

In the 1974 paper to which I have already referred2, I produced a model 
to be implemented on a computer which had all the properties listed in the 
last section for the minimal model and with very little physical interpretation 
except that the coupling constants had to emerge in something like the correct 
relation to idealized scattering processes. As with Noyes' models strings were 
obtained from the vasty deep by random processes subject to weighting by what 
had happened in past scans. Labels were used in a way consistent with the 
hierarchy treatment of occupancy. Only strings at the right level were selected 
by the random selection procedure, and therefore there was no problem about 
what level one was working at. There v/as no universal time. The model was 
not complete in any of the senses that anyone is likely to give to that term 
and I certainly regarded it at that time as being desirable to show as clearly as 
possible that completeness is not logically necessary, I would have regarded (and 
„t?lt regard) many of the forms of completeness which people do require - though 
probably not all - as in fact unobtainable. The reason why I did not pursue the 
construction of models at that time was partly because no one else took it up, but 
more because I was worried by the looming and immense problem of taking the 
first steps in dynamics without any solution to the one and the many problem. 
I used at that and later times to say that I was only able to give a picture of a 
universe under the aspect of a single particle process. 

9 . 6 NOYES' MODEL. 

Noyes again has all the properties of the minimal model, and 1 hope that my 
argument will be of some use to him in giving reasons for his choice of computer 
procedures. When it comes to interpretation Noyes is in the same position as 
I to claim the advantages of the definite point of contact with experiment of 
the specific hierarchy model via the coupling constants, and can claim the same 
theoretical superiority over other models because of the natural inherence of the 
use of labels in the way the hierarchy describes increases in complexity. Noyes 
would certainly wjsh to go further and claim that he has done much to meet the 
requirement of Zimmermann that there be an environment and the possibility 
o.f independent subsystems. (Actually I do not know quote what he would say 
about this since what he defines is the 'off-shell kinematics' of quantum field 
theory and not a fully classical situation). I shall come back to this question 
since it is clearly a vital one. 

Noyes' technique to reach a universality which transcends particular interac
tions between the known structure and the unknown background is to stipulate 
'tick' which increases string length universally. I do not think this is objection
able but I find difficulty in understanding how to imagine th* instruction process 
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which it effects. I have to stick to one statement of Noyes on the subject, and 
for this 1 choose his abstracts for the Abbreviated Summer School (held the day 
before ANPA 7). He says: "To construct a new theory we start from arbitrary 
choice between two symbols..." and so on. I should have thought that if he 
wished to avoid an uncontrollable sort of subjectivism he would have thought it 
irrelevant what theories have been or were being constructed to the actual prop
erties of the physical world, and that the construction had to be of some thing. 
Of course the activity of the person constructing theories has to be represented 
in the model, but then we should naturally expect to see that actually done. 

The 'tilings' that offer themselves for construction are the universe, and the 
scattering processes respectively. There may be other possibilities, but I don't 
know how they would be handled. The hierarchy model really entails that both be 
taken together since the contact with physics via the coupling constants imposes 
constraints on cosmological as well as atomic quantities. However, one would 
have to be very careful in expounding the topic to avoid suggesting that one 
could identify the construction with the big bang in the crudely realist sense that 
the term usually attracts. Noyes gets out of the problem by insisting that he 
is dealing with a specifically quantum mechanical set of concepts all the time, 
and that the progress toward a fully intuitive dynamics identifiable with classical 
physics is a long road. I certainly want to understand this position since the 
negative aspect of it is certainly right at least. However, though 1 have sweated 
blood to hold the parts of the argument together in my mind I have not been 
able to, and it is always the obscurity about what the construction represents 
that is the sticking point. What 1 myself think is that the model as we have it 
simply has not yet got the logical facilities which are needed for the task. Both 
Pask and Manthey have said that the ideas of concurrent computing are the way 
through but we have no model before us which incorporates this solution 

I make two observations: (1) There is no actual necessity that any given the
ory must be capable of succeeding in the representation of classical multiplicity. 
Quantum theory fails at this point as we, collectively, spend a good deal of effort 
pointing out. {2) We get enormous benefit and profundity from the way that the 
hierarchy increases complexity of description by changing levels (and we get the 
advantage of a real representation of how scattering processes are theoretically 
linked) but this makes it the more important not to bulldoze the barrier into 
classical pluralism. I think this means - among other things that we have to 
make the scattering processes really primitive and cannot construct them from a 
pre-existing dynamics - at least one that has any tendency to slither into classical 
dynamics while you are not looking. This goes particularly for velocity. I say all 
this tentatively: I may get reassuring answers, but I cannot know until what I 
will describe as my mental block over the construction is removed. 
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9.7 A M O D E L B A S E D ON S I M I L A R I T Y 

] have always wanted to exploit to the full the fact that the most secure con
nection we have with experiment is the values of some dimensionless constants of 
nature. I have taken this estimate of the right approach to indicate that whatever 
theoretical constructions have been used to arrive at the values of those constants 
are the best guides in getting towards a way of representing and - ideally - calcu
lating a wider range of physical magnitudes. It is vital for us to remember at all 
time that whereas in the usual physical theories there is an infinity of numbers 
any of which could, in principle, be the result of a measurement and the problems 
only begin with the question of which - if any - we calculate, our situation is 
very different. We actually have to propose a meaning for measurements which 
are not those of the basic scale constants. This is why I have taken the line 
that the operationalist device of giving experimental meaning to the concepts of 
theory by identifying them with a particular measurement process is not auto
matically admissible. This is because the primary identification has set the type 
of measurement procedure, and all subsequent must be consistent. In particular, 
it is important to be sure about the 'counter paradigm'. It follows from my ar
gument that since measurement is counting the most important measurements 
will employ counting techniques, and this position is fortunately consistent with 
the way we see modern physics going in its universal reference back all the time 
to scattering processes. However it would be a fundamental error to think that 
we could wave a wand over scattering processes and that suddenly at this point 
in our development we were doing physics in the proper 'complete' sense for the 
first timfi. The reasons: (a) it is impossible because we can't use our operational 
criterion in two ways which we have not demonstrated to be equivalent and we 
have used it for counting and cannot get supplementary support from the Bridg-
man form, (b) it shortcuts the real work and the insights to be gained therefrom 
(we have had a major advance from McGoveran in his recursive analysis of di
mensionality recently, and this is very much part of the real work), (c) when the 
'real work' has been done nothing remains to be done in the way of identification. 

The vital step in hierarchy models is in one form or another the assumption 
of equal prior probabilities for the background processes which generate the hi
erarchical structure. Together with some sort of ergodic hypothesis to the effect 
that given long enough the universe will run through all the possibilities that 
are allowed by the structure, we can get to our beloved constants. In this last 
sentence I have ridden roughshod over several sensitive points that have been 
much in discussion. However I have no desire to be philistine, nor in fact any 
need. I can say simply that the right way to proceed in the absence of knowledge 
of the background is to treat the finite sets of theoretically allowed possibilities 
indifferently. (Other people have different ways of saying it.) I believe, too, that 
the same principle has to be invoked even when the logical underpinning provided 
by Kilmistcr is used. Now as I understand the situation absolutely everything 
depends upon this idea of indifference. It is not that other distributions may 
not occur; probably they do all the time; but by definition they are not part 
of physics. At least they do not become part of physics in any automatic way 
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without out explaining how we can extend the principle of indifference to include 
them. 

Kilmister, Amson and 1 tried not long ago to develop an idea which we called 
'inexact matching' to break out of our prison. The effort produced no immediate 
success, but it may be useful to recall it. First, the standard way suggested 
by systems theory is that of concurrent computing. Pask suggested this years 
back, and it has been extensively discussed in our present ambience by Manthey. 
We thought that concurrent computing was too like a counsel of despair. It 
was safe in the sense that one could create independent starting points of the 
sort demanded by our ordinary intuition of the physical world (the separable 
subsystems in an environment of my earlier discussion) but how as one to get in 
any dynamics except by arbitrary S a t ? We thought that if we could 'fuze oat' 
the values of the constants which had an interpretation over a finite domain in 
the neighborhood of their discrete values so as to have a set of the right measure 
we might be able to apply the dynamical ideas that went with the interpretation 
over arange of values that 'inexactly matched' the discrete value. This suggestion 
requires one to have a definition of degree of similarity of strings, and Kilmister 
and Amson explored some of the combinatorial possibilities for obtaining such 
a definition - obtaining a distance relation in this way. However the distance 
relation has not so far shown itself adequate to the needs of scattering theory. 

The model 1 now tentatively propose makes a change from the ideas I have 
just been referring back to, while keeping the notion of inexact matching - or 
at any rate the idea of estimating the similarity of strings - with a numerical 
measure. The change depends upon a different view of the possibilities of in
terpretation of strings, and in this change I have of course been affected by the 
Californian work on string universe models. It is convenient to say that the ear
lier work on similarity of strings allowed an interpretation only for the ends of the 
strings. That is to say for the event horizon corresponding to each string. This 
way of speaking needs clarification, I know, but I will hope for the moment that 
it conveys some meaning in view of the fact that the bounHedness of the length of 
strings is what determines the scale constants, and that it is these which receive 
a conventional cladding in terms of event horizons. 

Consider a number 3 {j finite) of strings which are related by being similar. 
I call this a yealm (pronounced to rhyme with 'realm' or in some parts of the 
country yellum). It is an array of parallel-aligned straws whose ends are further 
apart than the ends of the longest constituent straw (and therefore the name is 
better than 'sheaf'). The yealm is the working unit of the thatcher. A yealm 
can be subdivided and the parts are also yealms. A yealm can be transformed 
by parallel sliding of the Btraws. 

Two strings p, q will be said *"> hav^ similarity Spq = I if they have a sepnent 
of length I in common. It will obviously be necessary to place a lower bound la 
on the admissible range of values that I can take, and when the value of IQ is 
specified, the number of yealms js determined. 

The next question obviously is how the segments are located, and informa-
'Jon about them stored. I think the answer must lie in a process of running 
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along the strings to their ends and being 'reflected' back at the event horizon. 
Of course we already have the necessary theoretical apparatus for the expansion 
and subsequent contraction of the string segment under scrutiny in the hierarchy 
construction itself, and it is clearly at this point that we fine the general principle 
of successive scanning which we saw earlier to be universally necessary in sys
tems design coming in. However there is a more novel aspect. The event horizon 
which is essential for the search procedure has to be what I will call a local event 
horizon. We sec all the complexity of the world as having as its paradigm case the 
global event horizon - every piece of complexity, be it local field, local particle 
distribution, chair or table. The global event horizon arises out of Ottr presump
tion of indifferent treatment. If that is not what is actually in the background 
then we find something else, and it shows up as multitudinous complexity, {I 
note in passing that we have no reason a priori to think that the complexity will 
be law abiding- In fact the law-abiding complexity is by observation a special 
case, and we have a further task in finding out in what the law-abidingness of 
physics resides.) 

The model as described so far could easily be made a complete algorithm in 
the computing sense. I have just stopped at the point at which it is no longer 
clear which of ir.any algorithmic courses is the right one, and I hope for comments 
at this early stage. The clarity of having the algorithm filled out is offset by the 
reader's feeling that arbitrary choices are being made. The Californian models 
seem to me to be dictated too much by the analogy of classical particle dynamics 
at the stage at which they meet this arbitrariness, but that may only be a personal 
problem, and in any case as 1 have already made clear I already recognize the 
importance of getting to something which enables us to think and talk physics. 

The model 1 have described has not yet got to the point of being able to 
speak of independent systems. We are stifl stuck with our own system and *he 
unknown. However the introduction of similarity measures was meant to make 
the bridge. W« start with two yealms characterized by two similarity measures 
(sets of pairwise similarities) and with numbers specifying their respective event 
horizons. This gives us two nodal points in a primordial spatial relation. Since 
the specification is not in the hierarchy structure it provides independence in the 
classical sense (as is required il 'spatial' is to have its usual meaning). The two 
nodes define a wave function, and this introduction of the wave function concept 
is appropriately fundamental: il is the bridge into the physical world as ordinarily 
understood. 

What I have been saying has overtones which remind ua of Bohm's implicate 
order and its connection with explicitly ordered things. Nearer to home in the 
sense of having a lot of structure is Alison Watson's metaphor of the meaning of a 
'vertical' description of the world with the ordinary 'horizontal' spatio-temporal 
description. 

It may be that all this is nearer to Noyes' model than at first sight appears. 
However at the moment I feel his choice of detailed algorithmic form owes too 
much to the analogy with particle dynamics of a classical sort particularly over 
the introduction of independence of subsystems, and 1 associate this trend in 
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some sort of way with the difficulty I have over the interpretation which might 
allow the independence to b<? slipped in unnoticed. 

A further remark: 1 would expect to be able to introduce an Ur-energy very 
early o» at the point at which one is forced to introduce a parameter to limit the 
length of string segments to define the similarity function. It would make sense to 
have this length correspond to the available energy in whatever scattering process 
was imagined to generate the yealm. With a lot of energy one could sustain very 
vague Similarities. Again, there would be a lowest available energy corresponding 
to the universal or bounding event horizon (zero point energy of course). I also 
notice that in this model one would find the origin of dimensionality in the 
'vertical' description if one accepted the vertical account of dimensionality. This 
would go along with Noyes too; as .viso would the primitive allocation of quantum 
numbers. 
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10. Appendix III. AGNOSIA 

A Philosophical Apologia for INDISTINGU1SIIABLBS 

by A.F.Parker-Rhodes, Ph.D 
33 Apthorpe St, Fulborn, Cambridgeshire CBl SEY 

As an introduction to my topic, I propose to offer a brief historical prelude. 
Somewhere around 1962 I hit upon a series of numbers of which Ted Bastin 
noticed that the last two (the generating procedure coald not produce more than 
four) were close to two well-known physical constants , the reciprocals of the 
fine-structure constant and of the gravitation coupling constant. He drew the 
attention of Clivc Kilmister at King's College London, and John Amson at St 
Andrews, to this series, and these two began to work on the algebraic formalation 
of the series, whose self-terminating property intrigued the mathematicians as 
much as the contents of the series did the physicists. 1 also worked on the problem, 
albeit divergently, having noticed that it might be based also, and perhaps more 
profoundly, on "indistiaguishables". At a meeting where I expounded the germs 
of this idea, there was a student who drew attention to the lack of mathematical 
rigour in my exposition; this set me to try and correct the deficiency, The work 
took some years, and led me much further from orthodox mathematics than I 
had expected. Nevertheless, it eventually reached a form in which I could hope 
to publish it. Pierre Noyes of Stanford University, who had meanwhile initiated 
the setting up of the Alternative Natural Philosophy Association to further the 
work, gave valuable assistance in the final stages, and was instrumental in getting 
it accepted by Jaako Hintikka, general editor of the Syntliese series published by 
Reidel or Dordrecht in 1981.'" 1 

The approach through indistinguishabies has been viewed with suspicion, on 
philosophical grounds, by physicists in ANPA; for these entities are not physical 
objects, and it has been customary to look only to physical things to explain 
physical phenomena. 1 challenged this position; but it must be done at length if 
it is to persuade the opposition. 
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10.1 P H I L O S O P H Y 

Herarlitua and Quantum Mechanics 
Heraclitus, whose work survives only in fragmentary quotations by other writ

ers, was odd-man-out among the early Greek philosophers. For a start, he was 
the only one who was also a king - not that the title in the Ephesus of his day car
ried either power or honour - but it might account for his misanthropic contempt 
for almost everyone else (except Bias of Priene) which shows up repeatedly in 
hb sayings. His opii ion on the nature of things is summed up in the well-known 
two-word sentence -panta rhei everything is in flux. His choice for the arche, the 
original material from which all else was evolved, was the ever-flickering fire; but 
he had no intelligible account of how the staider constituents of the world came 
from it. 

Although all others among the Greeks looked for a more stable foundation, 
current fashion now tends to favour the Ephesian king rather than his opponents. 
Quantum mechanics for example finds nothing amiss in having some 200 "ele
mentary particles" perpetually changing into each other, some of them so fleeting 
as to persist for barely seconds, though occasionally detectable because their im
mense speed carries them a measurable distance in that time . Heraclitus would 
surely have been delighted by the idea of so rapid a "flux". But there are a few 
stable, or nearly-stable particles; protons, if not actually everlasting, outlive the 
present age of the universe by an enormous factor; electrons, neutrinos, photons, 
and gravitons seem to be indestructible so long as they are left alone. And there 
are some laws of nature and 'universal constants' which most physicists assume to 
be immutable. But they offer explanations for the changes which are the general 
norm, and feel no urge towards — or no hope of — explaining the immutables. 
The explanations of change are so successful, that the non-explanation of the 
changeless doesn't worry them. 

Heraclitus considered ceaseless change to bt so obvious a property of things 
that it didn't need to be explained. And as there was nothing else, in his philos
ophy, there was nothing to be explained - only morals to be drawn. We still need 
the morals, certainly, but we also need explanations and quantitatively reliable 
ones too. 

Parmenides - in Alternative Natural Philosophy 
As I have said, Hcraclitus was almost alone in his enthusiasm for ceaseless 

change. The most way-out of the opposite view was Parmenides. He has too 
often been treated, among the ancient philosophers, in parody, as holding that 
all motion ia illusory. But we have to remember that the Greeks generally re
garded explanatory principles as more 'real' than what they explained — like 
the Indiana,.whom some think they may have got it from — and that 'motion' 
was often used metaphorically for 'change* in general. So when Parmenides said 
that nothing ever really moves, he perhaps really meant that explanations (if 
correct) never change; or that changeable notions explain nothing. Sounds like 
common sense — but Parmenides, or hiB expositors, did go beyond present-day 
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tolerance in interpreting their metaphors literally. Anyway, one suspects that he 
was provocatively outspoken, if only with the aim of making others think. 

Stephen Toulmiji, in a recent article , has made a case for the thesis that 
the Parmenidean era is now over. Newton was a Parmenidean, (as indeed was 
Einstein, but Toulmin doesn't say so), inasmuch as he believed in immutable laws 
of nature, but their purpose was precisely to describe and explain change, or at 
least motion (though in Newton's case, not without occasional help from God). 
Nowadays, however, we insist on explaining physical phenomena in strictly phys
ical terms, whose unchangeableness is never more than an unsupported guess. 
This is to rely entirely on causal explanations , a position I have argued against 
elsewhere. To explain aome effect by pointing to its cause, can never be more than 
a step along an infinite regression, or one more shot at a vicious circle. What is 
needed is to jump out of the system concerned altogether and find explanations 
by understanding its ground-plan. We may then see without argument that the 
only way from A to B is via P, or whatever. 

The well-known principle associated with the name of le Chatelier is instruc
tive in this context. It states that in chemical reactions whatever changes occur 
tend to counteract or reverse the situation which conditions them. Thus dilution 
of a solution tends to promote dissociation of the solute; endothermic reactions 
are promoted by heating; and so on. It is an example of an explanation that 
serves to help control the phenomena explained, and that stjms from an attitude 
of mind which was foreign to the ancient philosophers. What it explains is Dne 
aspect o* Heraclitus' cea eless flux, and it is to that extent anti-Parmenideari. 

The principle howevei is also arguing against causal explanation. It says in 
effect that chemical causes tend to self-destruct, - what we now call negative 
feedback. It is, in the grammar of explanation, what self-contradiction is in 
mathematics - just as positive feedback parallels tautology. Both can be useful 
in technology, and those who use technology don't need to know why it works 
or how to explain it. But those whose aim is to develop and expand technology 
need deeper understanding of a scientific kind; and at least some of us should 
be thinking towards ultimate explanations. This is a meaningless term for those 
who deal in vicious circles and infinite regressions - and not those alone. What 
sort of explanation could be calleu ultimate' ? 

The Whole Problem 
Anyway, the use of the term 'ultimate 1 inevitably collides with a host of preju

dices. It smacks of intellectual hubris, from which we should not expect anything 
other than humiliating discredit. It further implis?, if narrowly interpreted, a 
reliance on the strategy of rtduclionism, which is coming increasingly into dis
favour, But worst of all, an ultimate explanation ought surely to be a complete 
explanation, and as such invite a philosophical account of the whole content of 
actual or potential experience. 

Kant was, they say, the first to call in question the philosophical validity 
of statements concerning the totality of existence. His doubts, although ex
pressed in philosophical arguments, may have been founded on the mere feeling 
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that such statements overpassed the limits of human competence. Although not 
subservient, as many of his contemporaries were, to theology, he may not have 
wished to contradict the opinion that God could not be fully known. Whatever 
the motives or merits of the argument, it was followed by a long slow decline in 
the breadth of philosophic vision In the following two centuries there took place 
an accelerating abdication, on the part of the more respectable philosophers, of 
the one topic in which their discipline might aspire to a legitimate leadership 
role. Not looking beyond nnjre parts or aspects of totality, they were in competi
tion with scientists, who were increasingly better equipped and better informed 
about their specialities, and often disregarded their admonitions — bm still made 
progress. 

The time has come for this depressing abdication of leadership, through which 
narrow specialists win all the top prizes, to be reversed, and a return made to 
priorities which have guided philosophical speculation, with few remissions in 
all vhe world's civilizations. There is urgent need today to face the totality of 
things with courage and, if possible, with understanding. Admittedly this is to 
espouse an unlimited programme, towards which we can as yet make only strictly 
limited advances. Though I shall propound an 'explanation' with a plausible 
appearance of 'nltimacy', it will not explain very much. One step up — more 
like half a step — is all that 1 can promise. Beyond there remain several frontiers 
opposing reductionist explanation, where there is genuine novelty to be accounted 
for within any successful description adequate to the whole of experience. All 1 
do is to lift the carpet of causality, and shew yon the floor beneath. 
Information and Causality 

Physics, in its usual and proper sense, is concerned with causal relationships. 
To reduce causality to anything else may therefore be seen as misplaced reduc-
tioEisro. But if it is merely a question of translating causal language into another 
idiom and back again ( bijectively , as the mathematicians say ), there is no real 
reductionism involved . 1 maintain therefore that any causal relation can be ac
curately restated in information-language, notwithstanding that philosophically 
information originates in biology , not physics. Like many organisms it is capable 
of adaptation. If an event A is said to be among the causes (strictly , necessary 
causes) of another event 13, it is implied that to know that A has occurred is at 
least relevant to the probability that H will also occur (or have occurred). Thus 
"A is a cause of B" is equivalent to "(A has occurred) increases the probability of 
(B will occur)". This translation into information-language can be made for any 
statement involving causality, and vice versa. In fact, although it acquires a new 
non-biological meaning in the process, informatioa is a valid way of expressing 
causality. 

Two corollaries follow from this idea. One is that we shc-uld expect, and not 
be astonished at, the relevance of probability to causal relations. And the other, 
distinct though related, is that whereas causal language tends to suggest deu-r 
minism, information-language carries no such associations. The high incidence of 
'randomness' as a physical concept translates quite simply into the non-existenre 
of what might hav*.- been rHevant information on a system. 
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We may further take into account the well-known principle that "information" 
also has a reflection in physics in the shape of "negentropy" and indeed its relation 
to causality bears this out. Le Chatelier's principle, for example, can be seen as 
an application to chemistry of the Second Law of Thermodynamics, that in a 
closed system entropy must increase if anything at all happens, and information 
therefore decreases . In other words, "causes self-destruct". This connection (if 
not the whole cause-information-entropy triangle) is of course well-known; less so 
is the notion that the universal expansion against the pull of gravity prevents the 
treatment of the u.niven., in its earlier stages, as a 'closed1 system. There may be 
a time when the total information actually increases. Might it then be that, at the 
bi^ bang, the total information action available was simply zero? The postulation 
of any other value would itself constitute information, thereby contradicting itsetl 
before anything followed, unless the value given were (vacuously) its own. 

More precisely, let T 0 he the initial information postulated, and let I{Ia = t) 
be the information involved in postulating i t , which cannot be less than L But 
J ( / 0 = t) = I[t) which is the number of steps in the optimum search strategy 
- logarithmic ranging - needed to reach the target t (assumed integral) from 
a presumptive value p, (normally p = 1, but here we are assuming p = 0); if 
11 - p + 1 j = 2* (with x integral), I{t) ~ log^ \i - p + 1 j , equal to t if * = 0 or 1 and 
p - 0, but greater for all larger values of t. For these, then, J{ / 0 = t) = J[t) > t, so 
that one needs initially m more bits to specify the initial quantity of information 
than the quantity being specified, which includes the specification, We then have 
a contradiction, unless h = t < 1. 

The Inchoative 
The science of physics rests upon a foundation including feveral kinds of 

statements , which have hitherto seemed to most physicists logically independent. 
There are, for example, (l) the 'lawof mass action', or , more precise?/, statistical 
thermodynamics; (2) a battery of laws (perhaps soon to be unified in a GUT) 
involving as parameters both dimensionless ratios and dimensional constants; 
(3) a k-f.g list of 'elementary5 particles, to which the elegant theory of SU-groups 
has begun to lend a vague analogy to the Periodic Table; (4) the Uncertainty 
Principle; and no doubt others. Of these (1) is an immediate consequence of 
zero information, and (4) at least involves the concept of information. But (2), 
postulating things eternally so, is indelibly Parmenidean, apparently entailing 
certain quantity of information at all times and places. As for (3), the less said 
the better. 

If we therefore follow up the result demonstrated in the previous section, we 
shall have to either explain (2) away, or else reduce it to a tautology which even 
Parmenidcs would Jiave jibbed at, I shall take the case where In ~ 0 as the simpler 
to start with; that is, the universe starts with no information at all, Now any 
hypothesis if it is to have any consequences, must contain information; if not, it 
is either a tautology or a contradiction, and in either case leads nowhere. But the 
hypothesis, that there exists an entity X such that X contains no information doe3 
carry information; for it ?iserts a non-vacuous atts mte of X - and a distinctly 
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unusual one. My hypothesis is therefore that there exists something that I call 
the Inchoative, whose only property is thai it contains no information. It is not 
that we know nothing about it, but there is nothing to know, It is tempting to 
think of its existing in the BBB area, before the Big Bang, which is nonsense; 
it is timeless, like God — and devoid of al -ther attributes. That being so, it 
may be futile to start asking specific question about it. But if one answer implies 
information and the other doesn't, the latter must be accepted; and if both arc 
informed (or both not) we must keep both branches alive. 

So, is the Inchoative a One or a Many? in other words, does it have parts, or 
not? Either would tell us something, but their disjunction is suitably vacuous. I 
shall start with the "many". But how many ? Any specified finite number, or 
range of numbers, carries information, so it must be infinite; not a specified order 
of infinity, of course, but haven't wc already committed information by excluding 
finite numbers? No, because all these are allowed for through the existence or 
finite subsets. "At least a denumerable infinity" is an acceptable answer. Is 
there, now, my difference btvween one of these parts and another? If, as in more 
usual con* Jtts, there are, we would contradict the alternative description of the 
Inchoali' e as one whole, and would in any case involve information in identifying 
each 'part'; therefore all the parts must be indistinguishable from each other. 

We thus arrive at a characteri2alion of the Inchoative, defined merely by its 
"agnosia" — its want of all know able particularities — as a single whole consisting 
of an infinity, at [east denumerable, of indistinguishable parts. Does that sound 
like a claim to "knowledge"? Well, I haven't defined 'knowledge' up to now, so 
I can still assert that this sentence doesn't count as knowledge. It is how one 
disclaims knowledge, a prolix interpretation of 'agnosia'. But there remains a 
more important question: 

Is it True? 
And, if it is, what does it mean? As so often happens in this work, care at 

each step provides answers for questions one has not yet thought of. In this case, 
we found two possible answers to the quantity of information initially available: 
zero, assumed hitherto, but also one bit. The latter is not enough to discredit 
any part of the preceding 'apophatic theorem', except the one-many dichotomy, 
but it is enough for an answer to the cjeslion, "Does the Inchoative exist ?" So , 
having dodged the one-many question, we are free to assume that the Inchoative 
— that is, an entity defined by agnosia — does exist. This is important, be
cause it answers those who might object, with good reason, that nothing follows 
from nothing. What follows is logically entailed by the thesis that the Inchoative 
exists - a foundation as exiguous as that of the columns of Coventry cathedral, 
and as sufficient. But still, what does it mean, the 'existence' of something like 
this? It certainly doesn't mean that one can say "look , there it is !" It is a 
strictly non-physical entity, a mentefact, not in the now accepted sense 'real'. 
In the quantum mechanical jargon, it doesn't "feel" either space or time, and is 
therefore unchangeable, and 'real' in the ancient's sense. It is , some will say, 
a piece of rank metaphysics, and the charge, whatever it is worth, is true. But 
physics, I maintain, cannot be justified by forever chasing its own tail; it must 
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be seated with dignity upon a foundation other than itself, - a foundation which 
cannot be denied. Of course, one can deny that the Inchoative exists (as I sus
pect most members of ANFA still do) — a No is as good as a Yes ••• but then 
nothing follows, and your physical theory has to start a bit higher up. You have 
to ignore the difference between iiidistingnishability and distinction, and assume 
thai whatever things are not identical are distinguishable , which in a few but 
irrefutable instances is demonstrably not the case (I refer to the vacancies of 
arrayed measurements) and probably many things which would have been theo
rems will have the status of axioms. The losses are perhaps aesthetic rather than 
practical; but practicality is not what is wrong with conventional physics. For 
these reasons I think 1 am justified in calling for more attention in ANFA to the 
metaphysical underpinnings of physical theory. On these grounds I recommend 
the thesis that the Inchoative exists, and the slender, obscure and consequen
tial theory which follows from it . The Inchoative is , one might say as near to 
nothing at all as you can get and still keep talking. Its existence, if it explains 
anything , is surely a prime candidate for being an 'ultimate' explanation. In 
fact, it appears, it explains quite a lot, and even predicts a few things hitherto 
unobserved (or observed if at all by the wrong people). It might thus be the 
occasion for a considerable rethink. 

10.2 T H E O R Y 

Triparitous Mathematics 
In the phrase, "The Inchoative is an infinite collocation of indistinguishable 

parts", the term 'Indistinguishable' is used in contrast with both 'identical' and 
'distinct'. A number of authors have entertained a notion of such a relationship 
and given various definitions under various names for it. The possible definitions 
are probably finite in number, and though it is important that the definition I 
use should exactly suit its usage in the above phrase, I cannot be sure that it 
(or its equivalent) has not been used before, and I apologize to an/ successful 
claimant for not acknowledging priority. 

My definition is then that two things are indistinguishable if they contribute 
separately to the cardinality of any class to which they belong, but any proposi
tion referring to either retains its value as true or as false if the other is substituted 
at every (unprotected) occurrence. The second clause implies that though one 
can tell them together one can't tell them apart, though the first "tell" doesn't 
"count" since counting involves labeling each item serially implying that when 
you come across a twin j of an i you have already counted,you say "has been 
counted" — which will lead to a wrong result. One can however tell how many 
items are in such a class by finding the smallest set into which it can be mapped. 

I have used the term "triparitous mathematics" to inclu'" all mathematical 
theories which allow for the intermediate parity-relation of 'twinship" between 
"identity" and "distinction", defined as above. Actually, there are six parity-
relations, not three, since simple negation of any of them is ambiguous, "dis
tinct" means either twins or identicals, "bipar" means either identical or distinct, 
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and "cardinant* (= non-identical) is either distinct or twins Whereas biparitous 
mathematics is often presented as founded on Set theory, triparitous theories 
are derived from analogous entities called Sorts. In a "perfect Sort", any two 
members arc twins (1 use "twins" for the mathematical relation between entities 
which are "indistinguishable" or "ibs") and whatever its cardinal its ordinal is 1 
because twins can't be ordered; in an "ordinable" Sort, all of whose members are 
distinct, the cardinal and ordinal are equal; in a "mixed" Sort of cardinal n, the 
ordinal o satisfies I < o <n, and equals the largest of all the ordinable Subsorts. 

Ordinable Sorts have all the properties of Sets, except for the company they 
keep. Mixed and perfect Sorts clearly don't; this is why I have not used "Set" 
with an adjective for them, but made a new term out of a common noun (after 
the usual but rather deplorable custom in mathematics). Sort theory turns out 
to be very different from Set theory (which of course it contains). The difference 
that is most obtrusive comes from the need to maintain the distinction between 
"together" and "apart" rigorously and, so far as possible, perspicuously. The 
effect of this is inevitably that the grammar of statements in a triparitous theory 
is in general context-sensitive. The referent of a given symbol need not always be 
the same through all its occurrences in a single statement: they may be twins. 
There are ways round this, but they are 'cosmetic' only; if you use any diacritics 
to distinguish twins, you have to have rules for putting them in (and taHng them 
out). Such rules (I have found) make things even worse, certainly slower. 

Triparitous Degeneracy 
As one develops the theory of Sorts, one keeps coming across instances where 

the presence of twins reduces constructions which are good enough for Sets to 
triviality. If / is a mapping from an ordinable into a perfect Sort, all the images 
by / are identical to a free choice among all the members of the perfect Sort. 
Suppose a, b to be two distinct members of an ordinable Sort, and h,i,j three 
twin members of a perfect Sort. Then fa=h implies fa — i or j (they are all 
twins). Not so the inverse mapping; considered as a Set of ordered pairs it is in 
the same case as before, but if we look at it as defining a functor / , that is taking 
all the pairs simultaneously, context-dependence, and the meaninglessness of a 
functor without its argument, means that the " V in fh may not be the twin 
of » in fi; it is the formula fh we look at and if fh = a and fi — b because of 
the mapping, they are in fact diriinct. Although we can't count twins one by 
one, we can map a whole Sort of them onto an ordinable Sort in one operation, 
symbolized by the "functor" / , even if this docs not distinguish them all (having 
used up both members of the ordinable Sort, fj must map the same way as one 
of the other twins). If we had a third, distinct c we could distinguish all three, 
and with a further d, one of the four would go unused. That is how we can define 
the cardinal of a perfect Sort. 

Insofar as any function implies a corresponding mapping, the degeneracy of 
nuppings into perfect Sort3 means a great reduction in the variety of functions 
(infinable v-vifr such Sorts, and a considerable simplification of the whole theory 
in comparison with the biparitous situation, wliere functions can be arbitrarily 
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defined, if necessary by writing out operational tables in full. This kind of de
generacy turns out to be the source of a most significant patterning of structures 
unparalleled in biparitous theory. 
Empirical Existence 

This 'pattern' has to do with what class of triparitous constructions can be 
said to "exist" in a fully empirical sense. I take this to mean that one can find, or 
expect to find, among things observed or rigorously inferred from observations, 
something sufficiently isomorphic with the triparitous construction said to exist. 
This notion is not interesting in the case of biparitous constructions because they 
all satisfy the conditions. Anything, from a simple Set to an elaborate theory, 
may have an empirically verifiable manifestation. But the more complex the 
structure the more likely it is that such manifestation will not by found; but 
even if not, we shall know what it is we're looking for : a structured Set of some 
kind mapable onto the structure in hand. Given a perfect Sort, however, we get 
nowhere this way, since mappings onto such a Sort are necessarily trivial. What 
we can do is to construct a biparitous system from the triparitous one, using the 
whole of it and nothing more. Obviously, if one or more elements arc left out 
from the perfect Sort, what follows refers to a proper Subsort only; if we use all 
the elements but leave out some function definable over them, we misrepresent 
the system, though to have functions in the biparitous representation which have 
no triparitous original is harmless for they can be merely disregarded when look
ing for manifestations; finally, if elements need to be added to the triparitous 
construction to find a biparitous model, we are way out. 

If precisely the elements of the triparitous system and all but only the func
tions definable over them, can be used to construct a truly biparitous homomorph 
of the given Sort, we can argue as follows: if the triparitous T 'exists', and if a 
biparitous homomorph B can be constructed to the above specifications from T, 
then B also 'exists' in the same sense as T; but, being biparitous, we can look 
for an observable manifestation of B which* if found, will be 'sufficiently isomor
phic* also with T to justify the claim of 'empirical existence' for the triparitous 
Sort T. Every perfect Sort has as many Subsorts, distinct from each other by 
differing cardinalities, to represent all its twin members; but the representation 
of functions may fail , as also may the symmetry relations among the elements. 

The great majority of perfect and mixed Sorts do not meet these require
ments; those which do , I call "rational" Sorts. Rational mixed Sorts arise from 
perfect ones by adjoining to the latter either a perfect Sort composed of functors 
under which different Subsorts are invariant (of which there are more than one 
kind) or a singular Sort whose sole member is the "Smudge", that is, any one 
unsuccessful member of the initial Sort. 
Arrayed Measurements 

If any empirical object is to be acceptable as a manifestation of a rational Sort, 
it must in general contain parts, in the right number, which are indistinguishable. 
We can't insist that any components of such an object should be in a strict 
sense distinguishable though (for a mixed rational Sort) that would be an added 
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confirmation. However, it is readily shown that indistinguishability can never be 
demonstrated of actual concrete objects. One may legitimately ask then whether 
this condition tan ever by met. 

One situation which clearly meets the requirements arises whenever a set of 
measurements are required to specify an object or event, or its location (relative 
to an arbitrary origin) or any other attendant property. The simplest case to 
consider is the location of an event in space-time; this requires four measurements, 
one of which (time) is determined by jnitc different techniques from the others. 
One thinks of these as represented by Cartesian coordinates, but we need not 
be so specific; the point ia that before anything is done we know we have four 
vacancies to Jill, one different from the rest. Of the spatial vacancies we can 
postulate strict mdistinguisjiability: (l) they are not 'concrete objects', (2) tu 
change the order of two of them (before any measurement) leaves everything as 
it was, (3) each one, considered on its own, is identical to either of the others. 

Oil beginning to make the measurements, the first step is to map the vacancies 
onto a set of labels, either three of those provided by th* Combinatorial Hierarchy 
(see sec. 12), or the x, j/,a,( of a cartesian framework. This distinguishes them 
and at the same time determines what measurements are required. Finally, we 
make the measurements and write the results in the labelled vacancies. The 
Hime* vacancy doesn't actually need labeling, since we know beforehand that 
it is distinct form the others. A majority of the perfect and mixed rational 
Sorts yield perspicuously enough to this analysis (though perhaps trivially for 
perfect Sorts). The two largest, from which the whole enterprise started, do not 
show obvious traces of an arrayed measurement basis; but since if they did the 
labelling process would be very hard to envisage as a practical operation (127 
indistinguishable vacancies? or 2 1 2 7 ?) this is perhaps unsurprising. It is in 
general however convenient to denote the "form class" of a nixed Sort of ordinal 
o by (ciitSj'-tCtf) where the a are the cardinals of its perfect subsorts; the form 
class of a perfect Sort is fc] , of an ordinable one [1,1...J , and of spacetime (3,1] 
or [1,3]. 
Overview of Rational Sorts 

At this point I Insert a brief summary of the rational Sorts. First of all, the 
empty Sort is rational, since it is identical with the empty Set, whose 'manifesta
tions are infinite in number and abo in triviality. Nevertheless, it bears thinking 
about. 

The singular Sort, of the form class {lj, is in much the same case, but it does 
have descendants, Adjoined to the class of Identity functors, it yields [1, lj, and if 
we bring in further the identity functors over the class of identity functors, we get 
[1,1, l ] . This can go on for ever, and generates the whole class of ordinable Sorts 
isomorphic with the integers. Note however that individual 'classes of identity 
functors* are not rational Sorts, nor is any sequence of them having gaps or 
missing the first member; each term is only defined as & function of the term 
immediately below it, which must be included to satisfy "rationality", recursively 
till we reach a component of the Inchoative. 
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The perfect Sort of two members is rational, of form class |2]. So also is the 
result, of adjoining iU "smudge' which we might represent as the form class [2,1"). 
The notation " " " indicates that the final subSort is represented by the "smudge 
functor" / # as sole member. However the snmdge of any Subsort of a perfect 
Sort can be shown to be twin to each single member, so that [2,1"| is in effect 
identical with |3], though if the extra element represents not the smudge itself 
but the smudge-functor which like functors ia distinct from its arguments, it is 
best to keep the notation |2, l*|. H[3j" refers to the "closure" of [2j, including 
the smudges of all its Subsorta of which the only proper ones are the elements 
themselves. By adjoining endomorphism functors to [3] we get |3,7] and then 
[3,7,127], and finally ,nsing a different, non-repeatable, endomorphism formula, 
we get [3,7,127,2 l S T*|, which terminates the series and also gives an otherwise 
inaccessible l2,3"J. The notation " *' marks the last subSort as represented 
by the functors ID' over all non-empty aubSorts D' of the preceding term D. 
As already mentioned there is a perfect Sort [3]. Adjoining to it the smudge 
functor gives (3 s l" j . The closure of [3] is (7| which however is not rational; but 
by adjoining endomorphisma of the non-repeatable class we get [3,7*], which is 
regarded as distinct from [3,7], 

All finite perfect Sorts with cardinal 4 or more are non-rational but there is 
at last one inSnite perfect Sort (whose cardinal is surprisingly 2 R o , unless you 
an 'Intuitionist'), of which only subsorts not greater than No we strictly rational. 
The Inchoative as a whole is not demonstrably rational; but there may be an 
infinite number of rationals in the form class oo just as there are an Infinity of 
cardinable Sorts, which are rational from birth as it were. 

The Combinatorial Hierarchy 
I have mentioned that the logic underling the concept of rational Sorts rests 

on the possibility of .'seeking empirical evidence for the existence of biparitous 
structures buiit out of and isomorphic to the Sort concerned. But isomorphism 
is a transitive relation, and once one has demonstrated that a given Sort is 
rational, one is no longer restricted to using the biparitous representation which 
first proves it; any biparitoiis construction isomorphic to the primary one, even 
such as are not constructive in the manner prescribed from the triparitoas Sort, 
are available for what can be got out of them. 

Now there is a very productive instance of this in the case of the rational 
Sort |2]. Its two elements can be represented by the elements 0,1 of the ring of 
modulo-2 arithmetic, notwithstanding that these are distinct and have no direct 
derivation from indistingutshablea of any kind. The two two-argument functions 
definable for the Sort are represented by + (for the "G" of T of f\ and by free 
choice for *J". The latter is represented in various "random" operations, but the 
former which is the essential constructive device, by which the Combinatorial 
Hierarchy is derived **'*,} . Further levels of the Hierarchy, corresponding to the 
form classes |3), [3,7], [3,7,127], and | 3 ,7 ,127 ,2 1 2 7 ~ l j are constructed of matrix-
like structures built out of the elements 0,1; the rational Sort construction has 
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analogous structures for the first three levels, but a different type for the last 
level, It also yields two rational Sorts, of form classes |3,1"J and (2,3"] missing 
from the CH model, which also lacks parallels for the ordinable and infinite Sorts. 
But the CH treatment more than compensates for this in the greater power of 
biparitous mathematics and the greater freedom in its physical interpretation. 
Neither the ordinable nor the infinite Sorts seem likely to yield anything new 
by way of alternative biparitous representations; such extensions are likely to be 
limited to the form classes [3,1" j (which k not mentioned in T of /) and [2,3" J 
associated with the parton structure of hadrons (and by implication of leptons 
also). 

10.3 T H E F I N I T E SORTS 

Since the theory is relatively weak on genuine prediction, as opposed to retro-
dictions or explanations of what is already known, I shall leave detailed discussion 
of the infinite rational Sorts till later, and deal here with the finite ones, which 
offer comprehensive explanations for many things, few of which will surprise the 
well-informed reader. The basic idea is that since rational Sorts have been se
lected from Sorts in general so as to have 'empirical existence", it would be nice 
if physical correlates could be found for all of them. This seems in fact to be the 
case; a few even have more than one interpretation. It is not of course claimed 
that all physical phenomena have such an explanation. 

Few words need to be said about the empty Sort. It is exemplified by the 
"fact" that Nothing exists. The evidence for this iB that much of spacetime 
appears to be empty. But as we have not yet got any concept of spacetime, we 
can't begin to explain how "nothing" and the various contrasting "things" are 
interrelated. All we can say is that the rationality of the empty Sort implies that 
the structure of the universe is basically discrete. In some sense or other, there 
are gaps, but that's as far as we can yet go. 
The Sequence of Events 

I have explained the ordinable Sorts are all 'birthright' rationals. That means 
that there is an infinite simply-ordered Set which has a unique status an inde-
feasibly empirical. Since it can be argued that all physical observations are of 
elementary events, or of congeries of events, each of which is a scattering en
counter between elementary particles (or a particle's disintegration or 'decay') 
the obvious interpretation of these ordinable Sorts is that they represent in a 
simple-ordering the successive events in the history of the universe. The singular 
Sort [lj will then represent the Big Bang, and subsequent members of the series 
events occurring later and in due course elsewhere. Of course they won't be much 
later but they will be, as we have seen, discrete - which some cosmologists deny. 

As for the 'elsewhere', if we consider a "time-slice" (for relativity theory pre
sumably a light cone, bat we need not be too specific) of the universe, the events 
in it must be finite in number (else the totality would not be simply-ordered 
as the ordinable-Sort series insists) we can prove that, if there is a decidable 
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parity-relation between any to orderings of a finite collection, it must be that 
of twinship. Since there are no rational perfect Sorts with more than three and 
leas than an infinity of members, the events in any such 'time-slice' must have at 
moat three decidable twin orderings, and any other must be expressible in terms 
of these three . An analogous situation (a bit more than an analogy actually) 
is presented by orthogonal axes which are mutually congruent but functionally 
unrelated, whereas any non-orthogonal companion can be expressed as a func
tion of the orthogonals. But the up-to-three indistinguishable 'orderings' — the 
terminology is none too apt, but it's an on-off affair — are not any kind of'axes', 
and their only use is to demonstrate that to locate any event in spacetime one 
needs only four ordinal numbers, specifying its position in each of the orderings 
chosen and the time-elice in which it occurs. 

This is sufficient to show that the universe of "events' is sufficiently mapped by 
a system of arrayed measurements of the form-class [3,1] — which has a rational 
Sort to justify it, that is, of which it is the empirically-observable manifestation. 
When we come to consider how the vacancies in this array may be filled, we have 
to go over to the combinatorial hierarchy to define the identification of 'axes' 
(other than time, which depends on the kind of 'time-slices' we use) in such a 
way as to suggest how foot-rules ought to work. But we have many steps to go 
within the T of I before we can decide what we mean by observation. 
Observation 

Events communicate with one another through the particles they give rise 
to. An event occurs if and only if two or more particles meet within their mu
tual scattering-radius; (which particles may be described as moving backwards 
through time, when we have to account for the decay of a single particle). The 
trajectories of the particles 'carry' (albeit in a Pickwickian sense, as we shall see) 
information sufficient to specify the nature of the event in hand, and at least rel
evant to the information carried by the emergent particle trajectories; 'at least' 
because the latter are always in some measure indeterminate unless there is only 
one of them. 

Although this process in general involves a loss of information between each 
event and its successors, it is possible to contrive experimental situations in 
which the effect is counteracted by preserving in temporally persistent form (as 
in the particle tracks in a cloud-chamber or photo-stack) information from many 
connected events. By a sequence of further events, nearly all strictly unobserved, 
much of this information is transmitted to a human brain trained to interpret it. 
The conclusion of this highly indirect chain of causation is called the 'observation' 
of one or more events; it involves the leakage of a fraction of the information 
output by the event observed by way of an artuactual diversion into the observer's 
consciousness. Despite what would appear to be the gross implauaibility of the 
idea, many eminent authorities have laid great weight on the fact of observation 
as an essential ingredient — not merely of our knowledge , which all must agree, 
but also in the actuality — of what is observed. It is indeed laudable that 
the unity of the world and the interconnectedness of all its parts should not be 
lost Bight of, but interconnections ought not to be asserted without at least a 
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tentative explanation of how they operate, ~ which in this instance seems to have 
been lacking. 

A particular problem is raised here by the law of increasing entropy, which 
entails decreasing information within any closed system. The existence of physics 
depends on the existence of physicists which is only possible because the universe, 
especially the surface of planets, is at present in a sate where such systems are 
rather exceptional . Although information keeps on getting lost, a lot of it still 
survives, often froien lata near-perpetuity; thanks to this we can carry out our 
observations of elementary events as well as matters on a more human scale. 
Our lives axe surrounded by traces of the past, which we tend to explain as 
'historical accidents'. The distribution of continents and islands on the Earth, 
and the state of its atmosphere, and much more, are consequences of large-scale 
events occurring over many aeons. On this scale, the discreteness of information-
transfer from event to event at the elementary level is imperceptible. Though 
Europe and America are drifting apart by several centimeters a year, we have 
no reason to doubt that this is the effect of a vast number of elementary events. 
Btit it b much more nsefully described as a continuous motion powered by the 
continuous upwelling of material in the mid-Atlantic Ridge. The bizarre details 
at the elementary level are simply irrelevant here. 

Anyway, they are not observed and never will be. Thus, the question whether 
they ere observed cannot be consequential And if not in plate tectonics, why 
any more so in a linear accelerator? 
The Disposition of Events 

Nevertheless, one can from time to time observe, in the rather remote fashion 
indicated, an elementary event or a consortium of events. What can one then 
do with information thereby obtained? One can't really assign it to an ordinal 
vector, of the kind initially considered, since one can never know its position in 
any ordering , even if it were possible to define an ordering of all past events. But 
we can choose an origin and specify axes for a Cartesian |3,lJ-vector, whose com
ponents for a given event can be at least approximately measured and reordered. 
In this way observed events, and theoretically also unobserved ones, may be dis
posed in geometrical space (GS), If we could accept the idea that the particles 
emitted io an event could be assigned specific trajectories, these could also be 
mapped onto the eame GS; but for this to be possible we shall need to know the 
locations ol the two events between which the trajectory extends, whereupon we 
can plot the path followed (which in the absence of relevant force-fields will be 
a straight line) and infer the position of the particle at any instant between the 
two events. This will be a J3]-vector referred to axes manifesting a perfect Sort. 

In fact all perfect Sorts have such an interpretation so long as they are ratio
nal. A [2j- vector can represent the orientation of a spin axis, and a [l]-vectar, 
wbi-h relates its referent to the Big Bang, can be interpreted as a measure of the 
time when the event occurs. But, as I have said, there is another perfect rational 
Sort, of infinite cardinality, Can this also describe some kind of 'space' ? 

If we assume (to Btart with the 'worst' case) that each component of the 
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|infinite]-veclors involved can have a countable infinity of values, any such value 
can be defined by binary logarithmic ranging, answering a countable infinity of 
yes-no questions, which are not enough to outstrip the uncountable infinity oiT 
the vector components. Each component may therefore be treated as capable of 
two values only, a fyes' and a *no!. The infinite perfect rational Sort can thus 
be manifested as an infinite Boolean lattice (poasibly with many uninterpreted 
points), isomorphic with an infinite "similarity-space''. Finite similarity-spaces 
are a familiar tool in various branches of science, and their uses and properties 
are well-known; a familiar example is a "dichotomous key" for the identification 
a! biological specimens. They convey qualitative descriptions of things. I have 
hitherto described the resulting kind of 'space1 in physical contexts as 'disordi-
nate' (because each point has an in6nity of neighbours); it is not too happy a 
term, for there is some order there, but I propose to stick to it. Geometrical 
Space will be contrasted with Disordinate Space (DS) hereafter. 

The objects, or events, which are described, however qualitatively, by DS 
are the same as those located in GS. This of course implies a mapping between 
the two spaces, but in view of the disparity in structure between them, and the 
consequent impossibility of specifying points of either in terms of the other, this 
can only be a random mapping. Furthermore, it is GS rather than DS which 
we directly experience in normal consciousness, ar^5 therefore this mapping can 
only be apprehended as a structure in GS, the nature of the 'structure' being 
that of a probability distribution function appropriate to the phenomenon in 
hand. A simple example of such a distribution is worked out, under the name of 
'disordinate statistics', in T of 1 (p.I50 ff). 

There is no reason to assume (as is conventionally done) that GS is strictly 
continuous; there are arguments, which I have briefly alluded to , for thinking 
it may be discrete. However probabilities, being essentially ratios, introduce the 
aeed to accept general rational numbers associated with the GS coordinates, 
which are thus dense rather than discrete. Insofar as the objects we observe in 
GS are at least in part influenced by DS descriptions, wc shall not perceive GS 
as observably discrete (not even if it were governed by a graininess coarse enough 
to be seen as such, which is certainly not the case). One inevitable effect of DS 
is to soften the outlines of things in GS. 

There is also the important question of when DS and when GS is relevant 
for the description of phenomena. This is virtually answered by saying that two 
events must be located to determine the path of any particle passing from one 
to the other. In the presence of only one event, or of none at all, we have no 
alternative to DS; once two or more events are in question, we go over to GS. 
Because our mittds have evolved to cope with actual events in large numbers, 
we are conscious (normally at least) only things "in OS". This is an ever-present 
cause for confusion, and has (I believe) tripped up some very eminent thinkers. 

The Connectivity of Geometrical Space 
There are various theoretical possibilities for the overall structure of GS as a 

whole. Briefly, an intrinsic uniform curvature, which could be positive, negative, 
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or seTO, but could not compatibly with the cosrnologkal principle vary from region 
to large region, could obtain. The question is one which evokes surprisingly little 
concern. It is For example rustomary to assume, following Aristotle, in 4-D, that 
"space is (hyper^spherical", implying but not seriously believing that the overall 
curvature is positive; that the word 'sphere' is much more familiar than 'sella* 
may be why people don't more often say that it is 'hypersellar'. 

Either sphere or Bella would involve a radius (or other measure) of curvature 
as an additional universal constant, which the underlying metaphysics of my 
theory v - id require to be somehow computable a priori. Not seeing how to do 
this I naturally opt first for the third alternative, a hypertoroidal space, which 
has zero intrinsic curvature. This is supported by some and opposed by other 
observation. In theory, it could become possible to measure the curvature of 
space with the average density of matter, and data on this, though not very 
reliable, seem to most authorities to lean heavily towards low values implying 
negative curvature; but revisions seem mostly to be upward. That is the main 
source of opposition to my conjecture. 

The main support is geometrical, in that it is known that some phenomena 
have an intrinsic chiral bias; that is, some events produce more (say) left-handed 
spinning particles. An even more ungainsayable fact, of really the same kind, is 
that anti-matter is virtually banned as a permanent constituent of our world. But 
with any non-zero curvature of space one would expect every chiral particle to 
be balanced somewhere by its antichire (which would be disastrously in conflict, 
one might say, with the 'anthropic principle'!). None of this need happen in a 
hypertoroidal space however, for this alone is fully compatible with any arbitrary 
chiral bias. 

It is possible also to suggest more or less plausible ways of computing the 
average density of matter. One of these is set out in T of !, p. 193. The value 
it yields is within one percent of that required for a zero intrinsic curvature by 
relativistic gravitation theory (very accurate for the present state of the art). 
But there are many objections which might be made to this calculation and not 
too much confidence should be placed in the result. 

Thus, while the facts remain in dispute, and long will, there is a good (but 
not overwhelming) case to be made for hypertoroidal connectivity. One doesn't 
have to visualize a four-dimensional American doughnut — any regular crystal 
lattice will do, if you don't object to an infinity of exact copies of your universe. 
There are no analogues however of a hypersphere, still less of a hypersella, in 
objective experience. 

Quantization 

There is a further point in connection with chirality which may be impor
tant. In Sec. 10 I explained h ow the making of an arrayed measurement involved 
three stages separated by two operations. The stage of strictly indistinguishable 
vacancies is terminated by 'labelling' them, and the labelled vacancies are then 
filled by appropriate measurement techniques. To say that a given quantity is 
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'quantised' ia to say that it cannot be divided indefinitely, that there is an ascer
tainable value than which only zero is less. In the above scheme , a hypothesis 
that a measure is, or is not , quantized, must be introduced before the labelling 
of vacancies, for sifter that only empiric jl Tacts are taken account of. 

There are two possible sources of quantization, if, as may well be the case, 
all measures are fundamentally discrete, all are in one sense reducible to integral 
numbers of quanta (though this might require a non-linear transformation to get 
the conventional measurements corresponding to them). A seemingly different 
property is the quantisation of action, which is certainly linear, and on a much 
coarser scale than is plausible to postulate for say distance. The first type is a 
preexistent attribute of the measures affected, theoretically based (or refuted) 
and not a supplementary hypothesis like the second type. It is the latter 1 am 
concerned with here. 

The hypothesis of non-quantization (which is easier to argue from than its 
contrary) assumes that we can find as many diminishments r, such that 0 < r < 1, 
as we have vacancies in an array, by which to diminish whatever actual values x 
may turn up in a measurement, to get not truth but some plausible fiction. When 
the vacancies are labelled we can choose numerical values for each of the r's, which 
are in general all different and chosen at random. If a 3-dimensionaL figure, say a 
tetrahedron, has three edges of lengths a< b < c, it will be chiral; but on applying 
the aforesaid dhninishment we shall in general not find that r—2a > r—?S > r—Zc 
because the r'a are unconstrained. Thus chiraKty cannot be an intrinsic property 
of a figure defined by continuous variables. Chirality survives unchanged only 
in the abs*nce of all 'hypotheses' of this kind, and is inconsistent with arbitrary 
'diminishment\ Since the hypothesis of non-quantization thus fails, it follows 
that all m«aa\iTes involving chirality, actual or possible, are quantized. Well — 
are they? 

The simplest such quantity is angular momentum or 'spin'. It is associated 
with the rational Sort [2,1] in which the |2j can specify the orientation of the 
axis, and the |1], as usual attached to time for its reciprocal), assigns a frequency 
or rotational speed. This is of course well known as a 'quantum number' and 
moreover it has been shown to be communicable , ae rotation, to more massive 
bodies bombarded by particles of monochiral spin. Any quantity of the same 
dimensionality as rngular momentum, action in particular, is also quantized. 

A possible exception might be seen in the case of charge , which ia quantized 
but apparently not chiral. Now I have not proved that a non-chiral quantity 
can not be quantized, but one might expect that its quantitation might reside 
in the discreteness which may be present universally. However the pattern of 
the so-called CPT conservation law shows that change must involve some kind 
of chirality, and therefore need not be regarded as exceptional in this respect. 

The Uncertainty Principle 
It is obvious that, in measuring any quantity subject to quantization, the least 

error that can be made, assuming that complete accuracy is impossible, amounts 
to one quantum, since fractions of a quantum are meaningless. For either dense 
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or continuous measures, ' complete accuracy' requires infinite information, and 
is therefore impossible; byt in the case of a discrete measure, the information 
required is finite, but likely in practice always to exceed what is obtainable. 

There are a number of pairs of measures, whose product has the dimensions 
of action, which are also those of angular momentum (which is physically inter
convertible with action); this as has just been explained is quantised, and its 
quantum is Planck's constant k. Thus the product of the errors in any two such 
measures cannot be less than h. Pairs of measures covered by this relation are 
energy [AT'1) and time (T), angular momentum (A) and phase (/), linear mo
mentum (AL~l) and distance {£). Electric charge, which is ako quantised, does 
not participate in such pairs, since its dimensionality is irrational {Al^2V1^2), 
Thus the minimum-error ('Uncertainty') principle is largely confined to the pairs 
of measurements cited. 

Any measure which is quantized is subject to a conservation law, stating that 
in a closed system it can neither be increased nor diminished, since a quantum 
cannot be created or destroyed (though two antiehiral quanta can spontaneously 
arise or mutually destroy each other). Each of the above complementary pairs 
consist of an 'active' and a 'locative* member; if the latte-r's values are a dense 
set, capable of infinitesimal change, the active complement must also be subject 
to a similar conservation law, since their product is so and th£ locative member is 
unconserved. Thus the existence of conservation of charge, energy-mass, angular 
and linear momentum, are fully in accordance with expectation. The argument 
does not necessarily hold up if space-time intervals are discrete — this is the 
only apparent evidence against discreteness which I have encountered; the want 
of empirical confirmation of discreteness is of course equally expected. We really 
don't know. 

How Many Forces? 
At varioas times during the last century or so different 'forces' or 'fields' 

have been distinguished by physicists. Once could name gravitation, electricity, 
magnetism, the weak and the strong interaction and the 'ehromodynamk' field, 
Many of these have since been explained in terms of one another, first the elec
tric and magnetic fields, then electromagnetism and the weak interaction, were 
unified; and the strong and chromodynamic fields likewise. Now there is a chase 
on for a Grand Unified Theory, which is having a good success except, so far, 
that it can't quite cope with gravity; but this is confidently expected to follow 
suit in the end. 

Neither the Toflnar the Combinatorial Hierarchy approach has had unqual
ified success in finding an explanation for all this. Two 'coupling constants' have 
been identified, both on frankly numerologica! grounds; the two largest cardinals 
(in both systems), 137 and 1 7 1 0 3 7 , are reciprocals of the required constants for 
electromagnetism and gravitation respectively, the first being less than ,03% out, 
and the second quite close. The weak and the strong interactions should have 
analogous coupling constants, bat they have not been convincingly demonstrated 
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by either of our approaches, It may be that they will be explained by the GUT 
theorists. 

If however our numerological identification of the gravitation coupling- con-
slant is not a diabolical coincidence, the implication may be that gravity will 
not, in the end, succumb to GUT treatment. It will be interesting to see what 
success comes to this research. 
Larks 

It is a necessary consequence of the thesis that the Inchoative contains no in
formation , that its ultimate indistinguishable parts should possess no attributes. 
It follows that they can never be observed as such; everything which is observed 
must be an aggregate, either of ultimate "agnomes" or of more complex con
stituents. All the known 'elementary particles' above the level of quarks are 
'observable' in that they can sometimes be 'seen* in particular places or following 
particular trajectories; they can be said to 'feel' spacetime. They can be located, 
that is associated with distinct vectors, and therefore distinguished by attributes 
of location, even though they remain qualitatively indistinguishable. 

These remarks apply equally to baryons and leptons, and run counter to the 
idea that there is a likeness between leptons and quarks which baryons do not 
share. I am led thus to claim that there is a case to be made for regarding leptons 
as having a structure of components analogous to the quarks which are regarded 
as the ultimate constituents of baryons. Whether these are truly ultimate, that is 
to say 'agnomes', is debatable. Quarks conventionally, and their leptoti analogues 
"larks" hypothetkally, are assigned attributes of 'colour' and 'flavour'; but these 
could be seen as specifying a subspace of the discrete 'space' which manifests 
the (3,7j rational Sort involved here (there is another [3,7] Sort defining energy-
momentum 'space' which is usually assumed to be 'continuous'). Each quark 
could share its time between different points of this subspace without contracting 
'attributes', subject to appropriate statistical parameters belonging to the points 
not the quarks. This kind of time-sharing permits the fiction of dense values 
for quantised measures, applied for instance to charge in the proton-electron 
calculation (original version). 

This 'fiction ' works only because the colour-flavour space is discrete, so that 
different quarks, or larks, can occupy the same point in it and not be distin
guished at all, whereas in spacetime, whether it is dense or microquanfcized, two 
particles must occupy different points, or be observed as one, even if their intrin
sic properties are identical. Quarks, and larks, are thus at least a step nearer to 
'agnomes* than leptons and baryons are, even if thy are not actually ther«. 

Of course , quarks have been 'observed* inside protons — or at least protons 
have been found to be internally lumpy ~ whereas no structure has ever been 
found in the much larger electron. But the larks in the electron are massless 
(as is assumed in the mpfme calculation), whereas at least some of the proton's 
quarks ar<? credited with mass. If so, this is an attribute which can*t be argued 
away (might one devise a comparable experiment on say muons?), and quarks 
would have to be split up into (perhaps at last) ultimate 'agnomes'. Massless 
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components confined within an electron would not give it any observable in ho
mogeneity. There is evidently a lot to be found out in this field. 

10.4 ON T O I N F I N I T Y 

1 snail now pass over to the discussion of some applications of the 'disordinate 
space' which was earlier indicated as the principal source of more or less novel 
predictions, in which my theory is disappointingly poor. The main 'predictions' 
not involving DS are that the connectivity of space should be hypertoroidal, 
for which there is only rather indirect evidence, and may seem to some to be 
uncomfortably similar to the theory, now universally abandoned ,that the surface 
of the Earth is fiat; and that leptons have a structure of 'larks' analogous to the 
quark structure of baryons, which is at present widely contested, though what 
the evidence against it is I confess to not knowing. 

In contrast, the notion that disordinate space is an ever-available alternative 
to geometrical space leads us into a variety of new viewpoints and perhaps sur
prising predictions — some of which arc however 'predictive' in the strict sense, 
only for the ill-informed. 
DL=ordinate Space — Recapitulation 

Most of the essential points about DS will be found in the later paragraphs 
of Sec. 15. It will however be helpful to summarize this material here in the from 
of bald statements. 

First, DS is a 'space' of infinite dimensionality, which is represented as al
lowing only two values, 0,1, in each 'dimension'. It is, that is to say, an infinite 
Boolean lattice, and has 2 S o points. Of course, the infinity of points can never be 
exhausted; but they are needed theoretically in proving there is a rational Sort 
of which it is a manifestation, and their actual infinitude may have real relevance 
in certain cases. 

Whereas GS provides for the assigning of locations to events, and trajectories 
to particles, DS contains no specific reference to space or time; its function is 
essentially that of a similarity-space, which encodes qualitative descriptions. In 
view of its infinite dimensionality it has limitless tolerance of redundancy, and 
should therefore be capable of specifying any integral value of an variable . But 
it is doubtful bow far this would be applicable to spacetime intervals, and the 
procedure involved would be so way-out for the purpose, that I think that little 
if any use should be made of it in this way. 

Though GS can specify the location of a single event relative to any arbitrary 
system of coordinates, no real information is conveyed by this, and in effect any 
matters not reducible to at least two directly relevant events must be recorded 
in DS or not at all. But this still leaves us in an event-based world with the 
mental faculties adapted to living in such circumstances — faculties which make 
GS 'sell-evident' and DS 'obscure'. 

The relationship between the two 'spaces' is one of 'random mapping', but 
some relationship there has to be, since any set of events can be represented 
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in either of them. The difference is that they appear singly and unrelated 
in DS but lined together in a spatial framework but undescribed in GS. Of 
course, whether what I call 'random' mappings are in general unconstrained by 
boundary-conditions expressing the peculiarities of given problems, which can 
take a lot of the 'randomness' out of them; but the fact remains that no detailed 
point-to-point correspondence can be postulated, such as one usually expects of 
'mappings' . One general rule is however worth noting:DS is extremely 'short
sighted1 since it Is hard to look far without having to take geometrical relations 
into account, whereas GS can't 'see' less than two events. Under these cir
cumstances, the random mapping relationship between them results in a local 
'softening of outlines' as mentioned earlier. The scale of this effect depends on 
the local event-density, but doesn't <jet ne^r to any acceptable scale of intrinsic 
quantitation (discreteness) of spacetime. It is therefore open to doubt whether 
such a quantization could ever be empirically observed, 

10.5 E INSTEIN-PODOLSKY-ROSEN 

Though I intend here to show how the notion if DS leads us into new areas, 
and indeed beyond the conventional concerns of physics, it is helpful to start 
with yet another instance where all we get is a i alternative viewpoint on the 
well-known . The so-called 'paradox' of Einstein, Podolsky and Rosen provides 
a good illustration of the operation of DS at the simplest possible level. 

The situation concerned in Bohm's version of KPR is where a single event 
gives rise to two particle differing only in having mutually antichiral spins. If, 
before any other interactions have occurred, one of the particles is established as 
say, dextral, the other, however far away it may now be, is known to be sinistral 
simultaneously, in apparent defiance of the limiting velocity which ought to have 
imposed a delay in transmitting this information. It is not only the experimenter 
who knows this — the particle itself can reveal its chirality 'long' before it could 
'know'. 

Chiral orientation is not directly representable in DS; it cannot be denned 
except by reference to an arbitrary standard, which reference involves several 
geometrical comparisons which DS can't cope with. It could be objected that 
elementary particles are a lot simpler than scalene triangles*, but we may not 
attribute to DS any sort of model of them such as would be needed to exploit 
this simplicity — that would be 'information' not derived from the situation in 
hand. What can be held in DS is the fact, established with the initial event, that 
we have an antichiral pair. 

As soon as the chirality of one particle is discovered, by a second event, frame 
of description changes and we go over to GS, where chiralities are straightfor
wardly representabk, including that of the companion particle. In GS there is 
no geometrical uncertainty, and the 'paradox' is resolved. 
The Collapse of the Wave Fnnction 

Let us now look at the celebrated 'two slit' experiment. An electron is 6red at 
a screen containing two slits, appropriately spaced to give a regular interference 
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pattern in the arrival points of a large number of electrons at a second detector 
screen. The passage across the firsl screen is the hs-st relevant event, in which 
scattering occurs, deflecting the path of the electron. Considering this event only, 
we have to rely on DS. Nevertheless, we have to think in GS (else we would never 
recognize our mothers), and this calls for an exercise in random mapping. 

The result of this mapping is conventionally, and I assume indisputably 
(though I am not able to present the matter as a random mapping in detail), a 
wave-function, determining the probability that the electron will arrive at each 
specified point-volume of the space beyond the first screen. The actual arrival of 
the electron constitutes a second event, and as in the EPR case, we must go over 
into GS, where a specific point of impact is coded. 

While the electron is in transit it is represented not by a fixed trajectory but 
by a complex probability-distribution, the form taken by the 'random' mapping 
of DS, under the conditions of this experiment, onto GS. It contains 'information' 
only in what I earlier described as a 'Pickwickian sense'. On arrival, its position 
is stated because with the second relevant event we must translate into pure 
GS terms, which do not allow of an extended probability-function, derived from 
the no longer adequate DS information, but give a plain answer to the question 
•"Where is it ?". The 'collapse of the wave function* is thus presented as a trans
lation from a qualitative to a quantitative language, as we pass from considering 
a single event to looking at two together. 

If we ask the classic couundrum, "Which slit did the electron pass through?", 
there is no objection to the answer that it passed through each slit with a certain 
probability. If the probabilities are p aad q, and if we pass through not one 
but say N electrons, Np will pass one slit and Nq the other; the situation is 
precisely analogous to the case with light, where Np, Nq correspond to specified 
intensities at the two slitB. The only trouble is that we think of Np as a number 
less than N, and therefore p as a fraction of an electron, which sounds bbarre. 
But what else is * probability, but thai which, multiplied by a numerosity, yields 
a frequency, and what is a frequency, but that which divided by its numerosity 
gives the underlying probability? 

What goes for this rather elaborate two-slit experiment goes also for every 
scattering -event. Such an event resultis in a complex probability-function, which 
is resolved for each resulting particle when it takes part in some other event, and 
thereby 'earns' its GS description. One might say that most of the life of most 
particles is spent in DS, with a brief touchdown in GS each time an event occurs. 
Those who like to speculate that things are ultimately quite other than they 
seem would perhaps say that the DS picture of the world is 'real', white GS is its 
illusory portrayal to our Benses, But the opposite judgment would make exactly 
as good sense, and would not imply the causal efficacy of 'illusory' phenomena. 
Meats! Images 

The role of DS is not limited to the realm of micro-physics, it is also required 
adequately to understand the formation of mental images. Babies start their life 
with all senses functional but not mature; most of the first year is spent learning 
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how to use them. Very few faculties do not have to be learned: it can recognize 
its mothers's face even an the first day (but, surprisingly, not her teats), and, 
at the other extreme, the dimensional structure of space may be innate, though 
how things fit into it seems to be initially puzzling. But the main business of 
'translating' sensory percepts into usable images has to be learned; all of us do this 
on our own, by trial-and-error, and our varying experience? and the complexity 
of the task dictate that the results shall be essentially idiosyncratic — that is, the 
neural events underlying our imagery are largely peculiar to each individual, and 
have no predictable relation to the neural representation of the sensory inputs. 

Learning the translation process thus involves crossing a gap, with no (or 
little) secure causal connection. Between the event-based sensory inputs, and 
the do-it-yourself image-making, there is an interval where DS (mapped, as ever, 
onto GS) is relevant. How the mapping onto GS is carried out is of course subject 
to strong constraints - the process could not have evolved unless a reasonably 
reliable representation was eventually obtained — but the interpretation is far 
from a simple analogue of the 'collapse of the wave-function' by the next 'event* 
after the one initiating the wave-function in microphysics. Our mental picture is 
not a simple copy of anything, but rather a carefully edited version of a mapping 
of what is still, ultimately, a DS construction. 

Evidence for these assertions comes from various sources, from individuals 
born blind or deaf for remediable causes, treated at an age when they can report 
progress; from the study of illusions, especially optical ones; from the absence of 
neurologically detectable correlates of imagery subjectively reported; and several 
others. Anyone watching babies 'playing' (so-called because being babies what 
they do is so defined) can verify some of the points, such as the difficulty they 
seem to have with simple geometry, in putting one cube on top of another for 
example. 

What comes of it ail that we live in a sort of compromise world partly DS and 
partly GS, in which the latter, as the more practically 'reliable*, dominates our 
language, whereas DS tends to dominate in our dreaming (the constraints then 
being off). Owr senses are in unimpaired contact with GS; our mental images 
are basically sited in DS (because the causal connection with sensory neural 
events is broken or Incomplete), but from practical necessity re-mapped into GS. 
Introspection has repeatedly led philosophers in all civilizations to regard the GS 
aspect as a possibly illusory convention; while more recently others have come 
to think of the DS contribution as nonsense. It is unsurprising that, confronted 
by the stark separation of these two in the mkrophysical evidence, the idea of 
mental illusion should have caught on; for in our quotidian experience GS and 
DS work together. 

New frontiers 
If the legitimacy of explanations referring to DS is once admitted there will 

inevitably follow a redrawing of philosophical frontiers. This will entail disputes 
as to where they ought to come. It is coming to be recognized already that 
there may be 'frontiers' across which reductionist arguments can't be extended, 
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among which perhaps the nearest to being non-controversial is the living vs. non
living one. The argument of the last section suggests another between human 
and animal life - not based on the possession of 'language', already widely aban
doned, but on 'idiosyncratic learning of mental representations', which may take 
in several of our 'dumb friends' not previously considered. 

Another time-honored dichotomy is that between materialism and idealism. 
It could be conjectured that a truer definition of the difference would be that 
'materialists' tend to think exclusively in terms of GS, whereas 'idealists' are 
thinking, unbeknownst to themselves, that DS has also to be taken into account. 
The theory here expounded requires however that GS and DS are both equally 
real and relevant to the behavior of mr.tter, so that a consistent materialist 
ought to have no misgivings about admitting both. It is much less clear what 
a 'consistent idealism' might have to say; but we shall no doubt be told in due 
course. Unless - happy thought - this particular war will be over. 

A much less well-defined, but possibly more important, difference of opinion 
concerns how much in the way of prior comprehensibility should stand as a qual
ification for a subject to receive scientific study. Most scientists would probably 
reject reports of precognition as not worth investigating; many would ban the 
whole of parapsychology. Yet there are a number of cautionary tales - that stones 
can't fall from the sky because there are no stones in the sky; that continent can't 
move because there is no force adequate to move them; and so on - evidenced by 
the fossils of extinct schools, which may give grounds for continuing unease. But 
some defense must be put up against the (ever increasing?) prevalence of old 
wives' tales; is there a way of doing this, except by periodically revised criteria 
of prior plausibility? 

,The implied parity of esteem between GS and DS of my theory is obviously 
relevant here. Our bodies, firmly defined in GS, do not overlap; our minds,at least 
in large part based in DS, can hardly be kept strictly isolated. This consideration 
diminishes rather than confirms the implausibility of effects like telepathy; it 
could be quite respectably argued that the time is ripe for a redrawing of this 
particular frontier. 

Strange but True 
Things strange - and even things well-nigh absurd - have turned out to be 

true. Fishermen, who saw ships seem to sink at sea, but come back safely at the 
close of day, may well have wondered whether the sea was flat as then supposed. 
Julius Caesar told how the ancient Britons claimed to know our planet's actual 
size - old druid's tales for him, of course, but we now know that the claim may 
have been well-founded. 

Then there was Olbers, puzzled by the darkness of the night - as well he might 
be, even if he was the first. What sort of world would not show stars packed tight 
throughout the celestial sphere, burning us all up? We must be placed at the 
center of a finite cosmos, much as Aristotle had believed, but what a strange 
coincidence. Within my lifetime Olbers has been answered - the universe is 
finite, unbounded, and expanding, having been, umpteen billion years back, a 
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single point. Absurd? Yet this strange scenario has passed from absurdity to 
almost self-evident fact, within a few decades. Incredulity has had some nasty 
knocks. 

One might draw a parallel between the origin of the physical world from a 
siiigl" point, and the origin of my metaphysical scenario from a single bit. If the 
first absurdity has faded into commonplace, maybe the second will. But it still 
has a long way to go. 

The existence of that concerning which there is nothing further to be known 
implies much of the framework of the world; but far from all. The most obvious 
gap is the long list of particles with their masses and half-lives, hardly any of 
which have been in any sense 'explained'. Admittedly no other theory does 
any better at this, as yet; but none lias had the expectancy of doing so either. 
It may be that some light on this may come from the combinatorial hierarchy 
work - which can legitimately be presented as an extension of the Theory of 
Indistinguishables- but apart from some work of Kari Enqvist there is so far 
little to show. 

Truth, it has been said, is found at the bottom of a well. Well, the odd notion 
of 'agnosia' certainly looks like the bottom of something. Perhaps, then, it is the 
truth-
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among "which perhaps the nearest to being non-controversial is the living vs. non
living one. The argument of the last section suggests another between human 
and animal life ~ not based on the possession of 'language', already widely aban
doned, but on 'idiosyncratic learning of mental representations', which may take 
in several of our 'dumb friends' not previously considered. 

Another time-honored dichotomy is that between materialism and idealism. 
It could be conjectured that a truer definition of the difference would be that 
'materialists* tend to think exclusively in terms of GS, whereas 'idealists' are 
thinking, unbeknownst to themselves, that DS has also to be taken into account. 
The theory here expounded requires however that GS and DS are both equally 
real and relevant to the behavior of matter, so that a consistent materialist 
ought to have no misgivings about admitting both. It w much less dear what 
a 'consistent idealism' might have to say; but we shall no doubt be told in due 
course. Unloss - happy thought - this particular war will be over. 

A much less well-defined, but possibly more important, difference of opinion 
concerns how much in the way of prior comprehcnsibility should stand as a qual
ification for a subject to receive scientific study. Most scientists would probably 
reject Teports of precognition as not worth investigating; many would ban the 
whole of parapsychology. Yet there are a number of cautionary tales ~ that stones 
can't fall from the sky because there are no stones in the sky; that continent can't 
move because there is no force adequate to move them; and so on - evidenced by 
the fossils of extinct schools, which may give grounds for continuing unease. But 
some defense must be put up against the (ever increasing?) prevalence of old 
wives' talcs; is there a way of doing this, exc*pt by periodically revised criteria 
of prior plausibility? 

The implied parity of esteem between GS and DS of my theory is obviously 
relevant here. Our bodies, firmly defined in GS, do not overlap; our minds.at least 
in large part based in DS, can hardly be kept strictly isolated. This consideration 
diminishes rather than confirms the implausibtlity of effects like telepathy; it 
could be quite respectably argued that the time is ripe for a redrawing of this 
particular frontier. 

Strange but True 
Things strange - and even things well-nigh absurd - have turned out to be 

true. Fishermen, who saw ships seem to sink at sea, but come back safely at the 
close of day, may well have wondered whether the sea was flat as then supposed. 
Julius Caesar told how the ancient Britons claimed 10 know our planet's actual 
size - old draid's tales for him, of course, but we now know that the claim may 
have been well-founded. 

Then there was Olbers, puzzled by the darkness of the night - as well he might 
be, even if he was the first. What sort of world would not show stars packed tight 
throughout the celestial sphere, burning ua all up? We must be placed at the 
center of a finite cosmos, much as Aristotle had believed, but what a strange 
coincidence. Within my lifetime Olbera has been answered - the universe is 
finite, unbounded, and expanding, having been, umpteen billion years back, a 
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single point. Absurd? Yet this strange scenario has passed from absurdity to 
almost self-evident fact, within a few decades. Incredulity has had some nasty 
knocks. 

One might draw a parallel between the origin of the physical world from a 
single point, and the origin of my metaphysical scenario from a single bit. If the 
first absurdity has faded into commonplace, maybe the second wiil. But it still 
has a long way to go. 

The existence of that concerning which there is nothing further to be known 
implies much of the framework of the world; but far from all. The most obvious 
gap is the long list of particles with their masses and half-lives, hardly any of 
which have been in any sense 'explained'. Admittedly no other theory does 
any better at this, as yet; but none haa had the expectancy of doing so either. 
It may be that some light on this may come from the combinatorial hierarchy 
work - which can legitimately be presented as an extension of the Theory of 
mdistinguishables- but apart from some work of Kari Enqvist there is so far 
little to show. 

Truth, it has been said, is found at the bottom of a well. Well, the odd notion 
of 'agnosia' certainly looks like the bottom of something. Perhaps, then, it is the 
truth. 
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11. Appendix IV. P R O G R A M U N I V E R S E 
Michael J. Matithcy 

Computer Sci. Depl. , State Univ. NM, Las Cruces, NM 88003 

program Unlveive^A CotutTuctlvc Bit-String Model of *h* Ewty Unlvtrae) 

{ThiA program specifies aJgnntbmirilU how the hit string universe emanating 
from tbe Combinatorial Hierarchy develops. The language is Pascal with 
nununoi fot spawning afYtbronous concurrent procesjieii and extendible 
l m t i | 

{ D*tm Structure Definition* 1 

const doomsday = false, 
HuibSiin = array]1 4] or [2,3.7.127J, 

type nncbil = (0.1); 
Uptr = |l..l !tiie]; (indrx of a stung in " ) 
Upirs = array|] »| of Uptr; {tor baws and clontires. *=|i'.3.7.rJ7| 

and [1.4,120.2 IJ7- 12(i] r«p J 
ensemble = record 

last [1 *[. (index of current last element of E ) 
t array[l «| of I'ptr, 

eDd; 
slung = record 

bus air ay [1 •[ of onebit. 
boine boolean {lrue = >»lnng n in a h.vm or cfuvurr See SlringlCvolutinn.} 
l.aM Lplt. (ILJCX in t ! of let siring ill ensemble, Ihl is (*e|f-rcferrncmg } 

end. 
Aemai>hfire = (avail.l.u-.y ]. {used to guarantee mutual exclusion nn updates tol') 
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var V array|[> •] or tiring. (U|f)|—if ro-elriog; all noo-msf mblc loops igjiorr it ) 
t'tiie integer; (initially trro = no strings in universe) 
I'mule* semaphore, (iuiliall* = iv i i l ) 

{level ] II I I I IV 

I 2 | 3 ) - t . b (7 10) I I 17 (1R.1.T7J I,T8..25S (2.->6 .2" 127-1) 

baMs{ 2 | 3 | ,7. ( '27 1 

u« I I I I I 
| | I • • Hiring" in cloeurcn | 

1 
[..iliflu record 

list ]1 »). linden «r current la*i element of L.J 
I. Ytrjy|l *| of enienible 

emply tiring |au empty btung. 1e one whose length is lero ) 
inuhtriDR string—0. {tfro Firing, alwaye of Ifnglb rlength ltd) 
slenglh record |currrDt length of stringg in V] 

neni- >>emaphore: 
len integer 

mil. 

Hit. onebit, {one random bit «e* function Random b*lyw) 

R 0 2.V>. [number of basis vectora found BO far, over all leveU ) 
I.I. 0 2f>6. |Gxed leDgtb or label fi.-ld dtiM when level 4 rloset } 

("uri.vl 1 < (the Irvrl currently being "conntrtlcted"} 

Ua,<r» rerord 
bvee-, array[l *l] of Uptrs; (b«i» vector* for rach level ..completed Bequenlially) 
I'lplr 0. • {itidieen of vectora/rtrnigc in baeii) 

end, 

('Injured a/T,iy(l 4| of rerord 
c»ees I'ptTn, [vectors in tImure of forrf!. Basesji|) 
t'ipir 0 • {inJir^ DI vrrtorri/strings in rlomreb) 

rod. 
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I Syaehfonlifctloo 1 
procedure wait(var semaphore), (poll t. until it » anil} 

*»r t: iwmiphorc; 
br(iD (prUUmM mutual exclusion <>n procedure n*3p, »hirh in fmnially unHellned 

(universal primitive) and *hich intercbatu** the ului" uf two variables } 

t =buty, 
repeal i-.wi[-,(f,t) *-• • 111 t=ava-l. 

end. ( -wiit| 

procedure tigaal(var s brmapburr|. (tignal that » it available n u n ) 
bejm 

[.1*1(1^,. IV 111) 
red. |»igDjl) 

( Random 1/0 Generation 1 

procedure IlandomBit; (Actual random bit teneratton Tbis run* an ID independent process ) 
bejin 

repeat (flip Hit forever) 

Bii = 1. 
Hit = D, 

until duuni!>day 
cod, {Rarjdomtlit} 

(Tbr randomnr&s ol the vjjgc relumed by lunrtinD llaodiiitt brlrm depend* on the fan ibn 
procedure Randomllil runs a fcn independent pmccs &>ynrh*< nous tc» ever"thin*, flipping ihr * alur 
uf Hit toobtantlv. This occur* even an U i* Incited during disc fninitinn and (filtering calculations ) 

(unction Random onebil, {Called whenever » random bit is needed J 
Lê in 

Itandimi = Hit 
end. (flandnin) 
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j M a n a g i n g t h * U n l v e r n r - ) 

fun' (•"!> < iVnrrntr Mfin;;, {gi-nrralM the lirftl Ivn Mrmgt I D I ' ) 
i.w t NtrinK 

b#Rin 
if 1 SJIP = U thru ( !r . irr; i lr — •{anilom 
i-\y.r (I MIH J r;u) utiU lip 1} 
b>"H>D 

ifjwni t —kinJ.>m 'umi n< ; . I ' | i l 
< frnrTLllf ^ g 

pnd 
cml . ( d m r r a l r ) 

I t 

brum 

uaiilvlmnOi -cm). 

cn.l, 

[ ir- i . -Hurf l n l i x - l l ' t i i i c p i f , 

MSDal^lpnUih srni) 
rnd . 

( } 

prof fdun ' T i r l , { iniTrnn'ms thr universal H M D ^ length by <iur l>it This i i don? undfr 
raiiHil c-vl i i*mn, M I I ' RKIW> hue no oar r v r r w o it, and all bit i m n i i u r (Itir all 
pra^lJi'jl ;njrpi).irf'.s) always of njuaJ trnglb } 

bi-gin 
l r f i r l l 'n iv fn- r . (hlo[> Clie wurlJ vthilf vvp rhnngr 11} 

hlfngih I m = ftlcnjih li'o + 1, 

il I'mf=tnheft 
hpRin 

r [ l | = (Jcnrratr, 
t'ftiir = ( W r + I 

rntl 
'lnr. linrfPSM' ibc Irnflth uf r v m >IT I ( | | | ID ' ; by I bit J 

[m 1 = I In I V n r do VjiJJslrnnih l rn | —• Kandom. 

t 'n lnc l l 'mvprw, |I,<-i ihr woiJd brrathc again ) 
end, { T i c k ) 
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( Blt-PIcklni Routine. } 

function an*6(atttring):iDteger; [count! # or ones in 5} 
var i,c: integer; 

begin 
c;=0; 
(or i .= l to (length.lea do 

if 6.blU[l] —1 then c ;= c + 1; 

end; {fro OOFS} 

function »ro«|&:Rlrirj(),iDt#g*r; {counts # of inott in »} 
begin 

leroe* := sleDglb.lm - onnji) 
end; {fro ieroe«) 

{ - ) 

function discrim(M.ilrigg. Irn iotegrr) Hiring; {enduftiie-or of 1st Iro bitn ofa and t) 
brgin 

for i = 1 to Itn do 
if 4 ] — l i ' i , h f D dis-rnrnjtj = 0 

else diMrim|i| : = I; 
end; {fen ducrirn) 

{ ( 

function Piciilrmg {picks a string 31 random from I1} 
v u i.iodei integer; {index will be random in I Usue} 

begin 
index ;= 0, 
repeal (build random b u t 2 index } 

for i:=0 to «iling(lg((.lBiie)| do index :=> 2«indei + Random 
until index in |l..Uiue), 

Pick : = U|index] (ivigti random slung tn Pick) 

end. {fuDrlirin Pick) 
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{ - - Hierarchy Construction - . . . } 

{Does not affect string generation or growth of U in iay w»y) 

function laU(9:stno().boo1fM; {true if a in U els* false) 
v»r 14: integer: found, boolean; 

begin 

for 1 — 1 u> Unite do (search all of U) 
begin 

found :•* tmr; 
fur J = • 1 to ntrngtti len do round : = found and (t|j[=U[i|[;)), 
if found then gulo 1, 

end; 

I. InU : = found 
end, {procedure loll} 

function LinDr|)I,(S«iring; |v]-[1..4|. len:[l..tJEize|)boo|ean, 
{true if S in liaearly independent of (be strings is level Ivl only.) 

begin 
{—cornpuUtioD intensive— generates n(b)= B(!)!/{b!|B(l)-b]! discriminations npLO leo witb S } 

end; {fen Lindrpl,} 

function I,inDep|S:ntr. j ; ;-'l:[1..4], len:||..Uiiie|):boolean; 
{true if S is lineally independent or all levels 1 to Ivl. NB: Assumes (correctly) tbat 

it in not ca.led if there is no room in basis[|vl]...because of tbe value of CurLvl.) 
begin 

Lindrp : = .\ilse: {default value) 
if I v K l then Usdep : = (rue (base case) 
else {check previous levels, then current level.) 

if LmdeptS.lvl-l.len) lh«-n Lindep ; = LindeoL(S,lv| ten) 
end, (fen Liodcp) 

procedure PutlotoBafiiMS: Uptrl; {inserts U[S| ililo basin of CurLvl) 
{ Assumes Basra.Uiptr=0 initially.) 

begin 

1 : » Bases! liptr + 1; {point to n o t open slot) 
Bases Uiptr :— i, (update Uiptr) 
if i»BuisSiin[CurLvl| then {start next level of CotuhiBalarul tUetatekj) 
begin 

CurLvl » CurLvl + I; {CurLvl guaranteed < = < } 
Dues Uiptr :«- 1 (reset ptra) 
i =* V 

end; 

U|S|.bom" = true: {this vector u borne) 
Baaet.bveen{CuTLvl]|>) : = S; {point to S's string is V) 
H «• B + 1. fine global # -rf b u u vectors) 

end {procedure PullntoHasis) 
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|>tMtAueEMniiMtlal*l(iQr:UpUj; \am& me totomr eoeeenbH 

bcfil 
b t fe» 0 lo 2* 137+136 do 

if AnfaD|iD*, Vf l . LL)»wnMttM| thm »« to I, 
esn^to member for mr'fc {cant bapp**) 

U|ne).bome:*itur 
cod; {EnicmbltLtblr} 

procedure Put[&toCi<Kure[S: I'pli; M |l *\)i {mtrtlt l'|Si| tnto tbr rloMirr of M) 
bnin 

i:— ClMUiM|M|.Uiptr + I; 
Clotam|l*U.Uiplr := I. 
Ctaium|lvlj.cvm|i| := S. 
U(SJ.kun«:— true 

cad: {FutlfluClonrf} 

procedure Libel) m«: Uplt); (*at*g«»ii« U|m*j in terra* of the hitraiehy} 
w l,j : lat*|«r; foundiboolnia; 

befit. 
tfUiin»2" 127+130 then {labels tloie go* • cloture* rtill} 

for i:—l to Utile da U|i].L»b»l:»l; (iMifa racb Airlni u Hi in OWD eat.) 
CIK 
u* Utile > 2" 127+136 Ibco {juil find u r rneeiabi>. TWreni- When 130 L.l. stnn^i bive bera jtiwiitni. 

Uiiie < 2' 1274-130.) 
befit) 

EBumbleL»be){mv) 
end 
«bc irB*0tb«B {guaranteed M this pawl tail U-|OI,IO,lt| of fqutr) 
beiia 

PuitutoBuii(l); 
PattatoBaiii(2); 

cud 
{continue to enlarge partial tlomit M U . ) 

«1M If B > 130 laeo {baste and partial cloiurei flint at thin pnisl} 
begin 

found;— false, 
wbilt not (baud and not Bane* exhausted do 
betia 

for a> Bf.BJ iu Bunty. 1=1.4, fatted i-die«rim(Bi.Bi4X)=lime upto LL|. 
it found tben PuihrtoOanrrtni*. {•*••• )l) 

end; 

ifMtfouadtb** 
begea 

i:«d; 
repeat i:—e-t-l until not L<aD<p(<nr,(l«la}<XL]; (gtfaraoieed i < = t ) 
PutIaloClaeurr(nK.[H=}i| 

«ad; 
esd 

{build level 2bvie.} 
cUeifB<»fbca 



bcgis 
it LraOtpLtm*. |l»»«- ) l , dragiu |r«) ttwn t*«t1titiBaii*(inr, (M~)2) 

n d 
{bait* Met? taut) 

rfeif B<l2tbrn 
brgta 

if l.inDeplinr. Curt,*l. •kaglh.lrii) Ibre PotlmoDanti{mc.{hl—}3) 
rnd 

(build irvel 4 basis | 
rtw 112 < - » < - »«) 
b*(ia 

ir l.in»p(me, Ctttl-vl. tlfngtb Ira) tbr» 

PiillDloDwi^mf); 
if l l « )30 tbes | M » I D s*4l airingi ID U to * tprtibt IrrrlV |pri>b»bty Mill intomplrtr) tiu/an wl. if it 

a not •fmrfy io M M tat* (f #. hon)e«*tTw),) 
begin 

LL • = ileoRto leo, 
fw i=>l to lki t tdo 
btgin 

if not U[i|.b<nne tbrn {find right clown tot U|i|} 

j:*ti; 
wbllc ant ll|i].humc Jo 
bfgio 

U{ij.homr.= oot Linn#iiI-(i.(lv)")j,LL)i {not t.i ««>ia j*i closure) 
j:-*j41 {caorot txtttd 4} 

cod {while) 
tad (if) 

«t>4 {fw} 
cod {if} 

tad (f)»f J 
«ttd { major iMbro-tfc* *tmni f 

«nd; {proeedtft* l,ibri} 
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{ The LIT* or» Bit String- - - | 

procedure SinngE*oluiion(v3r MrSmagstriog, mrl 'pU) . 
(rvtry Huog \txt'pt *mpiyl brtmnrs a erparnr inrafOMinD uf (his 
proreduTr, i t a ttpzr%u, indrprDdrril asyDrbrnru.im pr<*rM ) 

vir d,m slung, {local workiog variablra) 
humr boolcao, (true = > I am a member of a hum, rliihurr-, "T 

CDK-mblr ) 

bfgio 
rrpr-at 

ir l '(iic=Q th'n ( * f nr«i two strings to gel Mined} 
bfgin 

Tick, (go from no (LnagB is U to on* } 
McSlrtnj—Pirk, (»r brcomr Ibis Bret string tbr- nnginal rmpty-procfia brrtimrs ihr l ' | l | prnrrw hrrruilb J 
m — Gmrralr. {generate a K-rund tiring) 
I 'm? = UMie + I; {Uoivert* DO» ban iwu hlnng!<) 
f | ; | - m; 
I..tbrt|m«); Ubrl |m); 
•pawn »tringevolutionHJ|2], UBIZF); {givf l'['j| life ) 

rnd 
else {universe is alread) rulliDg. MJJUSI disrrim w/Mtmriinr) 
begin 

LaeWaivtttt. 
m c Pick; 
d = di5Tim(mPsiiing.Tn, tlmgtb leu), 
if not InL'(d) and d < >ifrosLriDg thro [add A tn I'} 
begiD 

I'stie = L'sur •+ I. {inrrrase sire of I'mvfrse} 
l'[l'Mif| = d. (add d (literally) to t ' | 
l.abelll'sue). {cmegonir d 10 mm!) birr) 
npiWD StriDgKvolLtion(t'|('hi;r|. I'eiie) (— d leave* mr here —} 

rnd 
rtw Tick, {no novrlt> was generated} 
I'nlwcH'oivcrt* 

fO(t 
until doorn&day {utrmgi rjever die J 

cud. (tiling evolution } 

inn 



twgin { U D I V C I M atmrta her6 . ) 
i lni i i i lmtioo) 

CurLvl = 1. 
Sitnglh = 0; 
LL = 0: 
B : = 0; {number of basis vwtors} 
U[0|i—ifroelnon, {"invijihlf" irro ulnn*) 

{rod of initialiiatioD) 

spawn RiadflmLlii, {scare random bit generator going} 

BigDug. Slriog£valutio[i(*niptysfl,0); 
fitnrrv. brrruilb ) 

tod {Llnittrs* (wf never gel here) } 
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12. Appendix V. 
Som<< FundaronlJ] Chaiactei im ics til a MscrvlP f.tvri'try 

David McGoveian 
Alternative Technologies 
H O felk«i street, suite t 

Santa Crui, California 9S0*0 

c.1%85 bavtd Mefiovecan M l Bights Reserved 
Among the fundamental principles which have been pursued by that* researching the combinatorial hierarchy are! discreteness, tiruuum, and constructivism, when combined with primitive rfcutnivr operation* [or counting, labeling, ant) ordering, a rich variety ©t »ath*»atic*i* logicalt and physical structures can be obtained, in recent years, efforts to construct physical theories based upon the hierarchy have met some success. However, certain i n ^ t matt, sooner or later, be addressed it such constructions art to be accepted by the scientific ccmmanit yet-large. 
Whenever a new theory it developed, its acceptance is 

predicated on the ability to communicate the spirit, the formal 
structure* and the utility of the theory, Per the combinatorial 
hierarchy, that the theory bi •communicatable" is an exceedingly 
difficult requirement to mitt. Meet of physics is understood in 
teriws of centuries old geometric paradigms; the continuum, 
limits, infinities* distance functions (even distances!, net:ics, 
etc, Dow does one talk about distance in a finite world of 
discrete objects without the underlying continuum? what te a 
(physical) vector apace in such a world? An event7 A collision? 
is it even possible to construct « discrete, finite model of the 
physical world without having such *old" language creep itt, let 
alone be able to describe the nodel to a phyt.cist steeped in a 
paradigm whose roots are at leaBt as old as the Pythagorean 
irrational? 

The most cemnton far» of constructivism i& that which insists on the ability to- provide a (algorithmic) construction of each object and theorem in tha system. Ke refer to this as •weak censtr»cUvifc«*, in the strong fors of constructiviam, each object and theorem of the system must be formulated along strict fjnitist and pure diacrftiBt lines. In this paper, we shall use •constrt»eti*ely», constructivlst, and constructivism to refer to the viinciple of strong constructivism. The following principles '"cGoveran's Principles) msy be taken as guidelines in pursuing ons.ofH ti> the guest ton* raised in thf proceeding paragraph; 
1) There as nothing in the knowable (or observable) universe which can not be described constructively. 
2) There is nothing which can be described constructively which (that known as} tjt* physical universe can not produce (in the combinatorjc sense). 
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>• Tt>i-tJ tj j'i>'i.ji-.> wilt-Ji • 4ft <•*• trf-fcrv*"*! <»r known *hi<-i* 
tjir li< t I'" itil.i I ll'"ll <•'»!. I.) ( Jl'1 ivi ' i i , 

Jt tb mst t-rtssw*. to S I A I ^ nut-it p i m c j j t l v s i one *t»6l 
dr^..-ii- ut<- irii-ii u t i l i t y , in j-.ti < i< u l j r , < hfiiH1 ( i i n t i p l c s deny 
Hi. n« .i-!.;, jt y, iHr-v.ihiN', And even tin- mi>diiin<jf uluetis 0( concept 6 
mi-J. .»!. i i s l i i u ' y , jrit iRiU'ftnafll, r.ifi<J«»n*>»«, dsynchrony, and 
'Knl i iwi i iy , M >rt>jit, BOi'h concriiti. <«n> uiwJul only as 
j]ji',U.,il()f-ir, m invo»(jif,'tf- wfiili')!;, Hrf-ot i<>a, lijjt/cjtdcatiorifi, or 
•les-cnt't jom* oi o systesu in most c a s e s , lartdosmesft and 
osynclnony in part icular a t e loca l <5fEcnptione o( mort q l o b a l 
propi'Tl i t s , 

KI> t>«lifw it is possible ID build g conceptual budge which 
would allow the operational use of conventional t*cmihoLoqy 
without int|>Jyim) Jut acsumri*;} ine usual andttiiyittgj seoftetflc 
paratinjiin. f irst at tempt R at consttdct.inq Ruch a bridge (and 
Ejmuitan'.'ouDly t>tint)i»q powerful tools to bear on the efforts at 
liomU tiovi.- been BJite try developing 4 'cUB^tetti 4ifie*.*Ati&l 
topology*. This effort provides a meanK of refining to 
diet antes, functions derivatives, etc . with meat ot the standard 
ty]4r-i of nee intact, bus without violating iitHcttttia jgainst 
appeal to rvon-cartBtructivist ent i t i e s nysh at) the continuum, 
limits, oi infinities, 

in quinq from a discrete topaloyy to a geometry, « number of 
interesting prcfclemr. srifif-. So mucli that 18 latteri tot granted is 
not tf#'t«rally qiyen meaning by constructions the geometric 
constants, the trigonometric function!!, actions of direction, 
etc. It is interesting to note that most of the non-finite* non-
discrete cntiti«G ar«> eaoodied and related in one beautiful 
equation; 
i 

e - -1 
Within thiB single relationship lietr the •BRumptions that 

give rise to coordinate fiystcmC, the structures ot * Cliele and a 
square, trflnnlationai and rotational inv»fiance, irrational and 
complex numbers, and, la*t but not least , the bate of the natural 
logarithm. Even the notion thut one could ir> any tray raise a 
number to *ft arbitrary timbajm non-inU-gTH) BOWrf t» rented in 
the geoncti ic paradigm. Certainly complex number* can toe 
understood an ordered pairs of real mimb»i» and the** real 
numbers can be restricted to the positive integers fat our 
purposes. And n^gatiw integeta can be understood at the *dual* 
set of symbols obtained by "counting down" rather than "counting 
up*, what of the other ent i t i e s? 

In what follows we construct a square and a c i rc l e , and 
deiive a rat io which plays th* role of p u He begin by 
constructing the equivalent of a square. t»o-d»*«m*ional 
L-oMtdinat'.- patch. The on'y * I ene.it K allowed tor construction are 
a t ;ni tr {perhaps large} ftuni-ti oj discrete elewrtts t#aMfttially 
indistinguishable iuOie«atteal objects) , ordering relation 
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operators, the ability to countr and the ability to label the objects through an operator.. 
Without reference to a distance function* a "square" can be 

defined having the toiiowinq properties* 
al tvo-dieiensionality 
b) parallel sides 
cl fixed center under interchange of the dimensional 

par Meters 
The following definitions will serve to provide the objects 

necessary for the constructions (nor* precise definitions can be 
found in "Getting Into Paradox*It 

Defs Two objects are said to bs INDISTINGUISHABLE if they are unlabeled. 
Defi A SORT is an cnsenblr of lndistlgulahables with cardinality and vithout ordinality. 
Def: A S E T is a sort with ordinality (an ensemble is not a 

set), 
pel: An ENUMERATION is a total ordering of a sort. 
Def: An ORDERING OPERATOR in an operator which generates a 

partially or totally ordered labeling of an ensemble {note that 
wt do not mean set). The cardinality of tht libeled en6entie is 
fixed in advance as pact of the dnfinition of the specific 
operator. Thus a particular finite partially or totally ordered 
labeled ensemble defines an ordering operator and vice-versa. 
Note that the labeled ensembles produced are set! if and only if 
none of the labeled indistinguishable! are twins. 

Defi The DIMENSION of a sort is expressed as the number of 
mutually disjoint ordering operators on the sort, 

Defi Two ordering operators are said to be INDEPENDENT if 
they are mutually disjoint in the sense that no more than one 
element of a chain produced by the first operator will all be 
also be in a chain produced by the second operator. 

Pel: By NEAREST WETCBBOft of an elenent t in t chain ordered by operator p is neant any elesent ft such that for *?»=ple» 01 b:e«p(b>; then for operator 9 ootoally disjoint from operator p r »>qie), jt-qfs), n-ojtb), e-qln), «~o,(n>> or b-q(n). 
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The criteria for 2-dinwntionality is satisfied by requiring two mutually disjoint ordering operators. The algorithm is aa 
follows; 

1. Select an elettent e — Figure 1, 
0 

-1 2. establish a chain x of length n with « as tfc« 
It 6 

suprcmun, «6inq th* otderitig operator p . — figure t. 
* 

1 
3. Establish a chain • of length n with e aa the infimun, 

0 0 
usmq the ordering operator p , —•-« Figure 3. 

x 

-i l 
4. Call the union Of t and x i * , Require that *' ie 

0 0 C 0 
totally ordered, Piqura 4. 

-1 1 
5. For each element i of * , establish eMins y and y 

0 i 1 
of lenqth n undet the ordering optritor p with the eelected 

y 
element of i aa the supremum and inflnum of the chain. Require 

0 
•1 1 

that th« y are disjoint »B art the pairs ( y » y ) . This i» a 
i i i 

unique labeling or total order in? rtgaire*w»t ew the entire 
e x t r a c t i o n U»e« there aust «ftist an ero>r)no operator q ouch 
that the rleaentB of the entire conatructlon »re totally ordered. 
— rn »«•* 5. 
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t, Requite that the nth eleifcentit of the y tor* chains * 
i i 

ordered by ordering ijperator p . --- Figure s. 

7. The resulting object satisfies the requirements i it IB the discretun version o a 2-dinensionsl {square} coordinate patch. M particular* the ^-dimensionality of th« construction xs satisfied by the def nitim of Mutually disjoint ordering operators) at mast one >ilenent in a chain resetting (COB one operator will be found m a chain resulting fion the other, for the given construction. «t »o*t two operators can be used* « third would result in a partial ordering instead vt » total ordering of the elements of the construction and this woold then represent an object which is not connected or in sn object for which *Mkttiple* elements ar« doubly labeled. Thee, the ordering opete,tou "pscaneterice* the object. 
He can new proceed to construct an object which behaves •• a 

discritum version af the J-iphere. A S-sphere (again without 
reference to distance functions] has the following propertiest 

•1 2-dinensiontlity 
bj every perlnetet (boundary) element is like every other e) fired Center for « U 'orientations* 
The coiwtfoctiwe algorithm i« so follower 
1. Select s (square) coordinate patch with with center • 

and o n elements uniquely labeled> Call this patch 9 • Figure 7. 
S 

2, Constrain the possible ordering operator* to those 
operators which produce chains of length n and which 
select for e a nearest neighbor of o , then a nearest neighbor 0 0 
of this eleaent, and so on* we refer to the operators which 
represent these selections as 'radial perautations" of the 
coordinate patch. Figure 8. 

3. Starting from e construct a coordinate patch with new 
ordering op*iatom which are radial permutations of coordinate 
patch, riguro ?. 

US 



*, B»« ihe e)<>(9̂ nts ol lhi& patch P to patrh P and 
• 0 

eliminate any <?i<*«n tits winch do not haw at l?ast j 'abei*. 

Figure 10, 

5. Repeat this process for all pairs of aliow-d radial 
penutations. Fiqute 11. 

lb* result la a discretuu version of th* circle. In that it has a fUed center |e t with radial aywactry (istwoipbic to ite 
redia* permutation* with identified center e ) . It baa built in 

0 
cot'nda en •precision*. The relation between the ns»b*r of 
"sides' of the polygon formed by a Bet of oatdlnallty n and th* 
number of permutations in fixedt it gives a Measure of the 'alia' 
of the circle, 

Given theae two geometric objects it ia possible to define a ratio which alaya the role of the catio of the aiea of tha eircl* to ttie area of th* square patch frm which it was forned. Thia lumber is obtained fay counting the timber of elements contained in the circle and the rniMbet of el events contained in the square •nd forming, th* ratio. 
* second ratio ia obtained by coontln* the elements in the 

perimeter of th* circle and formiwe th* ratio with the length n 
of the chain * , 

In generalr these ratios will be functions of the length n of the iriiam a . Furthermore, the values of the ratios 
0 

will $9t in general pe those obtained under Euclidean eewMtry. 
However, if one inaiatB on isotropy, homogeneity, and 'density* 
(i.e. large n\, it is easy to see that then* values must be thea* 
obtained by *h* standard polygonal approximation to the eircl*. 
in particular, theae ratios will be approximations to pi/4 and pi 
with th* appropriate precision. These constructions ana the 
results are oiocely related to numerical and statistics 
'approximation* methods as seen from within the traditional 
geometric paradigm. In fact, Archimedes came close to the 
construction used here {Heaauresent of tha Circle!. Hcv«v«r, th* 
definitions are completely constructive and oeneialj mstcaino the 
continuum definitions aa desired. 
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I ' . :£ L L ' i r . i l J l L i n t CL L t i U f A t ' C L t u d t ,"i i , i t , 1 t u i ^ of V ."if-
dlscrt t" c a r d i n a l i t y .-nd o£ the d i s c r e t e toiiolOv.y ot our OLSti .e . 
[jr.ivctse iE g i v e n by he p r e c i s i o n with which the ra t io s pitarea) 
anu pill-Tigth'sl are Ident i ca l in v a l u e . That pi should be oi 
cosnolo^ i ca l s i g n i f i c . n c e 1J not surpr i s ing . Indeed, if the 
c a r d i n a l i t y of the Universe i s changing, then the two v a l u e s of 
pi should be changing a l s o , Furthctnore, If the re lavknt 
d i s c r c t t c a r d i n a l i t y 16 re la ted t c a s p a t i a l volume, then as t b l s 
region becooes sisal l e t c a l c u l a t i o n s i n v o l v i n g p i can not be 
treated iri a na ive Eanncr, S p e c i f i c a l l y , the m u l t i p l e ineaningB 
of pi fus t be d i s s o c u t e d if the v a l u e s are d i f f e r e n t ( i . e . , 
(U U t e a e ! / p u c ircumf erence] w i l l not be 1) and the ucual v a l u e 
can no longer be taken as a constant independent of 6patla 1 
volume. Even more important, i f the vor ld i s d i s c r e t e and 
f i n i t e , and i f the v a l u e s of p i are not r e l a t e d t * the s p a t i a l 
vo luce v ia a c a r d i n a l i t y of the v o l u n e , i t f o l l o w s that the 
v a l u e s of pi UBed in c a l c u l t t i o n s r e l a t e only t o the c a r d i n a l i t y 
of the Universe . In other vord^, pi becoees a true u n i v e r s a l 
d lacrete t o p o l o g i c a l constant and l o c a l phys i ca l proper t i e s ace, 
then immediately dependent on the g l o b a l p r o p e r t i e s . 

As noted above, we need on ly interpret complex numbers in 
the l ioni l Ionian cense in order t o be c o n s i s t e n t : namely, compie* 
numbers are taken to be ordered p a i r s of numbers. Thia forces us 
to recognize two orderings at work for pa irs of equat ions where 
as the imaginary notat ion obscures i t . Complex numbers are a 
i p c c i a l case in that the add i t iona l ordering conta ins only a 
suprtDutn and an in f lauo for the y - Thus, the conautatLon 

r e l a t i o n holds s ince commutation s l n p l y g i v e s the t r i v i a l dual of 
the chain. In g e n e r a l , however, t h i s w i l l not be true where the 
c o n s t r a i n t s of d i s j o i n t operators apply and the number of ordered 
ngri'bcrc JS more than two. This f a c t i s w e l l known, having been 
discovered by Hamilton In trying to work out an a lgebra of 
quaterniona, and having been g e n e r a l i z e d by Graaaman. (Note that 
"•here a i e only three algebra* which have on I n v e r t i b l e vector 
producti those over the r e a l s , those over the complex, and those 
over the quaternion* {ordered € - t u p l « ) . A l s o , a l g e b r a s of a l l n-
t u p l e s greater than two ate non-cOmn.utative.) 
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All of th is leads us to consider J yenerol nra ; t r ty oi 
diDcic-tc, [ i n i t F I.JUCCJ (no« tha t »e nave J qeoiKt: we cii. v.» 1 1 
It a G|JiJOf- itsntei.tl <tt & topology!, tfceir Ciiuwilivit.. i-t-isfnn; t«i 
the purpocc:. .•( i l l u s t r a t i o n that a square cpccuinetc [.uii-n i: 
emlii'drted in i f l a t apace with continuous distance function, 
Pecftiii,!.* oL th«t ( ini tcneas a«d the discreteneEP of T>^ cpece, 
thfie can be no rtiscrdtfc corre la te ta the irratior.al distance of 
the diagonal, «lnc<> according to the continuous distance function 
t h i s - i l ) be square root of two times the length of a s ide , 
Thuj, at best only an pacal lelogran law works for dioct«te 
distance functions on th i s space. Translated into the d iscre te 
vercion of Lie d i a l i n g , th i s means that the space nas a torsion 
or is non-comirutat i ve. Geometrically one would say that the 
apace is lac jk ly non-Euclidean. Al te rna t ive ly , or.e ceo Id ins i s t 
ti.at there is no continuous distance function ma^aCle to such a 
d iscre te space o: that ther« is no discre te qeosmtry- Cut this 
would be t^rstiteount to a ciatra that e l l objects ate ncn- iecsl -
I.e. i n f in i t e ly eitended. We prefer to conclude that d i sc re te , 
f i n i t e ijfomett >*6 are not torsion-free. 
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FICl'tfE J. <• 
c 

riCUPE 7. -1 
Tht sub-chain of length n«<, * with « as »upjn»i», a a 

o- -o- -o-

FICURE 3. 1 
The sub-chain of length n»4, z v i t h e ae in f iwun addrd. 

0 0 

-1 1 
x o - - o - - a - - , - - o - -o" -c x 

0 0 

FIGURE I. The chain of length n«7, x 
• 

o- -9- -o- -,- -o- -o- -o 

FIGURE: 5. The chat (it y o[ l e n g t h n-7 added, 

x 
0 

0 o o o o o o 
1 I I I I 1 I 
0 o o o o o o 
1 I I I I I I 
O D O O O O 0 
I I I i I I I 
O- - a - -o- - . - - q - - 0 - - 0 
I I I I I I I 
0 o o o o o o 
1 t I I I [ I 
o o o o o o o 
I I I I I I I 
o o o o o o o 

y y y y y y y 
-3 - 2 ' 1 0 ] 2 3 
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fid : K 6. of t m ' u h n = •atJtJ<-<). 

c - - u - - a - - o - - ^ ~ - o - - ' J 
1 1 ( 1 1 1 1 

Q - _ a - ™<;_ _ £ _ _Q» , £ _ ^ ^ 
I I I I I I t 
o- - o - - c - - c - -a~ - c - -o 
I J t 1 1 j j 

0 - _„_ « 0 _ _._ _ Q „ - 0 . _ 0 

1 I I I I I I 
o- - o - - o - -<s- -o~ - o - -o 
t r i t i t t 
o- - o - - o - - o - -o~ - o - - o 
1 1 1 1 1 ! t 
o- - o - ~«- - 0 - - o - - o - -o 

y y y ¥ 
- i - j - l o 

y y 
z 3 

FIGURE 1, Se lec t 0 p a t c h , P 

0 _ - Q _ _ 0 _ _ 0 - _ 0 

I I I I I 
<j- - I ) . - o - - O - - O 

1 I I I I 
o- - o - - . - - 0 - - 0 
I I ! I I 
0- _ D - - o - - 0 - - 0 
I I I I I 
O- -ft- - o - - O - -O 

y y y y 
- 1 - 1 0 1 
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F1C0RE B. The nearest neighbors of e . 
0 

R O- -O- -0- -0- -O 
2 1 I I I I 

J( Q- -«_ -«- -*- - D 

1 I I 1 I 1 
x o- - « - -.. -*- -o 
0 I I I I I 

x o- -*- -*- -*•» -a 
-1 I I I I I 

t o- -o- -©- -o» -o 
-2 

y y y y y 
- 2 - 1 0 1 J 

FIGURE 9 . A new patch , V . 
i 

2 1 1 1 1 1 
q- - o - - o - -o« _o 

1 I 1 1 1 1 
o- - o - - . - - o» - o 

0 1 1 1 1 i 
©— —o— —0— ~6-* -O 

- 1 1 1 1 t 1 

- 2 

y y y y y 
- 2 - 1 0 1 2 
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ICUFE 10. Happing thp new patch to the old. 
• new unmapped, t • old unmapped. 

* 
/ • »- -o- -o- -o- -# 

2 \ I X I \ I \ | X I 
o- - 0_ - 0. _ 0. _ 0 

I I / I I I / 1 
o- -a- -•- —a- -o 

o I / I I 1 / l 
0- -o- -a* -»o- —a 

-i t * t \ \ \ t x i \ 
1- -o- -c- -o- -t * 

Z / y y y y y 
- 4 - 1 0 1 2 

FICPRB 11. Element* renalning after all allowed radial permutatinna. 

-1 
t 
-2 

0 - *e— -o 
/ 1 i 1 \ 

o-- - 0 - •O* -O" -o 
1 1 i 1 1 

"•• 
1 I i 1 1 
o-- -©- - 0 - - 0 " - o 

\ 1 1 1 / 
0 - -o* - 0 

CUCOLATtOKSi 
Atiquate patch) • IS 
MpolY'inn) • 12 
ratiu • pi(aceaa)/4 • 
A(polygon)/A(squace) • 

12/W - 0.75 
or pltarea} - 9.00 

ADDENDOMi 

y y y y y 
- 2 - 1 0 1 1 

C(polygon) • 12 
d(polygon) • % 
ratio • plllengthe) > 
C {po ly^oaj/d (po lyqon) 

12/5 - 2.4 

Note that in the example^ a l l Other radial peraufeationa 
cause the same elencnta of the construction to be delated or e l s e 
do not »*p the coordlnant patch. The reader nay oeworiitrate thi i 
far h ina t i f . Al io note that a central element la a matter of 
technical convenience lot the aleotlthws and way be cltetuventeo. 
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13. Appendix VI. 

• H H » n « > h n H » > » i 

•n-amow — A amem m u m CMBBOenoa 
John Asm 

H» HMhca*tteal laatitttte, t% tartraw ttdv«Sity 

Ittrt IB pn>gr*M ) 
{*rapN*4 far Af»A VI, CaBbrto**. W8i> 
[Ravlaid, MM > 

AB9UCT 

firsts The (Plntta) OMbltwtcrUl Moraruhy ** *»»wi to 
POSMM • Pud Halranhvt tha "Top Lavala" U,«. the 
•ftrkiHiietn Stepping U*rt««) of both M«r*«ftiei «r# 
Idantlfiod *lth tha i t iUMl takit* "0" and «1« out of Milch 
both hl*rarchif> are ooMtruetrt. Ihla Identification 
prodiww «n tafinital* raewsly* ewsitruttion Mth a *t*o-
headaa oroboucoe" structure (the IIiMOlOUMI of thla paper1* 
t i t le ) , 
tinrwl: lh» recursion ill turn prsduai* an infinite eeouanc* 
of vector epsest of Inereaalni dlsenslon, which I N than 
"llu*a" together (ualnj a cenatmntlon beeed en the idea of a 
Dlroet Llait) to for* a Slnfla "beftkgrowid" •{»»« an 
infinltv diaanaional epeet eeapeMd of vectors with 
isftnltel* aarqr 0»l coordinate* (eeqverwash The *e«stie»M«l 
act of construction" Is Interpretoble «g • prlaitlve dteefc 
"tlaiOft" the "avolutton" of ttw »y»Ves> In this caaetru&tlwi 
«*ti«»» has m beglnnlne,. 
ttindi alternatively* this background, apnea can be sodlfiei) 
In • natural say to baeeae a "tea-sided sequence •put*" in 
•tacit «w original *«t**tlng« coordinate nae lost i t s 
occidental privilege. Ibis allows ua to ioeatlfy Vtm 
location of the original finite Hierarchy's sneeeMlvo few 
Isvsl* at an arbitrary plaea tit tne systeat ti„», tnem J* no 
I m p r any privileged location Car thin identification)4 this 
sitertwttv* construction rmiiaimunj t i l sltfa the eyetan'a 
"tt«tng" fiouing tram an Infinitely resot* *»*»* through an 
arUtcarUf locntabU "prcaaAt", i l l ) kith any "present atsgo 
or construction" hewing *eeehe« an arbitrarily ample* 
roftaeswat. 
rVairtn.: Ins passage from finite dtasnslonal motor apseee to 
the laflnite-slacnslonal badByautrt sasce ollose the passage 
frwa (wwveldshly) dlsorete topologies In the finite 
Hierarchy to a leotenuelly madtaUa" non-tfiaorata topot««r-
Thla in turn otloM *D« Itttroduetion of Inetwutflgly Mflnrf 
nni t* awtrloa at my «ta«« of «v«liutlan in the ayatem-
Thn« artrlca provide Incrtaalntlf prtGlM approslttattoaa bj 
rvllmat m e m to a ^otantially roi*«a»U« ayatea of r*»l 
nwt»«;pB, for all acaaunaml purp«aea. 
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1.1 Sunc«B» m *r*«lvan Vector Spec** tin) (n • 0 ,* ,2 ( . . . ) a w th> 
fi . id x»j . (0.11 «f tw •tenants, atwrn the veetoi* to eaen Hn) can fa* 
ragardad an {o,l)-«vBt*» of lengtt », •** vector addition la cosrdlnnto-
*4oo addition (*«d a). DM neutral m U r (br voetor addition in the 
vector © - (0 .0^ . .,0) tfiUft, «r eMNf. Kn) «•» •»•» *» Wfnrdad as 
• Boolean JUaabrtt in vhlnh ttn "du*!" optrotten conaleta of replacing •» 
ny la. and l* by en in ««elt ««cttor - or, •*ul»«J«nUy, by nddtnc th» 
"antl-aawtral* vactw I - (1,1 1) to any vector. This lead* un to the 
idea of a "dual" M c t « apace !«<»} In «ni«h vector addition to given by 
« •• y . t « ; t 1, • « thf neutral vector la t»* 1. 
(Tha <hi«l -«nU-»MUtr*l" ftrlU enaa afnia the «rt**»i "neat***" ft.) 

1.2 It in uaaful to write i(n,0,*} and I!<n,l,»»> - or Juat lin) 
and I ' (B) for abort • for theae two vaya of looklni at tha vector apact 
• Oil and i u "boeiatn dual". Alao, for any nonaaety tubaat 3 tn Kn) «• 
can conatruftt 1U "dual' ait B' ay aaaini Uw entt-neutraX vector I to 
aacfa rector I B , A aubaat B la called "aelf-dual" If S - S'. 

1.3 Of count, tha two vtatw aptdw Kn) and E'(n) ere leoaorphlc, 
«n« to Uwc extant are "isiiatinjaieAable" «• «A*»fc»ic atrueturea. But i t 
Cum out to be reanrkatole veeful t* ketp allva their dUtlnctiona. 

1.4 I have ovotrlbnd (at AKPA V, IftM) (and U U Oeay to prove) hew 
a aubaot $ 1A tin) can fee • vector rabapaoe In l(n> if and only if it* 
dual a*t 4' la * vector •ufeeone* in «*<n>. It la man lntereatlng (am) 
•houM be ootenttelly vary WWfttl) to identify vhich vector •utanaoee 3 
am -eelf-OBel" - ee that aash men etfbont 5 la eiaulteneoualy • vector 
aonannco In Zfa) end In «*(«1l note tlwrt eny *eW-d»ta* tractor mbapece 
• i s t contain both the neutral 0 Mat 4 M enfU«neutr*t 1 vactors. Keeping 
alive tha dtattmtlcn oetueen • vector enace and it* dual allow na to ana 
that tha collection of dual vector cubannean In Uraa COMMA to both tractor 

2 m tBMWKn* « n « » KM. 

?,) «M wenu tuat ttw CooWnatori«J Malrarel̂  mem juat four of 
these vector apaeca (itaftoly SO), 1(4), I(I6>, E(?6*> ) >a Ito fooi- LEVELS 
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but ascribe* na rule ta the field elenento Q.l other than their natural one 
ta -Jiee* abstract antheaatlcal constructs. In point «f fact It uaaa Hi* 
"Ural" vector aaace t ( l ) as tha b w fl>u (6.11 lteelf, free, which «h* 
•bole hierarchy 1* canetraetad. 8a la tbte eense •* have a ttVB-tSVtt 
coKfiHWTlW - ass rigor* 1. I t m t go into the actual hierarchy 
construction ban; It Is "sslL-taowji"1 ' end the datalla era net actually 
iaportant far %hat fsllsws. What la laportant about It hare la that K(B) 
can be aabaddad In • particularly significant **y Into 1(4), and atnilarly 
tW Into SUM end Kid) into 1(256], but that thla process cannot 
continue, beyond 1(266) - the ensealled "rarker-Rhodea Stepping" phenomenon. 

HI) -» 1(2) -*• 1(4) - * 1(16) -+ ttiSt,} t Original Levels 

9 1 n III IV : Laval Muebera 

t ' U ) -* *•<*) -*• *'(«) -* S'UM -*• * ' t2» ) : Dual Levels 

n$WB 1. SB FlV£-t£Vn. FINITE HUFMhTBT 

3 BB W l Of SB m n 0 and 1 

3.1 J have described (at ANPA V, 1983) hen «c can niard Wit specie] 
prinitive quantities 0 and 1 aa "tokens'*, that te, u rapraaintatlv* of 
•sat unspecified thlngi whose only properties - at this stage - are 
•usaarliad In the fast that we can "diserlsinst*" batman thn by sue u 
yet unipeeifled procedure which allow* via te aey that If "the things being 
dlscrlnlnatsd are tht ease1' than the result of the dlaorlalflaticn la 
signaled by the production of a "0" , end lr "the thlnga ere not the aeae" 
than the result Is a "1". 1 alae described hat the lack of any other 
substance that could be accorded theae tokens cava thes an undesirable 
prleaey In the achaan of tMngp. That la to oay, i t gave then m 
essentially "priaitivea awoaanaua status sMsfc tiaa In conflict with the 
idea of the theory wdar develepnent twins. In coo* way aslf-dcscrlbeble. 
•eir-orgenltlag or asl/-e*«*aeei«g. 

3.J I neve elssys bwlcted (free, ay earliest talks tith Ted Bee tin 
twenty years ags) that Whatever theory should ever arias froe the 
dewelopeent sf a Combinatorial Hierarchy approach It should Intrinsically 
contain the capacity lor at least the potential) reflexiuely to describe 
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the theory dovolopod. together with Its approprlat* o*1<iilua. tact to to 
•or, th* theory ahould poaaea an eanonUaUy •olf-erfenlalne, or boot-
atrapolnt f*otwo r hut to that cad I always had to fate tbo oaotacle or 
how on* eoold aotlofeetortly dlecherg* thee* token* of tholr aoeldontally 
epoclol rol*. For •»» the adaolns otap was found onto, t roooanlsod that 
one could identify tho tokona 0 and 1 with UVEL IV and it* "dual", 
roapactlvaly. The Identification aloo aaretidlpleouoly res wed tnothtr 
oeeldontal epeolaUaaUofl, neatly that of th* LEVEL IV tand Ita dual) at 
the P»i>k*r-fihod** •topplni Lovoi In the Hierarchy (and Ita dual). WO em 
now aayi 
"0 itandi for lovol IV* or, Interchanaaably, "level IV atanda for 0". and 
aiailar atatoaonta about »!" and tha dual of Uvel IV. 

3.3 Such m Identification, vhllot laaidlotoly denying the 
and 1 and th* fnrlter Mwdaa Stopping lawala of any wdaalrtUy antelel 
•tatua, alao provide* «a MLtb an unexpectedly rich eyetea, an Infinitely 

tw-hatdod ooaatntotloft: Tax H-OKWUKB — MO Figaro 2, 

1 
1 
1 
i 

+ 
/--Oltl) - U f a ) -*E(4> -*tC!6) -» IttM) t> - -t 

/ 
- < (1) 

+ 
/--Oltl) - U f a ) -*E(4> -*tC!6) -» IttM) t> - -t 

/ 
- < 

, \ *E'(1] -4 E'(2) -+ E'(«) -* E'tld) -» t"(2M)t> - -+ 
1 1 
1 

noma >, m n-omouun COWSTOWTWH 

3.-* Ttaai thie conatna?tlon haa allowed on to deflect tiM question 
•Whet nre 0 and 1 »• with th* ephlnx-Uk* onawari f (2W and la<ttd)« i .o . 
i n n . iv Md it* dual, oach of wMoh la ltoolf oooprtetd of a 3 5 * — 16* 
voctoro each roproaaated by an n-tunle and* op of 3S6 ooplee of tha da or 
U , oBoh or which in turn la o copy of •<2S«) or lM»d) oath of thick, la 
turn ta ,....*, ad infinitum 
Froa en* point of y | n , th* U-Orabauroa ha* m nagltinlflg and m and. Vet 
fro* another point of via* i t "starta" with th* reoegnltion of th* initial 
need to uae "printtiv* token*" 0 and 1 but imwdlatoly geea out froa thla 
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to awport the «nUre inf ini te ly racuralve conatructlon, endleaaly 
recapitulating the Combinatorial Hierarchy and l t» Parker-Hhade* Stopping. 
In other worda, n ; attempt {or raeling of obligation to attempt) to 
"oaflna" tha •ubatanca of tha tokan* 0 and 1 **ag*riau»lj (Itaalf a 
•canlnglcaa action) 1« rwovtd Infinitely fax a«*y by chla rvcuralon. 
Th* raqulalta endogenous nature of tha Hetrerchy 1* brought one atep nearer 
actualization. 

3.S For later use. w* notice that If wa t*-y to conatruct tha fomal 
•tap* In thla racut-aVon, %• utm lad to an lnf lnl t* eaquanc* of vac tor 
apace*:- thua, beginning with 1(24*) a* can - In each 356-tupla -
•y»t*a>Ut*Uy rwplac* aach D by 1(11, that 1* th* pair (0,1), and raplac* 
each 1 by tha dual E ' ( l ) . that la th* pair (1 ,0 ) , In fact l t ' a aaaier and 
aora exact to achieve thla by replacing 0 by th* pair 00 and 01, and 1 by 
th* pair 11 and 10; doing thla halpi to k**p Intact tha "hlatory* or th* 
raplaceaenta . It alao allowa ia to H I i t one* that E(2S6) la modified 
to 1(296x2) • 1(512). Interchangeably, v* could of coura* Just aa noil 
•tart with t ( D and replac* 0 by I(2So) and 1 by E'(2W) using • a la l lar 
kind of labeling scheae to keep track of th* "hlatory" of th* replacements. 
(Hot* that each label h*ra haa to ba vrltt*n with 25? difiita and ther* ar« 
2 5 1 2 dlatlnct labels I) Th* raault la again a larger vector apaca *(2x256) 
- E(S12). Contlnu* thi» proeeae:- twins 1(255) and I'(SSS) In 1(2) «e 
Stt E( 4x256) - 1(1024); using 1(25*} and fim) In E{4) w? get 1(16*255) -

E<*096); and ao on ' J ' 
Similarly, dual replacement step* ara alao to be carried out;- starting 
with E' ( l ) »e get E'(2x256) . E'(512); and eo on 

3.6 It la clear that these dual rrcuralon proceaee* do not have to ba 
carried out separately; they can (and must) ba thought or u taVlng place 
tlaultencoualy, and Instantaneously. Moreover, they thoroughly and 
completely mi* up both the 'original' primitive brrneh BU)—E(256) and 
It* du».l (or 'anil') primitive branch E'(l) Z'(256), at each stage of 
the recursion. Mm tsl-Orcbouroe scqtilrei an ever Increasingly complex 
fine-grain structure comprising both 'original substance' and Its dual 
'anti-substance'. 

1 THJ RICUKSIVs KHRARQW 

*-l The f irst practical problm now h»a to b* faced: 
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Hon can »e Incorporate the Idea of Bi-Orobouroe In an algebraically and 
topological!? neanlngful way? 

4.2 One lntereatlr.il j practical n j Bake* uaa of the Idea of a Direct 
14) 

U a l t (aoaetlaea callad an Injactlv* Ua l t ) of aatheaaUcal atructura . 
Very roughly •peaking, «a can imagine a nan vector apac* t(oo) ( I t la a 
"ouper-epece", of inflnlta dimension) conalatlng of vactora aach of xhteh 
la an lnflnlto-tuple (eaquancj) of Oa and la , with only a flnlta nuaber of 
la In any of thea. {va aha)} alao need a "dual auper-apace" I' loo) In 
which vector* hav* only a f lnlt* nuaber of Oa In thea.) Vector addition la 
a^ain coordlnate-vlaa addition (aod Z). Va cwi no* recognlie a eequence or 
vector aubapace* in Uila aupar apace I(oo) :-
Flret pick out the tao vactora vhlch atart ( 0 , 0 , 0 . , , . ) and ( 1 , 0 , 0 , . . . ) and 
•hlch nave a l l Oa aftar tha f i r s t placa: theaa clearly font a subapaca 
lecanrphlc to 1 (1) , l . a , to tha bat* field 2 2 - (0 ,1) . Second, 
pick out tha four vactora ahleb start (0 ,0 ,0 ,0 .0 ) . ( 0 , 1 , 0 , 0 , 0 , . . . ) , 
( 0 , 0 , 1 . 0 , 0 , . . . } , ( 0 , 1 , 1 . 0 , 0 , . . . . ) and haw* a l l Oa after tha third placa; 
theaa fora a eubepaca laoaorphic to E(2). Do the eaaa trtCi vactora vnich 
hava a l l Oa In 1st ,2nd and 3rd placea and after the 7th place, and at laaat 
one 1 In tha 4th. 5th.6th,7th places; these together with (0,0,0 ) 
inks up a aat of lb vector* which la laoemrphlc to 1(4) . Then aov# on to 
tha next 16 placet, tha next 256 placaa, tha n u t 512 placaa . . . and 
recognize E(J8J. r(256), E(S1Z),.. . It'a u i f w acre gluelnj together 
the Infinite eequenca of flnlte-dlaenelonel vector apacea 1(2) . 1 (4 ) , 
E(16), E(2S6J, C(5ia) In a meaningful and organized way ; aea 
Figure 3 . 

E(l> E(2) E(4) 

, 1 , 1 , 1 
E(16> E<256> E(512> 

;<i> E(S) E(4) EH6> E(256) E(512) 

I ( o o ) »—> 

FIGURE 3 . EMBEDDING WE FINITE KEIBARCHY ( E( l )—E(256) ) 

AND ITS OftOKWBOS EXTEH5I0MS ( E(512>, EU024) . . 

IN THE INFINITE BACKGROUND SPACE E(oo) 
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4.3 The degree of organisation i s longer than at ftrat B O M M . For 
(•BE ttote 5) then a n aap» between theee vector ilfaopacca vMeh alio* <m 
to Identify a l**er level rector "ltd a higher level on* la the aopcr-opan 
Z(BD). 9MM cape are («r ahoujd turn W t o b a cl«eely related to) the 
older lwl-—trtilmi m «f the finite nelrarenr . Moreover. since 
tfeeat wtpa era linear they we the—eliea repreaefttelA* bj tlnflnltt) 
aatrleea vita antrtea aede <• «T OJ art le (alnoet al l «f which are Oe. of 
couraelf ana any euch aatrla can In turn t* identified tilth • vector in the 
•uper-aprse Keel, BUM caking the tewle •yaten vary self-contained (and 
very Hierarchical in aplrlt..) I 

4.4 Seat ether problee* that have « i l l to be tackledi 
(a) Should ve foratllr carry «ut the Identification of 5(2«3 with (0) and 

the dual Identification of f <<SS61 with ( l ) . in the aveer-aaace *(»«-). 
and if ao, now ? 

(I) la there a fMOal role for the dual st&er-apac* f *(c«) ? 
(C) i r f (ae> ai l It* dual »*<<»>, though laoaerphU* a n to be regarded aa 

distinct In tnt BMM> v«y aa each t(n) aad C'(n) *ere, can we not carry 
out yet another Identification — thla tlaa et (0) with E(oo) and (1] 
tdtft »'(o»l — and ao repeat the entire Bl-Orobouroe ccratraetlen on 
thtp even grander aeele by producing further eupar-epacee Etoe.oo) and 
E<(ao,«a), and M on «nd eo «n ? 

My cm eonjietun In that a aetlifaetary anawer to |A) will 
reaolvc (I) and thence (C) In audi a way that the firat two auper-apacee 
S(oo) and IMoo) a n ihevn to be Mutually Identifiable in the aenae that 
neither can ultlaataly provide any rurther atructiHV-baaed inferaation. 
Moreover, l l la very likely that E(oo) and the aeelingly grander E(oo,oo) 
would turn cut to be ttruoturally indiitinsulahable' , sc that nothing nev 
•aa to be gained by further creating an Infinite eueeenlen of CUCR grander 
identifications for (0) and (1), In thin ultlaato aenaa there would be no 
Infinite ngrett nf eenetnictiow for Bl-Orobouroa, GL-Qrabouroe would be 
fornally identifiable with either E(eo) or E'(eo)s the choice could be aad* 
without any owe preference than la currently given the tokenu "0" and "1" 
for whatever forael cfejeeta they o n habitually required to repraaent. 

* TWO***. lYwmoM in T » wcwBivt lapuatog 

S.» Thrre ta another point which I ought to aention here, though thla 
too ia a very raw Idea, The "uttenaion- process by which I deacrlbed the 
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setting up of the Infinite Mcuraion by <•!*• the epacea I<L)Jt(21,lM1 a... 
B(5i2). . . . eoald be regarded aa a "ticking*1 « 1 « « H , growing In eoaplexity 
at each axtaneion. The m l w m at any "tUar* la finite beeaaee only * 
finite auaber *f place* la aw motor la E(e») nawe had tbt peealblllty at 
being occupied by a 1 (all other pleeee "fltftfear « " Mill being Ot). Bat 
If «• *ioh to take on board «n Infinitely r«ao«* peet, wa htM only to 
aodify thla conttrttetlon and replace the «uper-*paee I<oo) by en leoworphlc 
copy conalatlDg of "two-aided" vector! (eequeneaa af On and It which have 
na atart and no enda Big. ( 0,0,0,0,1,0,1,1,0,0,0,0 ) . 
Fomally theee are described aa eequencea lnd**ed by all the pealtlve and 
negative Integers and sera ( . , . , -2 , -1 ,0 ,1 ,3 , . - . ) rather than by the 
poaltive Integer* (1 .2 ,3 , . . . . ) «l«w, 

5.2 the advantage in doing thla, ia that even die "ntart" of the 
construction lea** any privilege or priority t any point ean be taken «a a 
convenient "atart" for Identifying a "local" Hi)• and the ayataa'a 
etruetwra then rolla away "ideally" to the right aa before| but any other-
point aora to the left would have aarved equally Mil mi vhen It weea 
down to a hard choice, there are no grotmda t» plaiting an any point,.'...; 
the "origin of Una" la Infinitely far to the l i f t and "tine" ntretehee 
Infinitely far to the right, ao to apeak, tut at eeeh "tick" the unWeree 
becoaee that such awe rich and complicated, atnivturally apeeVing, 
Ferhasi there le k ien>« in which thta idea ten ba identified with tht 
Hoyae-IUnthey-Cefwtrt ticking univ«ne ( a >T 

S IKnKXn MaXltJIOPCM, SFJ£t IWTJlOCJgS 

S.l Tht next positive advantage which 1 think will flow from thaee 
Ideea la the potential reenval of the imitation of having to wort with a 
finite collection of finite vector epeeea, aa in the origliml finite 
Hierarchy. Aa Olive Xllalatar and I have described tat MM V, IMS), thin 
unavoidably fercea enjr topology on thea to t* dlaerete (and rather 
unlntereatlng ea a reeuit); we a n left with only a "Hanlng" Metric (the 
dlaUnee between two vectora la 4uet the nuafeer «f elaeee In wMeh their 
coordinate* differ>. But raw that we have Infinite dlaeneloeal ewper-
apacea Ila>) end CMoo) to work with - even if only as background eeae». 
only "potentially reaMtoble" - we aay be able la appeal to a larger 
variety of topolegle* and related topic*. 
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6 . 2 Soav p o s s i b l e idena here are these: U ) I t IB known 1 9 1 that 

E l o c l , aa def ined above. LB I d e n t i f i a b l e with a l l subse t s of rat ional 

nuafceri. and Tunc* (LI) that I t conta ins a chain ( I . e . n c o l l e c t i o n of 

v i c t Q n 4ach 4ns of which In BOSK venae la an ex tens ion or a l l "previous" 

one* In Uis c o l l e c t i o n ] -itileh 1* I d e n t i f i a b l e with the real number eyeten . 

1 M B B U M M would have ( s » s t ? a l l ? ) ra t iona l nuabera o v e l l e b l e at any 

"tiaw" and real nuafecrs a v a i l a b l e at • p o t e n t i a l l y i n f i n i t e "time". The 

• • t r i e "rarineacnt" a v a i l a b l e to ua In any f l n l t e l y - r c o l i i o b l e part of the 

unlvsnae would Uiua depend s i«p l> on th* ( t h e o r e t i c a l ? ) extent to which we 

have fa l lowed the Bt-Orobouroa' development s t a r t i n g at any given "or ig in". 

Va are f « « to choose any such a te i - t lng-or lg ln (In the two-sided vector 

Spates described above) to s u i t the problem In hand, and to are free to 

d i s c u s s theore t i ca l physical problem* to any degree of tnpaloglc / a e t r l c 

-'previa Jen'". But »hat a f f u c t t h i s would have on any attempt to Introduce 

trie not ion of quanta (In energy or spat ia l measurement, for eiorapl?) Is not 

• t a l l c l e a r , 

t l ) See for exaaple: Baat ln , e t a l . , 'On the Physical Intei-pretation and 

the w-aUieaatlcal Structure at The Combinatorial Hierarchy'; 

Int .J .Theor .Phys , .Vol .16 . No.7, 197$ pages 44b-48B, 

(2) What in 1'act we are dolnn here i s forming the Kroneck^r (or Tensor) 
Product or each vector in E(256) with the vector (0 ,1 ) and re-wrlt infi the 
r e s u l t i n g ; H H 2 natrlx as a bl2xl vec tor . And s i m i l a r l y for other such 
c o n s t r u c t i o n s . 

[3} Mote that tiie sequence or dimension** itrowu with a "double mythm": 

65.536 
1!J, V77,?1CI 

4 , , 9 4 , 4 t i 7 , M 6 
( 9 . 5£I9,<I34, W? 1 7 . l 7 9 , S b 9 . H « 6B,V19,476,736 1 , 099 , M 1 , b27, 776 

The Int entry on Uie (n .L)-Ui row hns the v.ilue ? * ."ib": 
the 2nd, 3rd, ath e n t r i e s are then ?» , Hn , 1 ?8» Uint vulur, n--,pcrt)vi-1 y. 
A l t e r n a t i v e l y , note that the numbers In Uie F1HUT ROW jji'O" by uuuiiiinlj, 
then the numbers. In eiich COLUMN *row by tiring mutijil ied by V'>h. 

t 2 
i>2 

I fil 0?? 
( S3 5%<l « ? 

4 l f t 
1,0? -1 1 mr> 

S6i ' , 1 flJ i , o<ta i n * 
67 .108 ,Bb« i!&B,43i 4S6 
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(a) Useful accounts of t i l l * idea are given for exaaple in 
(a) Sourneki, Elements -of Mathematics, THEflHY OF SETS, (Irani! l o t i o n , f ro* 

the or ig ina l Trtivch, pMblUbed o j fc&Haan-Vesley. i 3 6 E i . 
(Chapter I I I , Sect ion S, (pag« 202)1; 

(b) Ougundji, Topology, ALlyn a Bacon, 1366; 
Uppendl i Two, Sect ion I . <pi>ge 43011. 

<"S) S t r i c t l y apeaktng, the Direct L i a l t i n v o l v e s s further cons truc t ion , 
F lre t there h u to be on ordered aet of aappings each of which reaches froa 
one "eabedded" space to another in tha ay. i tea, and they m a t ceapoaable in 
a s e n s i b l e yay, so that i f apecea U S , f b i , and {c? occur In that, order, 
then i f Fab w p « you f ro* apace ( e l t* »p»e* ( b l , and The fr«» apace tta> to 
space ( c ) than t h e i r composite Fbc .Fba i s the • • « aa tha H p Fac tram 
•pace to} t o apace ! b l . The extra cenfttruftion new cotntists o f ident i fy ing 
any vec tors In the extended ayetea which con be l inked by • chain of the*a 
rapplnga stepping trtm oft* "embedded" aubapace to another, ( Ih ia Idea 
reotioda aw of ay e a r l i e r idea of "apines" o f vector* reaching up through 
the F in i t e Helrarehy v i a chains of leval-aapplnga — aeo paragraph A , ' . 7 In 
the reference In Bote 1 above.) I t la known that i f two v e c t o r s are 
r e l a t e d by such a l ink, then the r e l a t i o n s h i p ao fonted la an equivalence 
r e l a t i o n on the ayatea . The f i n a l atop comes in regarding any two auen 
"equivalent vector* 1 ' aa being one and the o«»e object,- <Fora*: l y , « 
cons truc t the fac tor apace E(oo)/R fr-oa E(oo) by tlila equivalence re la t ion 
B.) Ihi» now "condonaed ayatea" la obviously very e l i c i t i n g : - any one of 
i t s "etojecta" c o n s i s t * of a l l uaetora i s the Bi-Oroboarcg Witch C M reach 
each other by chains of leve l~aappingi ; the c o l l e c t i v e of v e c t o r s In such a 
chain have )o. the ir " indiv idual i ty" , so to speak. Perhaps they 
correspond to '-physical e n t i t i e s " in *n "observable universe" ? A nat- ral 
quest ion to aak l a : What la the c a r d i n a l i t y o f the iyat-Ht E(oo)/R ? 

t6> The d i f f i c u l t y a t present ia in f inding the c c - r e e t nay Of sapping 
E U S 6 ) . the 1.EVEL IV of the old Fin i te He lmrchy . Into E(51S) , tha f i r s t of 
the Extended l e v e l s {"LEUKL 5") . One* that I s agreed upon,, the success ive 
mappings can then be constructed i t er&t lve ly up through the i n f i n i t e 
sequence of a i l the Extended Levels In both the Recursive Hierarchy and I t s 
dua l . 

(7) In the suae way that trie vector space Vloo) of a l l I n f i n i t e 0 ,1 
sequence* will* f i n i t e l y aasty la i » isomorphic to the vector apace ¥ i c o , o o } 
of a l l i n f i n i t e 0 ,1 matrices » l th f i n i t e l y many l B ( " i n r i n i t e sequences of 
i n f i n i t e sequences"); and ao o n , * . , 

(8 ) See , for rxanple; noyes, Kanthey, Gerwert.; 'Towards a Constructive 
P h y s i c s ' , SUC-PUB-niltUrev. Septeuber 19B3). 

(91 See , for example: Dwinger, Introduction 11 Boolean Algel faB, 
."hysica-Vei-lag, «uriburg. 1971, page fi, Problem 4 . 1 1 . 
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D I S C L A I M E R 

This report was prepared as an account of work sponsored by an agency of the 
United States Government Neither the United States Government nor any agency 
thereof, nor any of their employees, make any warranty, express or implied, or 
assumes any legal liability or responsibility for the accuracy, completeness, or use
fulness of any information, apparatus, product, or process disclosed, or represents 
that its use would not infringe privately owned rights. Reference herein to any spe
cific commercial product, process, or service by trade name, trademark, manufac
turer, or otherwise does not necessarily constitute or imply its endorsement, recom
mendation, or favoring by the United States Government or any agency thereof. 
The views and opinions of authors expressed herein do not necessarily state or 
reflect those of the United States Government or any agency thereof. 


